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This PhD thesis investigates the effects of changing discharge regimes on the morphological 
development of meandering rivers. The reduction of discharge causes bed morphology and 
planform changes in alluvial rivers with erodible banks, and restoring the discharge may alter 
the existing morphology, leading to a new (so far unpredictable) river course. A promising 
tool to investigate the morphological development of natural meandering rivers is the use of 
numerical models, and the present thesis explores the capability of the open-source software 
Delft3D to simulate the adaption of both planform dynamics and bed topography to changed 
discharge regimes. A specific reach in the Dhaleshwari River (Bangladesh) is taken as a 
case study as it provides relevant data for model validation.  
Both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) modelling approaches were applied. 
The 3D model, which was calibrated against measured three-dimensional flow data, was 
used for predicting bed level changes over a one-year period. The simulated morphological 
changes showed a certain degree of resemblance with the available field data, but the re-
quired computational time prevented further analyses. Therefore, a 2D model, which takes 
into account the three-dimensional flow phenomena in a parameterized way, was used for 
the further simulations to achieve acceptable computational times, and to enlarge the spec-
trum of investigated scenarios. This 2D model, in which the parameterization of the 3D flow 
effect was validated against curved flume data, was used to simulate the morphological de-
velopment for different discharge scenarios over a 10-year period. 
The results of the simulations revealed that the 2D model could predict scour depth, bank 
erosion, and riffle-pool sequences under both constant and varying discharge scenarios. 
However, the prediction of channel bankfull width showed some deficiencies. The simula-
tions with varying discharge demonstrated a more realistic prediction of the meander 
planform than the simulations with constant discharge. The conclusion from this research is 
that a two-dimensional (2D) modelling approach, in combination with a time-varying dis-
charge (i.e., hydrograph), can be used to simulate the natural dynamics of meandering riv-
ers, both in terms of the development of bed topography and channel planform. The morpho-
logical development of a river reach operates at a different temporal scale than the hydrody-
namic flow features, and the results of the study showed also that a morphological scale fac-
tor can be used as a speed-up factor for morphological development without the need to 
change the order of hydrographs. 
The results further revealed that a discharge magnitude of about 90% of the bankfull dis-
charge best represents the dominant discharge, and that the meander wavelength increases 
with the discharge magnitude. The results of the simulation for time-varying discharge rec-
ords reveal that larger floods favor enlargement of meander wavelength and smaller floods 
favor shortening of meander wavelength during the first 50% of the simulation period. How-
ever, after the first 5-year period, the meander wavelength becomes nearly unresponsive to 
altered high- and low- floods. A particular application of the model can be Monte-Carlo simu-
lations to predict the potential location of the future river channel as morphological changes 
in the Dhaleshwari River may endanger the local infrastructure in the study reach. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Meandering rivers tend to have a low gradient and thus slow flow. Their river bed is typically 
composed of fine sediments, and most of the sediment is transported in suspension. These 
features are typical of lowland rivers, although low-gradient rivers are found also in upland 
areas. Large seasonal variations in river flow result in fluctuating sediment transport capaci-
ties, which causes river bank erosion, excessive scour of fine bed material, sedimentation 
and formation of bars, and development of meandering channels. 
Discharge is one of the most important boundary conditions for a river. Reduction of the dis-
charge can be due to climate changes (droughts), morphological changes, as for instance 
the obstruction of an intake, but also due to human interventions, such as damming and wa-
ter extraction, and management strategies. Due to reduced discharge, rivers are subject to 
morphological changes, such as channel aggradation (silting up of rivers). This is a major 
problem for the people living along the river, since this means gradual reduction of the water 
resource for household, agriculture, industry and it restricts the use of the river channel as 
navigation route. In addition to the morphological alteration of the river bed, the discharge 
variation causes also different trends in the river planimetric evolution. In order to manage 
these systems suitably, it is important to know how the decrease in discharge causes 
planimetric changes of rivers.  
The need for the prediction of river planimetric changes arises from the fact that channel mi-
gration creates an important problem for water supply, hydraulic structures such as bridges 
and intakes. In rivers which are silting up, the main channel narrows and vegetation grows on 
river banks. The decrease in discharge changes the river planimetric trends leading to a new, 
so far hardly predictable, river course. In particular, the silting up of meandering rivers results 
in the formation and development of smaller meanders (Crosato 2008). This may occur in 
regulated rivers, in which a dam, barrage or simply water extraction reduces the water dis-
charge. Restoring the discharge, if this is possible, does not mean that the river returns to its 
original state and course. Instead, the discharge increase may induce new trends in 
planimetric changes, i.e. there is a risk that the river will follow a new undesirable course, far 
from where water is needed. This means that water resources management approaches 
need to address the morphological response of a river to reduction or increase of discharge. 
1.2 Approaches for morphological studies  
Successful river management requires thorough understanding and prediction methods of 
river dynamics. Tools for the prediction and evaluation of river planimetric changes, which 
are available, are satellite image analysis, physical modelling and numerical models.  
1.2.1 Satellite image analysis 
Time-series of satellite images are generally used to study the planimetric changes of rivers, 
and dry season satellite images are commonly used for such an analysis. There are two rea-
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sons for using dry season images – (i) cloud free optical images are available and (ii) these 
images show the alignment of the main flow path of the river system. Superimposing the 
bank lines of consecutive years, it is possible to obtain information on cumulative erosion 
along the banks of a river reach. Figure 1.1 is an example of such an approach, in which su-
perimposing techniques have been applied to the Dhaleshwari River in Bangladesh (CEGIS 
2013). This river will be introduced in more detail in this thesis (see Figure 3.1). 
 
Fig. 1.1 Channel migration in the Dhaleshwari River in Bangladesh (A) upper reach, (B) middle 
reach and (C) lower reach (CEGIS 2013). 
The results of such an analysis can be presented in a graphical form showing the dominant 
direction of bank line migration and its magnitude (see Figure 1.1). Thus satellite image anal-
ysis can be a powerful tool for the derivation of approaches to predict bank erosion. Howev-
er, this method has some limitations. Firstly, spatial and temporal resolutions of images are 
important factors. For example, if the spatial resolution of an image is 30 m and the rate of 
lateral shifting is within the range of 20 m/year, the occurrence of erosion using image based 
analyses of consecutive years may not be captured. Secondly, data extracted from satellite 
images do not allow the extraction of all the information required for a complete analysis of 
morphological processes. In fact, such data provide two-dimensional information, whereas 
the extent of the morphological processes is three-dimensional. In this context, it is difficult if 
not impossible to derive essential information such as flow depth, velocity and sediment con-
centration from satellite images. 
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1.2.2 Physical modelling 
Physical modelling is an important tool in environmental hydraulics and has been extensively 
used for the analysis of sediment transport processes and the morphological development of 
rivers (Frostick et al. 2011, Muste et al. 2017). Friedkin’s (1945) mobile-bed experiments with 
erodible banks (see Figure 1.2) are a classical example of physical modelling applied to flu-
vial hydraulics. Physical modelling can provide specific results but it is expensive and time 
consuming. Moreover, the flow, sediment transport, and bed change processes in rivers are 
complicated. Correspondingly, it is difficult to attain the similarity with respect to sediment 
transport and flow resistance (Yalin 1971, Peakall et al. 1996, Peakall & Warburton 1996). 
Furthermore, scale effects may hamper the upscaling of the model results to prototype condi-
tions (Hydralab+ 2016).   
 
Fig. 1.2 Mobile-bed experiments with erodible banks (Friedkin 1945). 
1.2.3 Numerical modelling 
Numerical models simulate the physical phenomena and can contribute considerably to the 
understanding of the governing physical processes dominating river morphological changes. 
They can provide direct, real-scale predictions without scale distortion which can be validated 
if field data are available. Moreover, numerical models can provide data for areas where no 
measurements are available and they offer the possibility to extend analyses to flow condi-
tions beyond those measured directly in the field, respectively (Sukhodolov et al. 2015). An 
additional benefit of numerical modelling is that it can be used to isolate the effects of a 
change in a single boundary condition, model schematization, or model parameter settings 
by comparison of scenarios (van de Wiel & Darby 2004, Schuurman et al. 2016). In addition, 
prediction of long-term and large-scale evolution processes is feasible by means of simplified 
and parameterized descriptions of the flow and bank erosion processes. Furthermore, nu-
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merical models can be customized for a particular river system or condition, or 
to address specific questions in river management. 
In this study, the last approach of the abovementioned three is adopted. Attention has been 
paid to channel behavior at management time (years to decades) and space (kilometers) 
scales.  
1.3 Objectives and outline of the thesis 
The main objective of the present thesis is to explore the capability of a process-based nu-
merical model to simulate the adaption of both planform dynamics and bed topography to 
changed discharge regimes. A specific reach in the Dhaleshwari River (Bangladesh) is taken 
as a case study as it provides relevant data for model validation. 
The thesis is organized in seven chapters. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents a 
literature review on the morphodynamics of meandering rivers providing the basis for the 
subsequent detailed description of the aim of this study and the formulation of specific re-
search questions.  
Chapter 3 describes the morphological characteristics of the Dhaleshwari River (Bangla-
desh), which is used as a study reach in this thesis as available morphological data could be 
used for validation of the modelling results. However, a complete continuous time-series of 
daily discharges had to be estimated from statistical moment-based analysis of hydrologic 
data, because the available data had a few gaps or periods of missing data. Characteristic 
flow discharges and trends in discharge time-series (Mann–Kendall and Sen’s tests) are es-
timated based on the continuous time-series of daily discharges. This chapter is concluded 
by the presentation of the possible evolutionary scenario of the Dhaleshwari River in the 
study reach. 
Chapter 4 describes the process-based numerical model Delft3D which was used in this the-
sis to investigate the morphodynamic processes in meandering rivers. Following this descrip-
tion, the application of the 3D numerical model Delft3D to the case study area (the 
Dhaleshwari River, Bangladesh) is presented. The considerations include the suitability of 
the depth-averaged 2D approach, which is implemented in Delft3D, to model flow in curved 
river sections. For this purpose, the Delft3D bend-flow sub-model is validated against exper-
imental data acquired in a curved flume. The validated model is then used to simulate bed 
morphology and meander planform in the study area, on a decadal time scale, under bankfull 
discharge condition. The numerical results are presented and discussed at the end of this 
chapter.  
In Chapter 5, the depth-averaged 2D morphodynamic model is used for additional numerical 
experiments to investigate the effects of different discharge magnitudes on channel morphol-
ogy and planform adjustment in the study area. 
Chapter 6 provides a comparison of model predictions and observed data for a yearly river 
discharge hydrograph and a schematized (i.e., simplified) discharge hydrograph in the long-
term morphodynamic simulations. An evaluation of compressed and non-compressed simpli-
fied hydrographs, in combined usage with the morphological scale factor approach, is pre-
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sented. Finally, the model is used to predict future channel planimetric evolution taking into 
account different hydrologic scenarios. The numerical results are presented and discussed. 
Chapter 7 presents a summary of conclusions drawn from the present work and provides 
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2 Meandering rivers in lowlands 
2.1 River patterns 
Rivers exhibit different types of planforms which depend on bank and bed material, riparian 
vegetation, as well as sediment and water discharge regimes. The planform of alluvial river 
patterns are in general categorized as (1) straight, (2) meandering, and (3) braided rivers 
(Leopold & Wolman 1957):  
1. When the river is straight, sinuosity (i.e., the ratio of the river thalweg-length to the down-
valley length, see Section 2.2.6) has a minimum value of one. Such rivers exist only over 
short reaches and long straight rivers occur seldom in nature. Therefore, rivers with a sin-
uosity of less than 1.1 are commonly described as straight (see Figure 2.1(a)), and those 
between 1.1 and 1.5 are sinuous.  
2. Meandering rivers have a sinuosity of greater than 1.5. Meandering rivers wander back 
and forth over their floodplains (see Figure 2.1(b)), and hence, sinuosity tends to increase 
but it reverts close to unity when braiding (i.e., multiple-thread channels separated by mid 
channel bars) occurs.  
3. In large rivers, the river splits often into several channels as a single channel cannot con-
vey all the discharge. The separate channels are called anabranches (or anastomoses) as 
shown in Figure 2.1(c). Each anabranch is a distinct and rather permanent channel with 
banklines. However, Leopold & Wolman's (1957) classification scheme does not explicitly 
recognize the anabranched channel pattern (Knighton & Nanson 1993). Braided rivers 
(see Figure 2.1(d)) are relatively unstable compared to anabranching channels. Braided 
rivers are characterized by multiple channels and braid bars within the banklines of a sin-
gle broad channel.  
 
Fig. 2.1 Classification of river channel patterns: (a) straight, (b) meandering, (c) anabranched and 
(d) braided. Available at: http://www.seddepseq.co.uk/DEPOSITIONAL_ENV/Fluvial/Flu 
vial.htm [accessed 7 January 2018]. 
(a)  Straight (b)  Meandering
(d)  Braided (c)  Anabranched
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The sequence of straight, meandering, and braided rivers corresponds to an increase in val-
ley slope or stream power magnitude. Lowland rivers are characterized by meandering 
channels; piedmont rivers by braiding channels. Leopold & Wolman (1957) and subsequently 
Bridge (2003) found that if data for average channel slope (S0) is plotted as a function of 
bankfull discharge (Qbf), braided rivers plot above the position of meandering rivers (see Fig-
ure 2.2). This means that braided systems might also be found in flat planes and meandering 
streams in mountain valleys, if they fulfill certain conditions.  
 
Fig. 2.2 Channel pattern (meandering, straight, and braided) as a function of channel slope (S0) 
and bankfull discharge (Qbf). Leopold & Wolman (1957) provided a threshold between 
meandering and braided rivers as shown by the red line (adapted from Bridge 2003). 
2.2 Morphological characteristics and morphodynamics                                
of meandering rivers  
Meandering is the most common river planform in nature (Darby et al. 2002, Crosato 2008). 
In a meandering river, bends with different amplitudes and radii of curvature constitute a con-
tinuous sinuous channel. Figure 2.3 shows zones of erosion and deposition in a meandering 
river. A meander bend usually consists of a gently sloped point bar attached to the convex 
side (inner bank) and a deep pool on the concave side (outer bank). Meander bends are 
connected at the points of inflection or by short straight crossings. The flow depth at cross-
ings (section A1 - A2 in Figure 2.3) is relatively shallow compared to the flow depth at pools in 
bend (section C1 - C2 in Figure 2.3). The thalweg (i.e., the line of maximum depth) wanders 
from the deep pool at the outer side of a bend over a shallow crossover to the next deep pool 
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Fig. 2.3 Sketch showing zones of erosion and deposition in a meandering river (adapted from 
Dey 2014). 
The morphology of a river channel is a function of a number of processes. A comprehensive 
literature review on river meanders is given by Julien (1985). In the following sections, a 
short literature review about the important processes is presented.   
2.2.1 Sediment transport 
The knowledge of the processes of sediment transport is fundamental for evaluating channel 
morphological changes. The river sediment load originates from two sources. The first is the 
river bed material that is displaced by the bed shear stress and the second is the material 
resulting from the basin erosion. The size fractions which are found in large quantities in the 
bed are referred to as bed material load. Wash load is carried by the flow such that it always 
remains in suspension without deposition. In general, all size fractions that are finer than 
0.063 mm are considered as wash load. A further definition of wash load was given by Ein-
stein (1950), who defined wash load as the smallest 10% of the bed material size distribu-
tion. Wang & Dittrich (1992) used the non-dimensional Rouse number (Z) to differentiate 




               (2.1) 
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where ws is the settling velocity of suspended sediment (m s
-1), is the von Karman constant 
(= 0.4), and u* is the shear velocity (m s
-1). According to Wang & Dittrich (1992), the Rouse 
number (Z) is less than 0.06 for wash load and greater than 0.1 for bed material load.  
Sediment transport is often decomposed into bed load and suspended load. Bed material is 
transported in suspension if the turbulence of the flow is large enough to lift particles from the 
bed into the water column. Suspended sediment travels at a velocity similar to that of the 
flow while bed load progresses with a lower speed. Suspended load combines thus both bed 
material and wash load. Bed load transport takes place near the bottom of the river where 
the sediments are transported by sliding or rolling on the bed or by saltation.  
Morphological change is caused by spatial and temporal gradients in sediment transport. 
More sediment entering into a reach than going out of the reach results in aggradation. On 
the other hand, less sediment entering into a reach than going out of the reach results in 
degradation. Previous studies have reported that outer bank erosion is the leading process in 
meander migration, followed by point-bar growth and bar-floodplain conversion (Kasvi et al. 
2017). Generally, bank erosion occurs at the outer bank of a meander bend during flood 
flows. The eroded material is transported as bed load and suspended load and is deposited 
more downstream near the inner banks where the flow velocities are low. As a result, inner 
banks advance with the build-up of point bars, leading to bank accretion. At large spatial and 
temporal scales, the bank erosion rate near the outer bank is counterbalanced by the bank 
accretion rate near the inner bank (Ikeda et al. 1981, Crosato 2008).  
2.2.2 Spiral flow in a meander bend 
Flow in a meander bend has been studied in detail by Shukry (1950), Rozovskii (1957), 
Bathurst et al. (1979), Kalkwijk & De Vriend (1980) and others. In curved open channels, 
centrifugal force caused by channel curvature creates stronger momentum in the upper layer 
of water and weaker momentum in the lower layer of water, leading to a super-elevation of 
the water on the concave side. Due to the local imbalance between the centrifugal force and 
the cross-stream pressure gradient, a cross-stream circulation (secondary flow) is generated 
(see Figure 2.4). The combination of the secondary flow and the stream-wise flow produces 
a screw like path of streamline around a bend (spiral flow). In the literature, however, the 
term ‘spiral flow’ has often been used interchangeably with the terms ‘secondary flow’ and 
‘helicoidal flow’ (Kleinhans et al. 2008). In the outer bank region sediment particles near the 
bed are driven towards the inner bank region by the spiral flow. Thus the spiral flow induces 
deposition along the inner bank and scouring along the outer bank in curved channel bends. 
The tendency to erode the outer bank and deposit sediment along the inner bank causes the 
channel to migrate laterally (see Figure 2.3).  
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Fig. 2.4 Flow in meander bends. 
2.2.3 Effects of the transverse bed slope  
River bends are characterized by a transversely sloped bed profile (deeper near the outer 
bank and shallower on the inner bank). On a transverse sloping bed, the migrating particles 
are continuously subjected to a downward gravitational force and hence they tend to move 
downslope deviating from the near bed flow direction. In the presence of secondary flow, 
downslope sediment transport due to gravity is balanced by spiral flow dragging the sediment 
upslope, which in turn controls the sediment transport, and thereby the shape of transverse 
bed slope of the point bar (Weisscher et al. 2017).  
The quantitative knowledge of the direct effect of gravity on sediment moving on a transverse 
sloping river bed is based on experiments in curved flume channels with simple bed configu-
ration (Ikeda 1982, Struiksma et al. 1985, Talmon et al. 1995, Wiesemann et al. 2006). 
Struiskma et al. (1985) derived an analytical model based on experiments in a curved flume, 
in which the vertical sidewalls were fixed and the flume bed was initially transversely flat. The 










            (2.2) 
in which zb is the bed level (m), y is the transverse distance (m), A is the secondary flow di-
rection coefficient (-), f() is a weight-function of the Shields-parameter  which describes the 
ratio of drag force to resistance force, h is the water depth (m) and Rs is the radius of stream-
line curvature (m). The lateral bed slope is determined by local parameters such as water 
depth, bed shear stress, radius of curvature of a bend and sediment properties. The second-
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in which C is the Chézy coefficient (m1/2 s-1), g is the gravitational acceleration (m s-2), and Es 
is a coefficient to control the spiral flow effect on the bed load transport direction (-). 











           (2.4) 
in which D50 is the median sediment diameter (m). 
2.2.4 Bank erosion 
For the process of lateral migration of the river channel, bank erosion plays the most im-
portant role. Bank erosion is a combination of fluvial erosion (i.e., the removal of bank mate-
rial by the action of hydraulic forces) and gravitational mass failure processes. The second-
ary flow is considered to be the dominant factor for the erosion of the outer bank as ex-
plained by Johannesson & Parker (1987): “It can, however, by no means be concluded that 
this is the one and only, or even the dominant, process driving bank erosion in meandering 
rivers”.  
 
Fig. 2.5 Bank migration process (adapted from Banda & Egashira 2016). 
The meandering channel migration process is shown in Figure 2.5 where sub-plot 2.5(a)  
demonstrates the planform of a meandering channel (Johannesson & Parker 1985), sub-plot 
2.5(b) shows that secondary flow is generated due to channel planform curvature, sub-plot 
2.5(c) exhibits that secondary flow carries the near bottom sediments from the outer bank to 
the inner bank region in the downstream, sub-plot 2.5(d) illustrates that the outer bank is un-
dermined and becomes unstable and the last sub-plot 2.5(e) shows that unstable bank col-
lapses and induces bank erosion resulting in a new planform. 
Secondary flow 
due to curvature
Local scour due 
to secondary flow
Unstable bank 
due to local scour
Bank erosion due 
to unstable bank
Bank migration 
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2.2.5 Bank accretion 
Bank accretion is a fundamental process leading to the advance of banklines and to the for-
mation of channel width. The alternation of high and low flows, the nature of sediment form-
ing the river bed and banks, and the presence of riparian vegetation are keys to the advance 
of banklines. Using field data over a period of 20 years, Hooke (2008) investigated the mor-
phological responsiveness to discharge variations on a 10 km gravel-bed meandering reach 
(Dane River, England) and stated that during high flow periods erosion exceeds deposition 
resulting in the widening of the channel, but during lower peak flow periods deposition catch-
es up and results in narrowing of the channel. Kasvi et al. (2013) employed an acoustic Dop-
pler current profiler (aDcp) at three flow stages in a sand-bed meandering river (Pulmanki 
River, Finland) and examined how the 3D flow structure changes over the flow regimes. 
They found that secondary circulation is responsible for scroll bar formation on the point bar. 
The strength of the spiral flow increases as discharge rises, and large floods produce deposi-
tion on the point bar, leading to bank advance. This indicates that meandering rivers exhibit 
width fluctuations both in time and space, varying with the river discharge, but over long time 
periods, meandering rivers exhibit a more or less constant width (Zolezzi et al. 2012, Vargas-
Luna 2016, Bogoni et al. 2017).  
2.2.6 Planform characteristics of meandering rivers  
The mutual interaction between hydraulics and sediment transport processes controls the 
shape of meander planform. This section describes the characteristics of meander planform 
geometry.  
2.2.6.1 Planform parameters 
Meandering river bends occur in natural river channels at all scales, and all around the world 
meander planforms have been intensively studied (Fargue 1868, Jefferson 1902, Leopold & 
Wolman 1957, 1960, O’Boyle 1981, Williams 1986, Magdaleno & Fernández-Yusti 2011, 
Howett 2017). Fargue (1868), who made one of the first attempts to describe meander 
planform, argued that meandering rivers have one essential property, namely ‘the continuity 
of the change in curvature’. From observations at the Garonne River (France), he correlated 
river planform geometry with flow depth, however, his findings stayed largely unknown 
(Hager 2003, Dittrich & Huppmann 2013). 
Generally, meander planform, which can be described best when viewed from above, is de-
scribed based on a range of parameters (Leopold & Wolman 1957, 1960). Figure 2.6 illus-
trates the most commonly used parameters to describe the geometry of bends: The meander 
belt width (MB) is the shortest distance between tangents drawn at the outside of the mean-
ders; the meander wavelength () is defined as the distance between two subsequent inflec-
tion points of the wave pattern; the radius of curvature (R) is the radius of a circular arc that 
best fits a meander loop and the channel widths (B) are measured from topographic maps 
based on the assumption that these are not significantly different from bankfull widths (Wil-
liams 1986). 
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Fig. 2.6 Definition of key planform parameters: MB is the meander belt width which is defined as 
the distance between tangents drawn at the outside of the meanders; is the meander 
wavelength which is defined as the distance between two subsequent inflection points of 
the wave pattern; R is the radius of curvature which is defined as the radius of a circular 
arc that best fits a meander loop and B is the channel width which denotes bankfull width 
(modified after Leopold & Wolman 1957). 
2.2.6.2 Interrelations between meander parameters 
Planform studies using maps and aerial photographs have been used to derive empirical 
equations for reach-scale meander geometry by relating meander belt width (MB), meander 
wavelength () and radius of curvature (R) to each other as well as to characteristics of the 
cross-section such as bankfull width (B) (Williams 1986). Such empirical relationships are 
considered to be applicable to all meandering streams as the plans of river bends look alike 
regardless of scale (Leopold & Wolman 1960, Shahjahan 1970, O’Boyle 1981). The underly-
ing assumption is that the parameters change over time dependent on the processes affect-
ing the development of the floodplains, but that, at the same time, they maintain their aver-
age values when the entire reach is considered.  
Correlations between meander parameters were first developed by Jefferson (1902), who 
examined 23 streams with floodplains and found that MB is equivalent to 1.43 times . Fur-
thermore, Jefferson (1902) established an empirical relationship between MB and B, and 
showed that MB is equal to about 17.6 B. Later, Bates (1939) found that MB is equivalent to 
14.32 times B. Williams (1986), using data collected from 153 rivers around the world, found 
that MB is equal to about 6 times B. The apparent lack of agreement with prior studies can 
mainly be associated with the meander belt width (MB) delineation. Jefferson (1902) and 
Bates (1939) defined MB as the distance between lines drawn tangentially to the outside 
bends of the laterally extreme meander bends in a series of meanders, whereas Williams 
(1986) used lateral distance between tangential lines of two successive meander bends. 
Leopold & Wolman (1960) found that the empirical relationship describing the link between 
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try. A few years later, Leopold et al. (1964) suggested that  is most commonly in the range 
of 10 - 14 times B. Later, other researchers have further investigated this relationship and 
also found that  is linearly related to B and the /B ratio lies in between 10 to 14 (see Ta-
ble 2.1).  
Leopold & Wolman (1960), in their investigation of 50 rivers, found that most meanders tend 
to develop a radius of curvature to channel width ratio (R/B) between 2 and 3, regardless of 
the size of the river. For R/B values of 2 to 3, Bagnold (1960) showed that the energy losses 
caused by the flow in a bend are minimized. Hickin & Nanson (1984), based on a study of 
several sand-bed rivers in Canada, found that the bank erosion rate is a function of the R/B 
ratio, with a maximum value at R/B = 2.5. The meander migration rate decreases on either 
side of the range (2< R/B <3). Other authors have confirmed a similar role for the R/B ratio in 
controlling channel migration (see Table 2.1).    
Tab. 2.1 Relation between planform parameters and channel width 
Source MB/B /B R/B 
Jefferson (1902) 17.6 12.6 - 
Bates (1939) 14.32 - - 
Leopold & Wolman (1960) 7.9 11.6 2.3 
Zeller (1967) 4.5 10 - 
Young (1974) - 10.8 2.3 
Dury (1976) - 11 - 
O’Boyle (1981) 9.1 11.6 2.96 
Williams (1986) 6 10.47 2.43 
Chang (1988) - 10.23 3 
Soar & Thorne (2001) - 10.23 - 
Julien (2002) 4.5 12.34 - 
Howett (2017) 6.89 - - 
 
From Table 2.1 it can be seen that, up to the 1960s, several investigators attempted to dis-
cover relationships between planform parameters and channel width (B), and newer studies 
basically confirmed those relationships. Leopold & Wolman (1960), O’Boyle (1981) and Wil-
liams (1986) considered meander belt width (MB), meander wavelength () and mean radius 
of curvature (R), whereas others focused on either one or two of these parameters depend-
ing on the aim of their investigations. It should be noted that MB is 0.5 to 1.5 times  which is 
rarely outside the range of 10 to 14 times B, and R is generally 2 to 3 times B. However, sed-
iment load and channel forming sediments can distort this generalized rule (Leopold & Wol-
man 1960, Soar & Thorne 2001). 
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2.2.6.3 Relation between discharge and channel cross-sectional parameters  
The idea of representing a river regime with a single discharge has attracted the attention of 
the scientific community, both in the fields of fluvial geomorphology and hydraulic engineer-
ing, since the beginning of the previous century. Hydraulic engineers developed a variety of 
empirical relationships known as "regime theory" to aid in the design of stable drainage, irri-
gation or navigation channels in order to reduce the costs associated with maintenance of 
such channels (Lindley 1919, Lacey 1930, Leopold & Maddock 1953). Relationships have 
been developed for both at-a-station geometry and downstream geometry by relating a target 
variable to the discharge in the form of an exponential equation (for example, B = aQ
b
, where 
a and b are constants). Downstream hydraulic geometry relationships describe the shape of 
alluvial channels in terms of bankfull width, mean depth, mean velocity, and channel slope. 
On the other hand, at-a-station hydraulic geometry describes the relationship between water-
surface width, mean depth, and mean velocity with changing discharge at a cross-section in 
the channel (Singh 2003). Using data from stable canals in India and Pakistan, Lacey (1930) 
remarked that irrigation canals remain stable when their width scales as the square root of 
their discharge (B Q0.5), even if the bed and banks are subject to erosion and deposition. 
Recently, field observations revealed that Lacey’s law is applicable to natural rivers as well 
(Gaurav et al. 2017, Métivier et al. 2017).  
2.2.6.4 Relation between discharge and meander wavelength 
Jefferson (1902) first demonstrated that meander belt width (MB) varies with the volume of 
water discharged by a river. On the basis of Jefferson’s (1902) and own data, Inglis (1949) 




Q                (2.5) 
where  and Qbf are in meters and cubic meters per second, respectively. 
The dominant discharge is a hypothetical term which is defined as the steady flow rate that 
will shape the bankfull channel over moderate time scales in the same way as the natural 
hydrologic regime does. The dominant discharge has been used interchangeably with the 
bankfull discharge, channel-forming discharge and effective discharge in the literature (Ferro 
& Porto 2012). Classical explanations of dominant discharge (Inglis 1949) use the bankfull 
discharge (Qbf). Later, several authors correlated  with a range of discharge indices (see 
Table 2.2).  
Inglis (1949), Leopold & Wolman (1957) suggested that  varies with the square root of Qbf. 
Dury (1964) adopted the mean annual flood discharge (Qmaf) as a typical value of dominant 
discharge, and found a similar type of relationship. Carlston (1965) stated that the dominant 
discharge is associated with a range of flows between the mean discharge for the month 
where the maximum discharge occurs (Qmm) and the mean annual discharge (Qma). Ackers & 
Charlton (1970) related  with Qbf using both laboratory and field data. Schumm (1967) found 
that  is dependent not only on flow discharge, but also on the type of sediment load trans-
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ported through the channel. Later, he showed that  correlates with Qbf and the fraction of 
silt-clay in the channel perimeter (M) (Schumm 1977). Thus, a question that needs to be dis-
cussed is which discharge should be used in finding the relationship between discharge and 
channel characteristics such as meander wavelength ().  
Tab. 2.2 Meander wavelength-discharge relationships (in [m], Q in [m3 s-1]) 
Source Relationship Discharge  
Inglis (1949) 36
bf
Q   Bankfull discharge (Qbf) 
Leopold & Wolman (1957) 65.2
bf
Q   Bankfull discharge (Qbf) 









Q   Mean monthly maximum discharge (Qmm) 
















Q   Bankfull discharge (Qbf) 
            M = Fraction of silt-clay in the channel perimeter (-)  
2.2.6.5 Estimation of dominant discharge  
Classical explanations of dominant discharge use the bankfull discharge (Qbf) as it repre-
sents the flow that fills the channel from bank to bank before spilling into the floodplain (Inglis 
1949, Leopold & Wolman 1960). Williams (1978) presented a detailed review on 
the identification of bankfull stage ranging from vegetation boundaries to morphological 
breaks in bank profiles and outlined 16 methods to depict bankfull elevation. However, con-
siderable expertise is required to apply these methods in practice as the field identification of 
bankfull stage can be difficult and subjective (Radecki-Pawlik 2015).  
The second deterministic discharge concerns the channels that are at or near dynamic equi-
librium (i.e., neither aggrading nor degrading). The channel forming discharge governing the 
cross-sectional and planform characteristics can be based on a chosen recurrence interval of 
flooding. Channel-forming discharges have often been associated with a fixed recurrence 
interval which is seldom outside the 1 to 3 year range (Soar & Thorne 2001, Biedenharn et 
al. 2001). Recently, Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014), Lanzoni et al. (2014), Frascati & Lanzoni 
(2013) have approached this problem by means of numerical modelling. Bolla Pittaluga et al. 
(2014) and Lanzoni et al. (2014) applied one-dimensional models to the Magra River (Italy) 
and to the Po River (Italy) respectively, and suggested that the river bed morphology is con-
trolled by moderate discharges in the presence of fixed (non-erodible) wall. They further sug-
gested that the dominant (or channel-forming) discharge lies between mean annual dis-
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charge and bankfull discharge. Similar results were obtained by Frascati & Lanzoni (2013), 
who used a two-dimensional analytical linearized model to simulate the Po River in Italy. It 
should be noted that these numerical experiments were conducted in natural rivers with fixed 
(non-erodible) walls where the river banks were artificially protected. As the flow regime not 
only influences channel cross-sectional shape, but also affects meander geometry, it is un-
clear whether previous assessments of channel-forming discharges apply to meandering 
rivers with erodible floodplains (i.e., freely meandering rivers). The application of numerical 
models to estimate channel-forming discharges in freely meandering rivers is still in its infan-
cy.  
The third deterministic discharge is the effective discharge. The effective discharge is the 
discharge which, over time, transports the largest quantity of sediment. A method for deter-
mining the effective discharge is the Wolman & Miller (1960) method which states that the 
effective discharge is a function of both the magnitude of a flood-event and its frequency of 
occurrence. In this method, the effective discharge is computed by finding the maximum of 
the curve resulting from multiplying the flow frequency curve with the sediment discharge 
rating curve (Doyle et al. 2007). The maximum of the curve indicates the flow that does the 
most geomorphic work. Goodwin (2004) developed analytical solutions for predicting effec-
tive discharge using sediment discharge rating equation and theoretical flow frequency distri-
butions (i.e., normal, lognormal, and gamma). Soar & Thorne (2001) noted that bankfull and 
mean annual discharges, respectively, formed the upper and lower bounds for a range of 
effective discharges for sand-bed meandering rivers in the USA. It should be noted that the 
effective discharge method is founded on sediment transport rating curves, in which meas-
urement uncertainty is inherent. Although the meander movement is essentially accompa-
nied by sediment-transport, a sediment transport rating curve gives no insight into the chang-
ing geometries of a meandering channel, because the influence of changing geometries is 
already included in the rating equation (Goodwin 2004). 
Although the bankfull, channel-forming and effective discharges are each considered to be 
dominant discharges, they may not be identical, because their values are determined from 
calculations following a designated procedure. There is no universally agreed method, and 
therefore, all three methods should be used and cross-checked against each other (Soar & 
Thorne 2001). 
2.3 Modelling of meandering rivers 
2.3.1 Physical modelling  
Morphodynamics of rivers can be studied through physical modelling or numerical modelling 
(see Section 1.2.2 and Figure 2.7). A physical model is a scaled representation of the proto-
type where the model results are obtained by measurements (De Vries 1993). The basic re-
quirements to achieve similitude are geometric similarity, kinematic similarity, and dynamic 
similarity (Yalin 1971, Peakall et al. 1996, Peakall & Warburton 1996). A particular advantage 
of physical modelling is that it can provide specific results and direct visual feedback.  
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Fig. 2.7 (a) Meandering channel evolution from an initially straight channel (see the left plot in 
Figure 1.2) after 3 hours in a physical model study (Friedkin 1945) and (b) Numerical 
simulation of Friedkin’ (1945) laboratory channel (Duan & Julien 2010). 
Friedkin (1945) pioneered the physical experiments to study the meander evolution from an 
initially straight channel (see Figure 1.2) and investigated the effect of discharge, slope, initial 
cross-section, bed material, skewed inlet angle of the flow and sediment supply. The results 
of the investigations are valuable although only qualitative descriptions were reported. 
Friedkin (1945) found that, over time, amplitude of the meanders tends to increase and that 
the meanders gradually migrate downstream. Later, several researchers investigated how 
meanders are initiated and how they develop in laboratory channels (Ackers & Charlton 
1970, Schumm & Khan 1972, Schumm et al. 1987, Braudrick et al. 2009, Visconti et al. 
2010, van Dijk 2013). Visconti et al. (2010) found that the temporal variation of discharge 
influences the development of sand bar and meandering channel pattern. Van Dijk (2013) 
found that meander dynamics are controlled by bankfull discharge conditions, but overbank 
flow is highly important in modifying the floodplain. By means of scaling analysis, Braudrick 
et al. (2009) suggested that the experimental meander migration was faster as compared to 
most natural channels. This pointed out indirectly the so-called “scale effects” that hamper 
the upscaling of physical model results to prototype conditions (e.g., Hydralab+ 2016). 
The use of physical models can provide useful predictions of meander evolution, but 
time and cost constraints prevent the use of physical models. Furthermore, for extensive sets 
of investigated scenarios, the physical modelling approach requires more schedule time and 
more cost than numerical modelling. In contrast, numerical modelling can provide direct, real-
scale predictions without scale distortion, and multiple numerical experiments are feasible 
within acceptable times. Since numerical modelling is the main approach in the present 
study, different types of numerical models used by the river engineers are described briefly in 
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2.3.2 Numerical modelling  
Numerical models can be used to simulate the physical phenomena involved in river mor-
phology changes and can contribute considerably to the understanding of the governing 
physical processes. They provide direct, real-scale predictions without scale distortion, but 
include uncertainties due to simplifications, computational errors and schematizations. Nu-
merical models are based on mathematical equations adapted for numerical computations by 
means of numerical methodologies. The governing equations for water flow are the mass 
conservation equation (continuity equation) and the momentum conservation equation. Simi-
larly, the governing equations for sediment transport are mass conservation and either a sed-
iment transport capacity equation (bed material load only) or entrainment/deposition equa-
tions coupled to advection diffusion equations for suspended transport.  
For an acceptable quality of model results, a model needs to be calibrated and validated. 
Calibration is basically the adaptation of the model to a specific case and is obtained by the 
comparison between calculated results and physical measurements, for instance water level 
series. Calibration is based on the optimization of calibration parameters to minimize the dif-
ference between computed and measured variables. Validation is another important step in 
modelling. In this case, the calibrated model is run to simulate another condition and then the 
results are again compared to measured data which has not been used for calibration. Vali-
dation is carried out to assess the model performances, which makes the analysis of model 
results possible also in case the model simulates future scenarios.  
Different types of numerical models used by river engineers are described briefly in the fol-
lowing sections. 
2.3.2.1 3D models 
The Navier-Stokes equations are the fundamental governing equations that describe the in-
stantaneous motions of turbulent flow for incompressible fluid (Navier 1823, Stokes 1845). 
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where ui is the velocity, t is the time, gi is the acceleration due to gravity, p is the pressure, 
and 
 
is the viscosity. A short-hand notation is used where xi = (x, y, z) and ui = (u, v, w) for 
u = 1, 2, 3.  
There are four unknown variables u, v, w and p in the Navier-Stokes equations. Four equa-
tions (continuity and momentum) are sufficient to solve the problem when the boundary con-
ditions are specified. Three different methods are generally used for the simulation of turbu-
lent flows: direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy simulation (LES) and Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation.  
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DNS and LES use the governing equations directly without time averaging. DNS is the most 
accurate numerical method for simulating turbulent flows. However, DNS is computationally 
expensive as sufficiently refined mesh and time steps are required to capture all relevant 
scales of turbulence. LES uses spatial filters to remove the scales of turbulence that are 
smaller than the grid spacing, and then the effect of the large scales is directly computed. 
The effects of the smaller-scale eddies are modeled either empirically or by sub-grid scale 
turbulence modelling. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method is based on the 
time averaging of the flow field where an instantaneous quantity is decomposed into its time-
averaged and fluctuating quantities. For instance, iu  = iU  + iu  and p  = P  + p  with iU  the 
mean velocity, P
 
the mean pressure and 
iu  and p
 
the fluctuating turbulent quantities, re-
spectively. However, the averaging procedure introduces the so-called Reynolds stress 
terms (the last term in equation 2.8) which represent the influence of the turbulence on the 
mean flow field (Rodi 1980) 
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As the RANS equations are not a closed set of equations due to the presence of non-linear 
Reynolds stress terms, various closure models have been developed over the years. The 
best known of these models is perhaps the standard k- model, in which k is the turbulent 
kinetic energy and  is the turbulent dissipation (e.g., Rüther et al. 2010). A standard model 
includes five closure coefficients and three closure functions (Rüther et al. 2010). An in-depth 
analysis of the computational algorithms, turbulence closures, as well as other assumptions 
and simplifications is beyond the scope of this study. For details on the turbulence modelling 
and simulation in hydraulics, reference is made to Wu (2007) and Rodi (2017). 
River engineers are mainly interested in averaged flow characteristics. For this purpose, 
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are commonly used in 3D models, 
which can be further subdivided into non-hydrostatic and hydrostatic models. Non-hydrostatic 
models use the momentum equations in three directions and the continuity equation, where-
as hydrostatic models use a hydrostatic pressure relation for the vertical momentum equa-
tion, and thus vertical velocities are solved using only the continuity equation (Parsapour-
Moghaddam & Rennie 2014, 2015, 2017). 
Based on the RANS equations, various numerical models have been developed in the past 
three decades. Examples for 3D-programs are Delft3D (Deltares, the Netherlands), MIKE 3 
(Danish Hydraulic Institute, Denmark), TELEMAC 3D (National Hydraulics and Environment 
Laboratory, France), FLOW 3D (Flow Science Inc., USA), CCHE3D (National Center for 
Computational Hydroscience and Engineering, University of Mississippi) and SSIIM (Norwe-
gian University of Science and Technology). 
2.3.2.2 2D models 
Two-dimensional (2D) models deal with spatial variations of flow properties in the lateral and 
longitudinal directions (in the horizontal plane) or in vertical and longitudinal directions (in 
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the vertical plane). The term 2D model will always refer to two-dimensional models in the 
horizontal plane (i.e., depth-averaged 2D models) in the context of the present thesis. 
Depth-averaged 2D models consider the fluid domain as a thin layer of fluid. Two assump-
tions are sufficient to describe a thin layer of fluid: the horizontal length scale is considerably 
larger than the vertical scale and the velocity field is homogeneous over the water depth. 
Under these conditions, the 3D RANS equations can be simplified to the 2D RANS equa-
tions, also called shallow water equations (equations 2.9 and 2.10). Different derivations of 
2D shallow water equations can be found in the literature depending on the author’s prefer-
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where iU  are the depth-averaged velocity components, ζ is the water surface elevation, b,i 
are the friction shear stress terms at the bed surface, Fsec,i are the correction terms in order 
to account the effect of secondary flow on the depth-averaged momentum equations. A 
short-hand notation is used where i = 1, 2.  
The depth-averaged horizontal Reynolds stresses 
2u , u v  , 2v  appearing in the 2D shallow 
water equations need to be computed by a depth-averaged turbulence model (Cea & 
Vázquez-Cendón 2007). The depth-averaging of the 3D RANS equations introduces an addi-
tional dispersion term (Fsec,i) in the depth-averaged momentum equations. The effect of spiral 
flow, which represents the discrepancy between depth-averaged velocity and actual velocity, 
is expressed as the dispersion stress terms (Yu & Duan 2013). For that reason, several sec-
ondary flow correction models have been proposed in the literature to account for the 3D flow 
characteristics of secondary flow (Bernard 1993, Lien et al. 1999, Hsieh & Yang 2003, Wu & 
Wang 2004, Guan et al. 2016). Examples of depth-averaged 2D codes with secondary flow 
parameterization are Delft3D (Deltares, the Netherlands), MIKE 21C (Danish Hydraulic Insti-
tute, Denmark), TELEMAC 2D (National Hydraulics and Environment Laboratory, France), 
HSTAR (University of Exeter, UK), River2D (University of Alberta, Canada), mRIPA (Coven-
try University, England), and Nays2D (Hokkaido University, Japan). The present thesis is 
based on the application of the Delft3D code for which a detailed explanation of the 2D hy-
drodynamics with secondary flow parameterization is shown in Section 4.1.2.2. 
2.3.2.3 1D models of meandering rivers 
Ikeda et al. (1981) pioneered the theoretical study and numerical simulation of meander mi-
gration processes. They developed a linear meander migration model based on a shallow 
water (St. Venant) flow model coupled with the assumption that bank erosion rate is propor-
tional to the near-bank “excess” flow velocity ( BU  ) which is defined as the difference be-
tween the near-bank and cross-sectional average velocity. In Ikeda et al.’s (1981) model, the 
proportionality constant between the bank erosion rate and BU   
is often termed as “erosion” 
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coefficient. Erosion coefficients are calibrated empirically based on field observations, histor-
ical maps, aerial photographs and remote sensing imagery. Hasegawa (1989) proposed a 
formula to compute the erosion coefficient derived from integration of sediment continuity 
equation.  
Crosato (1989) extended the approach of Ikeda et al. (1981) and developed the meander 
migration model ‘MIANDRAS’. By including the sediment balance equation, Crosato’s (1989) 
model includes the longitudinal adaptation of bed topography. This model computes the lon-
gitudinal profiles of the near-bank excesses of flow velocity (
BU  ) and water depth ( BH  ), as-
suming perfectly point-symmetrical cross-stream profiles of water velocity and depth with 
respect to the channel centerline. The local bank erosion rate is assumed to be a function of 
both 
BU   and BH  . The general equation that is used to compute the rate of lateral shift of the 
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where nB denotes the transverse coordinate, which is equal to zero at the channel centreline, 
t is time, and Eu and Eh are migration coefficients. 
Ever since the pioneering work of Ikeda et al. (1981), different 1D meander migration models 
(e.g., Crosato 1989, Johannesson & Parker 1989, Sun et al. 1996, Zolezzi & Seminara 2001, 
Larsen et al. 2006, Motta et al. 2012a) have been developed to simulate the planform evolu-
tion of meandering rivers at large spatial and temporal scales. In 1D meander migration 
models, the general characteristics of a river reach is represented by a single (reach-
averaged) value, such as the reach-averaged channel width, the sediment median diameter, 
the bankfull discharge and the roughness coefficient. Larsen et al. (2006) showed that the 
variable flow algorithm can also be used in meander migration simulations. 
2.4 Morphodynamic modelling of meandering rivers 
Morphodynamic processes operate at different spatial (ranging from millimeter to kilometers) 
and temporal (ranging from minute to millennium) scales (see Figure 2.8). This thesis exam-
ines the morphological development of meandering rivers at the spatial scale of several me-
anders. That is also the typical scale of engineering works (10-1-101 km in length and year to 
decades in time). 
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Fig. 2.8 Typical spatial and temporal scales of morphological units in rivers (adapted from 
Schuurman 2015). This thesis focuses on the scale of bars and meander bends (indicat-
ed by the blue box). That is also the typical scale of engineering works. 
Engineers and scientists are frequently asked to make predictions of water-surface elevation, 
flow patterns, sediment transport and morphologic evolution in rivers. Because of this de-
mand, a great deal of time and effort has been invested in developing sophisticated compu-
tational models that predict these quantities. One-dimensional (1D) linear modelling has ex-
panded to become multi-dimensional (2D or 3D) morphological models.  
As stated above, it is well known that meander bends migrate through bank erosion in the 
outer bends and deposition in the inner bends, under the influence of curvature induced sec-
ondary flow. Both the secondary flow and transverse bed slope in river bends deflect the 
sediment transport from the main flow direction. In a 3D model, the secondary flow is re-
solved on the vertical grid. The transverse bed slope predictor calculates the sediment 
transport deflection by the direct effect of gravity on particles moving on the transverse slope. 
It should be noted that the transverse bed slope effect is implemented in all process-based 
morphological models (e.g., Delft3D, Mike 3/21C, TELEMAC 3D/2D, CCHE 3D/2D, HSTAR, 
mRIPA, Nays2D) and even in 1D meander migration models (e.g., Ikeda et al. 1981, 
MIANDRAS). However, at the moment an exact parameterization of the transverse bed slope 
effect can only be achieved by calibration (Villaret et al. 2013, Kasvi et al. 2015, Schuurman 
et al. 2016). Model input further requires a range of parameterizations for bed roughness, 
and bed material composition (i.e., sediment heterogeneity and porosity). The bed level 
change is the result of sediment transport, transverse bed slope effects, bank erosion, and 
mass conservation in the bed.  
There exist only few morphodynamic studies considering model calibration with secondary 
flow in meander bends (e.g., Parsapour-Moghaddam & Rennie 2014, Banda et al. 2016). In 
many verification studies of morphodynamic models there is a tendency to focus on the bed 
evolution only, without providing information on the reliability of secondary flow, mainly be-
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ates necessary secondary flow in meander bends to control sediment transport. This is prob-
ably true for the bed level changes in meandering rivers with fixed (non-erodible) wall, for 
which process understanding is better due to empirical functions obtained from laboratory 
experiments (Ikeda 1982, Struiksma et al. 1985, Talmon et al. 1995, Wiesemann et al. 2006). 
However, this may not be true in some situations, for example, meandering rivers with erodi-
ble floodplains where the morphology is determined by a complex mutual interaction among 
flow, sediment transport, and both bed and bank morphodynamics. In a 2D model, the effect 
of the spiral flow needs to be parameterized due to the nature of the modelling approach 
(see Section 2.4.2.2). Due to curvature induced secondary flow, surface water moves to-
wards the outer bank while near-bed water moves towards the inner bank. The direction of 
near-bed velocity (and corresponding bed shear stress) deviates from the direction of prima-
ry flow. The deviation of the direction of bed shear stress from the primary flow direction is 
one of the more important effects of curvature on sediment transport. The angle between bed 
shear stress and depth-averaged shear stress (or flow) plays an important role in a bed to-
pography model in river bends (Vasquez et al. 2006, Nabi et al. 2016). In depth-averaged 2D 
models the inclusion of the secondary flow effect and sediment transport mod-
el parameters (e.g. transverse bed slope, bed roughness, sediment grain size) have yielded 
variable results (see Table 2.3). Kasvi et al. (2015) argued that a depth-averaged 2D 
morphodynamic model can predict the feature of erosion and deposition reasonably well in a 
natural meandering bend without the inclusion of a secondary flow parameterization due to 
the major role of main flows. On the other hand, Guan et al. (2016), Nicholas (2013) and 
Mosselman (1998) reported the relevance of secondary flow parameterization in morphologi-
cal simulations. 
Tab. 2.3 Example applications of depth-averaged 2D model 
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It is not possible to accurately capture river 
channel migration in a model that allows 
bank erosion alone. Adequate description of 
the depth-averaged flow field and grain size 
is necessary. 
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Regarding morphological predictions over a long period of time (for example, years to dec-
ades), the computational effort and the simulation time are relevant factors. One of the chal-
lenges in long-term, process-based morphological modelling is the integration of hydrody-
namic and morphodynamic timescales, as the bed morphology evolves much more slowly 
than the hydrodynamic variables (Nicholas et al. 2013). Since river discharge is rarely con-
stant and it generally varies rapidly, several studies have focused on the flood events greater 
than a threshold to save computational time (e.g., Ziliani et al. 2013, Guan et al. 2016). 
Lesser et al. (2004) and Roelvink (2006) have recommended the morphological acceleration 
technique to bridge the gap between hydrodynamic and morphological timescales. This 
technique consists of multiplying the calculated depth changes over a hydrodynamic time 
step (thydro) by a constant factor (MORFAC), effectively predicting morphological changes 
over a time-period of: 
 
mor hydro
t t MORFAC             (2.12) 
Thus the MORFAC is an erosion and sedimentation acceleration factor. Through the use of 
this method, hydrodynamic timescales are adapted to much longer timescales of morpholo-
gical evolution. As an illustration, 1 year hydrodynamic simulation with a MORFAC = 10 rep-
resents 10 years of morphodynamic evolution. The morphological acceleration technique, 
which is implemented in all process-based morphological models (e.g., Delft3D, Mike 3/21C, 
HSTAR, Nays2D), has been validated in numerous coastal and estuarine applications 
(Dissanayake 2011, Deltares 2014), in which the boundary conditions are dominated by tidal 
cycles. In river applications, however, there is no such periodicity as a tidal cycle. Recently, 
Williams et al. (2016) simulated a gravel-bed braided river (the Waimakariri River in New 
Zeland) using a depth-averaged 2D model (Delft3D) and suggested that, in case of cyclic 
flow (i.e., repeated annual hydrograph), flow inputs can easily be reduced by reducing the 
number of cycles. Kikillus et al. (2016) simulated the Iller River (Germany) using a 2D 
numerical model and found that the order of the occurence of the flood events has a relevant 
influence on the results of the morphological bed change predictions. 
In numerical models, both constant discharge and variable discharge have been applied with 
variable results (see Table 2.4). Most numerical studies on river meandering can be grouped 
according to their focus on boundary conditions. A group of studies addressed the signifi-
cance of high and low flows on the hydrodynamics, but without placing them in a wider con-
text of morphology (Sukhodolov et al. 2015, Legleiter et al. 2011, Rinaldi et al. 2008). The 
second group of studies focused on small spatial scales such as laboratory settings (Asahi et 
al. 2013, Duan & Julien 2010, 2005, Rüther & Olsen 2007, Olsen 2003). In a laboratory 
channel, the planform evolution attains a state of dynamic equilibrium just after a short period 
of time, for example, 32 hours in Friedkin’s (1945) experiments. When calibrating numerical 
models to the 32-hour planform, those calibration parameter values cannot be used to pre-
dict future planforms (Posner & Duan 2012), which in turn, limits their applicability at the field 
scale. The third group of studies focused on hypothetical rivers with either uniform rectangu-
lar or trapezoidal cross-sections. An important reason is that bathymetric data to define initial 
and boundary conditions for the model were lacking. Models were initialized using a straight 
channel with a constant bed slope and a small perturbation at the inlet in order to study the 
physical mechanisms by which a straight channel evolves into a freely meandering planform. 
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Schuurman et al. (2016) and van de Lageweg et al. (2016) found that constant discharge is 
sufficient to attain sinuous planform, whereas Nicholas et al. (2013) and Crosato & Saleh 
(2010) showed that planform using a steady discharge is different from the planform obtained 
with a variable discharge. The fourth group of studies dealt with real-world meandering rivers 
and has reached different conclusions regarding the role of discharge on the planform 
changes. Banda & Egashira (2016), Motta et al. (2012b), van de Wiel & Darby (2004) applied 
the bankfull (or channel-forming) flow, which made it impossible to correlate meander migra-
tion to discharge. In contrast, Schwendel et al. (2015), van Dijk et al. (2014), Gautier et al. 
(2007), and Larsen et al. (2006) used variable flow and found that the meander migration 
rate is a function of variable flow rates. Further investigations are necessary to understand 
whether bankfull (or channel-forming) discharge or variable discharge is significant for simu-
lating meander planform and bed topography adjustment. 
Tab. 2.4 Applications of numerical models in meandering channels 
Source  Simulated 
channel 
Model type Time 
span 
Results of the investigations 
Hydraulics - Reach scale  
Sukhodolov 





- Flow velocities vary spatially between 
pools and riffles in a bend over a range 








- Point bar growth drives the evolution of 
both the magnitude and spatial pattern of 
flow complexity. 








- Bank erosion processes are very sensi-
tive to the sequence of high and low 
flows. 
Morphodynamics - Laboratory channels 
Asahi et al. 
(2013) 
Straight chan-
nel with a sine-
generated bend 







Discharge variation, even in the form of a 
simple hydrograph corresponding to two 
cycled discharges, promotes the devel-
opment of high-amplitude meander 













A meandering channel can evolve from a 
mildly curved channel to a highly sinuous 
channel under constant discharge condi-
tions. 
Rüther &  
Olsen 





Friedkin (1945)  
SSIIM, 3D 
model 
3 days Formation of meandering thalweg can 
occur from an initially straight channel 
under steady flow conditions. 
  










3 hours A 2D model can simulate the initiation of 
channel meandering, gradual increase of 
meander wavelength and amplitude un-
der constant discharge.  
Morphodynamics - Hypothetical rivers 
Schuurman 
et al. (2016) 
Straight chan-










A highly sinuous channel can be devel-
oped from a straight channel under con-













The width of the meander belt along with 
a highly sinuous channel can be formed 















Variable discharge favors bar emer-
gence to the height of the largest floods, 
whereas steady flow does not allow bars 
to emerge above the corresponding wa-












The river planform using a constant dis-
charge below bankfull is different from 
the planform obtained with a variable 
discharge that includes overbank flow. 










5 years Meander bend migration can be simulat-
ed with bankfull discharge if the spatially 
constant bankfull width is specified rea-
sonably in the model.  
Schwendel 
et al. (2015) 
& Gautier et 
al. (2007) 










Mean annual bend migration rates are 
correlated with a number of discharge 
metrics such as accumulated discharge 
during wet seasons, maximum annual 
discharge and the number of days with 
discharge in excess of bankfull. 










Bankfull discharge is sufficient to initiate 
channel migration, but floods promote 
high lateral migration rate and increased 
bend amplitude. 









Constant discharge is able to simulate 
migration of meander bends in the lateral 
and downstream directions.  
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Meander migration in yearly time steps is 
a function of annual flow rates, whereas 
a constant flow rate does not reveal dif-
ferences in migration patterns.  








2D model  
5.5 
years 
Steady discharge can reproduce channel 
bed morphology and planform adjust-
ment to some extent in a meandering 
stream with erodible cohesive banks. 
2.5 Synthesis 
In meandering rivers, morphological development (i.e., changes in channel morphology and 
planform) is a consequence of complex interactions among flow, sediment transport, and 
both bed and bank morphodynamics. The most commonly used parameters to describe the 
meander planform are meander belt width (MB), meander wavelength (), radius of curvature 
(R) and channel bankfull width (B) (see Figure 2.6). Several empirical relationships were de-
rived based on field observations in different meandering rivers to define the geometry of 
meander planform (see Table 2.1), however, predicting the future planform remains a chal-
lenging task, and the validity of these equations should be tested before applying them for 
the simulation of a particular river. The difficulties arise from the fact that meander evolution 
occurs over longer time and space scales that render traditional field-based measurements 
impractical or impossible.  
A potential alternative to field-based observation is numerical modelling. One-dimensional 
(1D) approaches are able to capture the shifting of the channel centerline (Larsen et 
al. 2006, Schwendel et al. 2015, Banda & Egashira 2016), however it is not possible to simu-
late bed topography changes across the width due to lack of information with regard to the 
transverse flow field. Multi-dimensional (2D or 3D) models can be useful to overcome this 
limitation. The proper reproduction of the meanders behavior requires 3D models (Olsen 
2003). Nevertheless, depth-averaged 2D models are often adopted in practice because the 
computational time is at least an order of magnitude shorter than for a fully 3D model (Guan 
et al. 2015, 2016). In the literature, the simulated pattern of channel migration showed many 
similarities with field observations, although they were not directly compared with field data 
(Duran et al. 2009, van Dijk et al. 2014). An important reason is that field datasets for model 
validation covering typical morphological time-scales of years to decades are scarce. The 
present thesis addresses this gap by modelling the co-evolution of bed topography and me-
ander planform geometry, and comparing the model results with field observations.  
Morphodynamic models are based on various assumptions and simplifications, and there-
fore, have uncertainty in their parameterizations. The sediment transport predictor is an im-
portant parameter when calculating bed elevation changes. Bed roughness parameterization 
determines the water level, flow velocity and the bed shear stress for sediment transport. 
Grain-size parameterization has a direct impact on a number of factors, such as settling ve-
locity of a sediment particle in motion, incipient motion of sediment particles, dimensionless 
bed shear stress, and sediment transport capacity. Furthermore, the bed load transport di-
rection is influenced by the secondary flow and the transverse bed slope. In a depth-
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averaged 2D model, the effect of spiral flow is parameterized. Apart from this, sediment-
related parameterizations (such as the spiral flow and transverse bed slope effects on bed 
load transport direction, bed roughness, and sediment grain size) should be treated properly 
in the model and the model should have the capacity of simulating the morphological chang-
es. Recent studies (e.g., Villaret et al. 2013, Kasvi et al. 2015, Guan et al. 2016) reported 
that the change in each factor can lead to a modification of erosion and deposition on the 
river bed. However the understanding of the influence of these factors on the long-term mor-
phological development is limited by the lack of field data, and the degree to which an in-
put parameter affects the model predictions needs to be addressed.  
To predict morphological evolution over longer time-scales, the morphological scale factor     
(MORFAC) is implemented in all process-based morphological models. Although MORFAC 
can keep the computations within practical time limits, it introduces additional source of un-
certainty (Roelvink 2006). The MORFAC approach works well for boundary conditions with 
regular periodicity (e.g., tidal cycles) (Dissanayake 2011). However, river discharge generally 
varies rapidly and does not exhibit regular periodicity. To date, only a few published studies 
have focused on the implementation of MORFAC under the river discharge hydrograph. 
Kleinhans et al. (2008), Nicholas et al. (2013) and Schuurman et al. (2015) pointed out that 
flow inputs can be reduced by compressing the discharge hydrograph using MORFAC. Wil-
liams et al. (2016) suggested to reduce the cycles of annual hydrograph, although this needs 
to be supported by further research as the order of the occurence of the flood events can 
influence the bed change predictions (Kikillus et al. 2016). 
Meander wavelength (), which is the most widely used geometric property of meanders, is 
controlled by discharge. The well-known empirical relations between  and “dominant” dis-
charge (see Table 2.2) are based on data from different reaches in the same river or different 
streams. It is believed that the only complete model of a river is the river itself as it takes into 
account site-specifc hydro-morphological and sediment characteristics (Lagasse et al. 2004). 
To date, it has not been reported how river discharge affects  in a specific meandering 
reach. It is also important to understand whether or not  undergoes cyclic elongation or 
shortening due to natural variability in river discharges. 
Dominant discharge is the most important parameter for river restoration or engineering de-
sign. Dominant discharge is a concept, and consequently, it has been given several names 
by different researchers, including bankfull, channel forming (or specified recurrence inter-
val), and effective discharge. Such interchangeable names raise the question as to what is 
the meaning of the term “dominant discharge”. Recent numerical studies for natural rivers 
with fixed (non-erodible) wall suggest that the channel forming discharge, which controls the 
river bed morphology, lies between mean annual discharge and bankfull discharge (Frascati 
& Lanzoni 2013, Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2014, Lanzoni et al. 2014). However, such findings 
remain untested in the case of freely meandering rivers. It should be noted that none of the 
above mentioned methods addresses links between hydrologic functioning and river 
planform adjustment (e.g. meander migration). Planform responses to discharge variation 
have been studied by means of flume experiments (e.g., Friedkin 1945, Visconti et al. 2010), 
numerical modelling (e.g., Larsen et al. 2006, Crosato & Saleh 2010, Asahi et al. 2013), and 
field observations (e.g., Inglis 1949, Leopold & Wolman 1957, Dury 1964, Schumm 1977). As 
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the dominant discharge indicates maximum morphological activities for a channel, the link-
age between planform parameters (such as meander wavelength) and discharge needs to 
be put forward in estimating dominant discharge. 
The alteration of natural flow regimes may occur due to climate change or management 
strategies, such as augmentation of dry season flows. Restoring the discharge will not lead 
to the restoration of the old river course, but the river will change path again. This means that 
restoring the discharge should be done with knowledge on how the river alignment will 
change. Understanding how the river will respond to climate change or river restoration can 
have implications such as being able to predict or prevent a meander cut-off. A comprehen-
sive literature review on the morphodynamic simulation of channel response to future climate 
change is given by Lotsari et al. (2015). They pointed out that, to predict future channel 
changes over multiple decades or centuries, one-dimensional models have been used so far 
as they are computationally efficient. The process-based 2D numerical model can be a prom-
ising tool to assess the impact of hydrologic scenarios on the future river morphology. 
2.6 Aim of the study 
The aim of this research is to investigate the effects of changing discharge regimes on the 
morphological development of meandering rivers. A promising tool to explore the morpholog-
ical development of natural meandering rivers is the use of numerical models. The main ob-
jective of the present thesis is to explore the capacity of a process-based numerical model to 
simulate the adaption of both planform dynamics and bed topography to changed discharge 
regimes.  
Based on the preceding literature review and in order to achieve the main objective, six spe-
cific research questions are formulated. 
1. Which morphological features of meandering rivers can be simulated using a pro-
cess-based numerical model? 
Planform responses to discharge variation have been studied by means of 2D numerical 
modelling (e.g., Crosato & Saleh 2010, Asahi et al. 2013). The present study employs a pro-
cess-based 2D numerical model (Delft3D) as a tool to reproduce bed topography and 
planform adjustment, and compare the model predictions with field observations. 
2. How does the input of sediment-related parameters affect the modeled morphodyna-
mics? 
Uncertainties in model predictions arise from sediment-related parameterizations such as the 
spiral flow and transverse bed slope effects on bed load transport direction, bed roughness, 
and sediment grain size (Guan et al. 2016). The question is which processes are relevant 
and which processes are of second order in describing morphodynamic evolution. Such 
analysis is important to guide future model applications. 
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3. How can the morphological scale factor (MORFAC) approach be used under an im-
posed cyclic hydrograph? 
Lesser et al. (2004) and Roelvink (2006) have recommended morphological acceleration 
techniques (i.e., MORFAC) for long-term morphodynamics. Several studies (e.g., Nicholas et 
al. 2013, Williams et al. 2016) have shown efficacy of MORFAC for river applications; how-
ever, the applicability of the MORFAC approach under an imposed cyclic hydrograph has not 
been fully investigated to date. 
4. How does river discharge influence the meander wavelength in a meandering reach? 
The well-known empirical relations between meander wavelength and “dominant” discharge 
(e.g., Leopold & Wolman 1957, Dury 1964) are based on data from different reaches in the 
same river or different streams. It is important to have an understanding on how river dis-
charge affects meander wavelength in a specific meandering reach. 
5. How to estimate the dominant discharge in a freely meandering river? 
Frascati & Lanzoni (2013), Lanzoni et al. (2014) and Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014) described 
the application of numerical models to predict dominant (or channel-forming) discharge for a 
natural river with fixed (non-erodible) walls. However, to date, the results of these approach-
es have not been compared with model predictions for a meandering river with erodible 
floodplains. 
6. Can a process-based numerical model be used to assess the impact of hydrologic 
scenarios on the future river planform? 
The alteration of natural flow regimes may occur due to climate change or human modifica-
tion (e.g., river restoration), which can cause shifting of the river in other locations. To man-
age such situations it is necessary to predict the effects of different hydrologic scenarios on 
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3 Case study: the Dhaleshwari River 
The focus of the present thesis is on the Dhaleshwari River in Bangladesh, which is a typical 
example of a single-thread sand-bed meandering river as it is free to migrate in the alluvial 
floodplain. A decrease in streamflow over time has been documented in previous studies and 
in response to the declining flow volume, the river has adjusted its bed morphology and plan-
form characteristics (CEGIS 2003, 2013). A specific reach is taken as a case study in order 
to investigate the effects of changing discharge regimes on morphological changes endan-
gering the stability of structures located in the area. However, lack of adequate field data is 
often considered a limitation when undertaking morphological studies. This can be counter-
acted by using numerical simulations of the morphological processes, and a numerical model 
has been applied in this thesis. Before the model is described, this chapter describes the 
Dhaleshwari River system (see Figure 3.1), analyses of hydrological data, the study area, 
available morphological data and a summary of previous researches in the study area. A 
general perspective of the possible evolutionary scenario of the Dhaleshwari River in the 
study area concludes this chapter. 
 
Fig. 3.1 Catchment area of the Brahmaputra - Jamuna River (modified after Sarker et al. 2011).  
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3.1 The Dhaleshwari River system 
The Dhaleshwari River is one of the main distributaries of the Jamuna River in Bangladesh. 
The Jamuna River (also known as the Brahmaputra- Jamuna River) is 2900 km long and 
drains water from the northern and eastern slopes of the Himalayas (see Figure 3.1). The 
total catchment area of the Jamuna River is about 573,500 km2, of which 46,644 km2 are 
located in Bangladesh, with the remainder in China and India (Rahman et al. 2012). The 
length of the Jamuna River inside Bangladesh is 240 km. The Jamuna River is a large sand-
bed braided river of 5 - 17 km width (Jagers 2003). 
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The Dhaleshwari River is about 162 km long and has a (local) drainage basin of 7,253 km2 
(BWDB 2011). In the middle reach, the river bifurcates into two courses: the Kaliganga River 
and the Dhaleshwari branch. As the Dhaleshwari branch is merely a flood spill channel, the 
main flow of the Dhaleshwari River runs into the Kaliganga River (CEGIS 2003, 2013, NHC 
2016). The Kaliganga River again joins with the Dhaleshwari branch further downstream. 
These two rivers continue as the Dhaleswhari River until merging with the Meghna River, 
which finally flows into the Bay of Bengal. 
3.2 Hydrological data  
3.2.1 General description of the catchment hydrology  
Flow through the Dhaleshwari River mainly depends on the flow of the Jamuna River. The 
discharge in the Jamuna River results from snow melt in the Himalayas, but rainfall in the 
state of Assam (India) and the north-eastern part of Bangladesh also contributes significant-
ly. Most of the rainfall takes place during the monsoon season and the rest of the year re-
mains dry. The tropical monsoon climate constitutes four hydrological seasons: pre-monsoon 
(April - May), monsoon (June - September), post-monsoon (October - December), and dry 
season (January - March). Due to the seasonality of flows, discharge in the Jamuna River 
varies from a minimum of 3,000 m3 s-1 to a maximum of 100,000 m3 s-1, with a bankfull dis-
charge of approximately 48,000 m3 s-1 (Rahman et al. 2012).  
Morphology around the off-take in the Jamuna River plays a major role in diverting flow 
through the Dhaleshwari River. Before mid 1995, there were two off-takes of the Dhaleshwari 
River: north off-take and south off-take. The braiding nature of the Jamuna River has led to a 
regular shifting of the off-takes. Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) show the locations of the off-
takes in 1973 and 1989, respectively. The north off-take was just downstream of the Jamuna 
Bridge and was closed in 1995 during the construction of the Jamuna Bridge (see Fig-
ure 3.2). Presently the river is mainly fed by the south off-take. Further downstream of the 
south off-take, a new off-take has been developing, as shown in Figure 3.3(c) (CEGIS 2013).  
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Fig. 3.3 Off-takes of the Dhaleshwari River at three different times (a) 1973, (b) 1989 and 
(c) 2010 (adapted from CEGIS 2013). 
Hydrological data are recorded at the Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) gaug-
ing stations. Locations of the gauging stations are shown in Figure 3.2. Elashin gauging sta-
tion (68A) records water level only. Discharge measurements are recorded via gauging sta-
tion Taraghat (137A) on the Kaliganga River and gauging station Jagir (68.5) on the 
Dhaleshwari branch. The Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Ser-
vices (CEGIS) studied the combined flow at Taraghat and Jagir gauging stations and found 
that a gradual decline in the percentage of flow volume to the Dhaleshwari River from the 
Jamuna River has taken place from 1967 to 2008 (CEGIS 2013). This is due to the formation 
of a large sand bar at the intake (south off-take) that deteriorated the flood discharging ca-
pacity into the Dhaleshwari River. Presently, the discharge of the Dhaleshwari River is only 
about 1% of the discharge of the Jamuna River (NHC 2016). In contrast to rivers with a natu-
ral hydrologic regime with large discharges and relatively short durations of high-water 
events, floods in this river can last periods from 4 to 6 months because of continuous water 
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discharge, monotonically increasing to a peak discharge and fluctuating around the peak 
discharge during the whole monsoon season, and then monotonically decreasing to a low 
“end” discharge. 
3.2.2 Discharge time series data 
For simplicity, the discharge of the Dhaleshwari River in the study area (described in the next 
section) can safely be assumed equal to that of the Kaliganga River as the Dhaleshwari 
branch is merely a flood spill channel. Discharge measurements via Taraghat gauging sta-
tion (137A) on the Kaliganga River are available from the Bangladesh Water Development 
Board (BWDB) for the period from 1979 to 2016, with the monitoring frequency mostly bi-
weekly but varying from weekly to monthly at various times. The data appear to be of gener-
ally good quality, but there are a few gaps or periods of missing data (NHC 2016). Incom-
plete datasets pose a challenge for river morphological studies as the hydrological data con-
stitute the boundary conditions. Simply replacing missing data with a statistical technique 
(such as the mean of all other observations) has statistical shortcomings (Gao 2017), as hy-
drological data consist generally of time-series data in which statistical patterns such as au-
tocorrelation or seasonality emerge over time. A complete continuous time-series of daily 
discharges deemed necessary prior to the practical use of hydrological time series. 
3.2.3 Generation of continuous time-series of daily discharge 
Available data on river discharge were not continuous. In order to estimate daily discharges, 
a statistical moment-based Matlab script (Hydro Fit Curve, developed by S. Niewerth in the 
Leichtweiß-Institute for Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources) was applied to 37 years 
of streamflow data. The script is based on a statistical mean standard curve, which is the 
average of each yearly standard curve which in turn is calculated by normalizing the ob-
served data with the observed maximum discharge of that year. The observed data are then 
replaced by the product of the mean standard curve and the maximum discharges. In case of 
missing data, the maximum discharges are predicted through fitting a cubic spline function 
over all available maximum discharges. The record of synthetic daily flows is shown in Fig-
ure 3.4 and is compared with the observed data. 
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Fig. 3.4 Continuous time-series of daily discharge in the period 1979 - 2016. 
The goodness of the results presented in Figure 3.4 can be evaluated by mathematical pa-
rameters. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency index (Nash & Sutcliffe 1970) was applied to the sim-


















          (3.1) 
where io  is the i th value of observed values, o  is the mean value of all observations, and 
ip  is the i th value of predicted values. 
The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency index (
NSE ) can range from     to 1. Unlike with a statistical 
model (for instance, coefficient of determination), the sum of squares of the prediction error 
 
2
i io p , may be greater than  
2
io o , and the coefficient can therefore be nega-
tive. An efficiency of 1 corresponds to a perfect match of predicted and observed discharge. 
For the present case, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency index ( NSE ) was 0.85, which is reasona-
ble as it is close to 1.  
3.2.4 Inter-annual variability in river discharge 
Figure 3.5 shows yearly maximum, mean and minimum discharges that were computed 
based on the continuous time-series of daily discharges for the period 1979 – 2016. In addi-
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Fig. 3.5 Yearly maximum, minimum and mean discharges at Taraghat gauging station (137A) in 
the period 1979 - 2016. 






Maximum  3,218 
Mean  424 
Minimum  5 
Mean annual peak flow 1,473 
Bankfull discharge 700 
Effective discharge (1979 – 1995) 1,005 
Effective discharge (1996 – 2016) 628 
  
The bankfull discharge, characterized by a stage corresponding to the elevation of the flood 
plains at the downstream end of the study area (described in the next section), was found to 
be about 700 m3 s-1 (described in Section 4.3.2.3), and has a statistical return interval of 1.06 
years. Figure 3.5 indicates that the annual peak flow discharge has rarely exceeded the 
mean annual peak discharge (1,473 m3 s-1) after the closing of the north off-take in 1995. 
Since then, the river has experienced several flood-free years (i.e., annual peak discharge 
less than bankfull). Similarly, the annual low flows have been falling from a typical value of 
about 12 m3 s-1 in the early 1990s to about 5 m3 s-1 at the present time. The reduced dis-
charge during the low flow season indicates that the south off-take may even be fully closed 
by sediment deposits. A general decrease in streamflow has also been documented in simi-
lar studies (Crosato 2008, CEGIS 2003, 2013, NHC 2016). Following the methodology of 
Goodwin (2004), the characteristic effective discharge, also termed as channel-forming dis-
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charge for the period 1979 – 1995 is 1005 m3 s-1, whereas for the period 1996 – 2016 is 
628 m3 s-1.  
3.2.5 Trends in discharge time-series  
An important task in hydrological modelling is to determine if significant trends exist in time 
series which can be achieved by a number of statistical tests. One of the commonly used 
tests is the Mann-Kendall trend test (Kendall 1938, Mann 1945). It is a non-parametric test, 
and therefore, the data need not conform to any particular distribution (for instance, normal 
distribution). Furthermore, it does not depend upon the magnitude of data, missing data 
or irregularly spaced monitoring periods. In the classical Mann-Kendall trend test (Kendall 
1938, Mann 1945), each value is compared to all subsequent time period values, which gives 
a total of ( 1) / 2n n  pairs of data, where n  is the number of observations. If the subsequent 
value is greater than the former, a " 1 " score is assigned. If it is lower than the former value, 
then a " 1 " score is assigned. All scores are finally summed up to calculate the test statistic. 
A positive test statistic means that the trend is increasing, and a negative test statistic means 
that the trend is decreasing. It should be noted that the Mann-Kendall test (Kendall 1938, 
Mann 1945) does not provide an estimate of the magnitude of the trend. For this purpose, 
Sen’s slope estimator (Sen 1968) has been widely used (Kahyaa & Kalayci 2004). It com-
putes the slope as the median of all slopes between paired values. 
 
Fig. 3.6 The Sen estimate of linear trend associated with the Mann-Kendall trend test. 
The Mann-Kendall trend test and Sen’s slope estimator were applied to the continuous time-
series of daily discharges for the period 1979 – 2016 using a Matlab script (Fatichi 2011). 
Trends were considered statistically significant at the 0.05 level when identified by the two 
statistical methods. The Sen estimate of linear trend associated with the Mann-Kendall trend 
test is shown in Figure 3.6. The Sen estimate of linear trend is shown as a solid line 
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charge series are characterized by a negative (downward) trend, suggesting a possible fu-
ture water resources scarcity. 
3.3 Study area  
3.3.1 Location of the study area 
The study area is located in the upper reach of the Dhaleshwari River between Latitude 
24°20' - 25°10’N and Longitude 89°30' - 89°50'E. The starting point of the study area is about 
10 km downstream of Elashin gauging station (68A) and the end point is about 40 km up-
stream of Taraghat gauging station (137A) (see Figure 3.2). The studied river section has 
four consecutive meander bends. The river has a bankfull width of approximately 250 - 270 
m (in 2013). The main reason to choose this river reach is that it has a well-developed me-
andering sand-bed channel. Furthermore, historical and recent changes have been widely 
studied in this reach (Murshed 1991, CEGIS 2003, 2013, Crosato 2008, IWFM 2011). A fur-
ther advantage is that much data are available to set up, calibrate, and validate a computer 
model. Available field data and findings from previous studies are described in the following 
sections. Additional field data, that were collected to support morphodynamic modelling ef-
forts, are described in Section 4.2.1. 
3.3.2 Recent history of morphological changes at study site 
Several studies exist in which the historical and recent channel changes in the study area 
have been investigated. In 2011 the Institute of Water and Flood Management (IWFM) in 
Bangladesh studied the morphological changes in the study area for selection of the con-
struction site of the then proposed Nagarpur bridge (Latitude 24°2.434' N and Longitude 
89°56.778' E). The investigated reach is shown in Figure 3.7 where the location of the bridge 
is shown by a yellow dot. The study revealed that a cutoff occurred in the period 1989 - 2000, 
when an old bend way was abandoned. The trace of the abandoned channel can be clearly 
seen in the satellite images for 2000 onwards. The lateral distance over which the channel 
shifted between 1989 and 2000 is about 3.2 km. Since 2000, the river restarted meandering 
with the initially mildly-curved new alignment. 
 
Fig. 3.7 Temporal evolution of a cut-off in the study area during 1989 – 2000. The imagery is a 
false color composite of Landsat TM data of the study area (adapted from IWFM 2011). 
In 2003, the Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS) in 
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year 1973, 1984 and 2002. The investigated reach encompassed the present study area 
roughly at the middle. Following CEGIS’s methodology, the planform characteristics for the 
year 2013 were estimated from Google Earth imagery and are shown in Figure 3.8: Figure 
3.8(a) shows the temporal evolution of the reach-averaged bankfull channel width, Figure 
3.8(b) of the reach-averaged meander wavelength and Figure 3.8(c) of the reach-averaged 
meander belt width. CEGIS (2003) suggested that the river is adjusting its planform charac-
teristics including the channel width in response to the reduced flow of the river (see Section 
3.2.1). 
 
Fig. 3.8 Historical planform characteristics of the study area (a) reach-averaged bankfull channel 
width, (b) reach-averaged meander wavelength and (c) reach-averaged meander belt 
width. 
3.4 Morphological data  
3.4.1 Sediment characteristics 
The sediment forming the river bed and banks is fine sand, although some silt exists depend-
ing on the location. A recent study (in 2014) on sub-soil investigation for the construction of a 
520.60 m long Nagarpur Bridge by the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) 
in Bangladesh revealed that the sediment ranges between 0.08 mm and 0.13 mm in diame-
ter, and is not cohesive. The median sediment diameter (D50) is approximately 0.1 mm. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the grain size distribution of the bed material at the center of the channel. 
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Fig. 3.9 Typical grain size distribution of the Dhaleshwari River at the Nagarpur Bridge site 
(adapted from LGED 2014). 
3.4.2 Sediment rating curve 
A large amount of data on the Bengal rivers has been obtained by international research in 
particular during the River Survey Project (1996), also indicated as FAP24 (Jagers 2003). 
During the River Survey Project (1996), a sediment rating curve for the Dhaleshwari River 
was developed based on data measured at Taraghat gauging station (137A) in the period 
1971 - 1996. The composition of the sediment is around 89% wash load and the remaining 
11% is bed material load (CEGIS 2013). The sediment rating curve for the suspended bed 
material load is shown in Figure 3.10. It is important to note that, after 1996, various urbani-
zation, irrigation, and other anthropogenic activities have influenced the river sediment load 
in unknown ways. For instance, the formation of a large sand bar at the south off-take signifi-
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Fig. 3.10 Sediment rating curve for the Dhaleshwari River, constructed based on the measured 
data at the Taraghat gauging station (137A) (adapted from River Survey Project 1996). 
3.4.3 River cross-section geometry 
Measurements of discrete cross-sections were provided by the Bangladesh Water Develop-
ment Board (BWDB). Between Elashin gauging station (68A) and Taraghat Gauging station 
(137A), the Dhaleshwari River is surveyed by BWDB, mostly in the dry seasons, at eight 
monitoring locations, among which only two monitoring cross-sections (i.e., fixed transects) 
are located within the study area. Figure 3.11(a) shows the locations of the cross-sections on 
the Google Earth imagery at three different time periods. The images in the middle and right 
panels indicate that the bed-forms within the active channel consist mainly of unvegetated 
sandy point bars that are submerged for discharges close to bankfull as shown in the image 
in the left panel. Figure 3.11(b) compares the cross-sectional bed elevation data in 2003, 
2013 and 2016. Each cross-section can be divided into an active central region, conveying 
the ordinary flow discharge, and into two floodplains, flooded by larger discharges. The adja-
cent flood plains are quite large where the river is free to migrate. The river migrated very 
actively throughout the period of record. For instance, the observed bank retreat at the 
downstream monitoring cross-section (CS-2) is about 400 m and bank advance is about 210 
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Fig. 3.11 (a) Planform images (© Google Earth) of the study area and (b) comparison of the river 
geometries in the time period 2003 - 2016.  
3.5 A review of the previous research in the study area 
Murshed (1991) and Crosato (2008) applied the meander migration model “MIANDRAS” to 
the Dhaleshwari River in the study area in order to assess the capability of the model to re-
produce the behavior of real rivers. However, they mistakenly chose discharge data meas-
ured at gauging station Jagir (68.5) on the Dhaleshwari branch. Furthermore, the authors 
assumed the formative (bankfull) discharge to be 1300 m3 s-1 which is far too high for the 
Dhaleshwari branch after 1967, but in line with the antecedent river regime. Since the mid 
1980s, the annual peak flow discharge in this course has never exceeded 280 m3 s-1 (see 
Section 3.1).  
In the model application, Murshed (1991) extracted channel centerline from low-resolution 
(80 x 80 m) satellite images in 1986, and predicted channel centerline in 1993. Migration co-
efficients used in the model were also derived from satellite images, but Murshed (1991) was 
not able to test the validities of the computed planform evolutions due to lack of data. Later, 
Crosato (2008) extended Murshed’s prediction till 2000, and tested their validities by compar-
ing the predictions to the 2005 planimetry. Figure 3.12 shows the predicted river centerlines 
in 1993 and 2000. The predicted planform in 1993 is closer to the 2005 river configuration 
than the predicted planform in 2000, demonstrating that “MIANDRAS” overestimated the 
channel migration significantly. Crosato (2008) ascribed these over predictions to the inflow 
boundary conditions, and emphasized that the realistic long-term morphological predictions 
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Fig. 3.12 Comparison of river planimetries between observed and predicted by MIANDRAS model 
(adapted from Crosato 2008).  
As outlined in Section 3.2.1.2, the Institute of Water and Flood Management (IWFM) in Bang-
ladesh studied the morphological changes for the site selection of the Nagarpur Bridge. For 
stability reasons, IWFM (2011) further investigated the risks of bed and bank erosion in a 1.6 
km long sinuous river section (that encompasses the bridge site at the middle) by means of 
numerical model. An in-house developed two-dimensional flow model was applied to simu-
late the spatial distribution of flow velocities for 50-year design flood scenario. The near-bank 
velocity and average cross-sectional velocity for both the left and right banks were used to 
predict the increase in near bank scour depth (and related bank retreat) as a function of this 
velocity ratio. This modelling approach built on the same theoretical model of Crosato (2008), 
in which bank migration rate is linearly related to the near-bank excess velocity and excess 
bank height through empirical erosion coefficients (see Section 2.3.2.3).  
To conclude, previous efforts (Murshed 1991, Crosato 2008, IWFM 2011) focused on empiri-
cal relations developed with historical data and simple one-dimensional representation of 
river hydrodynamics, in which the bank erosion process is represented in an idealized, non-
mechanistic way. The use of computational models more based on physics is required that 
could predict the channel planform and the bathymetry to such an extent that the model re-
sults could be used in investigating the effects of discharge reduction. This is investigated in 
the present study in which the state-of-the-art multidimensional hydro and morphodynamic 
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3.6 Possible future scenarios of hydro-morphological modifications in the 
study reach 
The prediction of planform changes is important for the site selection of hydraulic structures 
such as bridges or intakes. Furthermore, for designing bank protection works, it is indispen-
sable to know future planform developments for the safety of structures and lands. As out-
lined in Section 3.3.2, the Dhaleshwari River in the study area is adjusting its meandering 
wavelength and other parameters in response to declining flow. This trend indicates that with 
the decrease in flow volume, the meandering bend can become more sinuous. This in turn 
increases the risk of outflanking of the approach road of the recently constructed Nagarpur 
Bridge. 
It should be considered that climate change could lead to overall increase in river flow. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined climate change as any change 
in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity (IPCC 
2007). The 4th IPCC Report suggests that temperature rise in South Asia would be similar to 
the global mean warming, and therefore, South Asia can expect to experience an increase in 
both average and extreme rainfall during summer monsoon seasons of longer duration. 
Dasgupta et al. (2015) predicted the climate change effect by developing a hierarchical cas-
cade of three model grids from the Jamuna-Brahmaputra basin to the Greater Dhaka region 
with decreasing spatial dimensions and increasing grid resolutions to simulate monsoon sea-
sonal flows and water levels in the regional rivers surrounding Dhaka city. They considered 
the year 2004 as the reference to simulate future scenarios in 2050 because an extreme 
rainfall event (100-year recurrence interval) occurred in September 2004 (341 mm in 24 
hours). The study suggests that average monsoon flow discharge and water levels could 
increase in the Dhaleshwari River by 13.6 percent and 0.30 m respectively, for the standard 
IPCC AR4 high-emissions, fossil-fuel intensive (A1FI) scenario in 2050, compared to the 
2004 baseline. In general, the changed discharge regime will perhaps influence river mor-
phology. However, it remains largely unknown how climate change will influence the river 
morphology.  
Flow through a distributary mainly depends on the flow of the main river and morphology 
around the off-take. Because the Dhaleshwari River study reach is located near to the off-
take, it is severely conditioned by sediment supply. Sediment sources from the parent river 
are limited by a large sand-bar deposit at the off-take. A relevant question thus arises on 
whether the study reach will continue in its planform change trend if no management or res-
toration strategies are implemented. Restoring the original discharge will have the conse-
quence that meanders will become larger again, but at other locations. Restoring the dis-
charge will not lead to the restoration of the old river course, but the river will change path 
again. This means that restoring water to the river should be done with knowledge on how 
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4 Methodology 
The process-based numerical model Delft3D is described in this chapter (Section 4.1). Fol-
lowing this description, the application of the three-dimensional (3D) model to the case study 
area (Dhaleshwari River, Bangladesh) is presented (Section 4.2). The 3D model is calibrated 
against measured three-dimensional flow data, and is used for predicting bed level changes 
over a one-year period. The influences of sediment-related parameters on the morphological 
results are investigated. The use of a 3D morphological model is useful for the study, but 
further analyses are restricted due to computational time. To achieve acceptable computa-
tional times and to enlarge the spectrum of investigated scenarios, a 2D morphological mod-
el for meander migration is sought (Section 4.3), for which the parameterization of the 3D 
flow effect is validated against curved flume data (Section 4.3.1). The 2D model is used to 
simulate bed morphology and meander planform adjustment over a 10-year period under 
bankfull discharge condition (Section 4.3.2). A sensitivity analysis is carried out to increase 
the understanding of the impact of various sediment-related parameters on the simulation 
results. Finally, simulated planform is studied using the parameters which are frequently ap-
plied in analogous studies. 
4.1 Numerical program Delft3D 
4.1.1 Background of Delft3D 
The current study applies a process-based numerical morphological model (Delft3D). Delft3D 
has been developed by Deltares (formerly WL | Delft Hydraulics), and is an open source 
code (https://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d). The modelling suite is divided into several modules 
assembled around a mutual interface. The flow module Delft3D-Flow is at the core of the 
modelling system. The standard hydrostatic version of Delft3D-Flow has been used in this 
study. Delft3D computes two or three dimensional hydrodynamics, sediment transport and 
bed level changes. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the Delft3D-FLOW model.                                                
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After specifying the initial bathymetry and boundary conditions, the flow module computes 
water levels and velocities in the model domain for every hydrodynamic time step. Sediment 
transport is calculated from the flow field. To reduce the computational time of the simula-
tions, the depositional and erosional fluxes to and from the bed are multiplied by a non-
dimensional morphological acceleration factor (MORFAC), and then the updated bed level is 
used in the next hydrodynamic time step. This is valid since morphological changes take 
place over much longer time scales with respect to hydrodynamic changes (Lesser et al. 
2004, Roelvink 2006). 
All versions of Delft3D have been validated prior to their release using a large number of la-
boratory flume experiments and exact analytical solutions (Deltares 2014). As Delft3D en-
compasses the most rigorous theoretical basis for modelling sediment transport and morpho-
logical change (Rinaldi et al. 2008, Schuurman et al. 2013), the numerical model has been 
validated in a wide range of scientific projects for river (e.g., Kasvi et al. 2015, Williams et 
al. 2016), estuarine (e.g., George et al. 2012, Chu et al. 2013), and coastal systems (e.g., 
van der Wegen et al. 2011, Dissanayake 2011). The individual modules, which have been 
applied in this study, are presented in the following sections.   
4.1.2 Hydrodynamics 
4.1.2.1 3D hydrodynamics  
The 3D model employed in Delft3D solves Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes’ shallow water 
equations for an incompressible fluid. The governing equations comprise the horizontal mo-
mentum equations, the continuity equation, and a turbulence closure model. The vertical 
momentum equation is reduced to the hydrostatic pressure equation as the vertical accelera-
tions are assumed to be small compared to gravitational acceleration and are not taken into 
account (Lesser et al. 2004). The closure scheme for turbulence is a k -  model, in which k  
is the turbulent kinetic energy and   is the turbulent dissipation. The equations are solved on 
an orthogonal curvilinear grid, but for clarity only equations for a Cartesian rectangular grid 
are given here.  
The vertical momentum equation is reduced to the hydrostatic pressure equation. The result-







  (4.1) 
where P  is the hydrostatic pressure,   is the vertical sigma coordinate in which 
the water column is divided into the same number of vertical grid cells independently of 
the water depth,   is the density of water (kg m-3), g  is the gravitational acceleration        
(m2 s-1) and h  is the water depth (m). 
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 (4.3) 
where x  is the downstream coordinate (m), y  is the lateral coordinate (m), f  is the Coriolis 
coefficient (s-1), U  is the flow velocity in the x  direction (m s-1), V  is the flow velocity in the 
y  direction (m s-1),   is the vertical flow velocity relative to the  -plane (m s-1), 
Hv  is the 
horizontal eddy viscosity (m2 s-1), 
vv  is the vertical eddy viscosity (m
2 s-1), 
0  is the reference 
density of water (kg m-3). 
The final terms of Equations (4.2) and (4.3) represent the horizontal Reynold’s stresses. As-























where p  is the atmospheric pressure (N m-2), g  is the gravitational acceleration (m s-2) and 
  is the water level (m). 
The vertical flow velocity W  in the z  direction is derived from the 3D continuity (mass bal-
ance) equation for fluid.  
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where t  is the time step (s). 
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where b  is the bed shear stress (N m
-2), bu  is the near-bed flow velocity (m s
-1), and 3DC  is 
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where   is the von Karman constant (= 0.4), bz  is the distance to the computational grid 
point closest to the bed (m) and 0z  is the bed roughness length (m). 
4.1.2.2 2D hydrodynamics with secondary flow parameterization 
Following the definition of the  -coordinate, the water depth is divided into multiple layers in 
the 3-dimensional computations. As a result, secondary flow, which is important in river 
bends, is resolved on the vertical grid. This is not possible in the 2D approach because of 
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depth averaging over the water column. For that reason, in 2D depth-averaged simulations 
the secondary flow is determined indirectly using a secondary flow model. This leads to an 
extension to the depth-averaged momentum equations. The hydrodynamics are modelled by 
applying conservation of momentum (equations 4.9 and 4.10) and conservation of mass 
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where U  is the depth-averaged velocity component in the x  direction (m s-1) and V  is the 
depth-averaged velocity component in the y  direction (m s-1), sec,xF  and sec, yF  are the correc-
tion terms in order to account the effect of secondary flow on the depth-averaged momentum 
equations.  
The so-called “dispersion terms”, which result from the difference of the depth-averaged 
velocity and vertical varying velocity, are generally used to model the secondary flow effect in 
the depth-averaged 2D hydrodynamic model. The correction terms ( sec,xF  and sec, yF  in equa-
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The non-dimensional parameter   is given by the following relation: 
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in which sR  is the effective radius of streamline curvature (m), c  is a non-dimensional pa-
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where C  is the Chézy coefficient for 2D model (m1/2 s-1). 
In the 2D model, the bed shear stress is computed using the following formula: 
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where 
b  is the bed shear stress (N m
-2), 
bu  is the near-bed flow velocity (m s
-1) which is 
determined from the depth-averaged velocity, assuming a logarithmic velocity profile (Kasvi 
et al. 2015).  
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where h  is the water depth (m) and n  is the Manning’s roughness coefficient (s m-1/3).  
An alternating direction implicit (ADI) technique (a finite difference method) is used to solve 
the momentum and continuity equations. In the ADI method, each time step is split in two 
stages of half a time step. This scheme implicitly solves the water levels and velocities in the 
x direction in the first half-step and the y direction terms in the second half-step. A detailed 
description of the hydrodynamics and numerical scheme of Delft3D can be found in Lesser et 
al. (2004), and Deltares (2014).  
4.1.3 Sediment transport and morphodynamics 
Van Rijn approach 
For 3D model scenarios, the transport capacity predictor of van Rijn (1993) has been used 
as this approach has separate expressions for suspended load and bed load transport. The 
suspended sediment transport is computed by solving the 3D advection-diffusion equation:  
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         (4.18) 
where sw  is the settling velocity of suspended sediment (m s
-1), c  is the sediment concentra-
tion (kg m-3), D  is the sediment diffusivity coefficients in x , y , z  directions (m2 s-1). The 
horizontal components are user-specified, and the vertical component is taken from the k -  
turbulence closure model used in the hydrodynamic calculation.  
The settling velocity of suspended sediment depends on the sediment diameter and is com-
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where s  is the relative density of sediment (kg m-3), 
50D  is the median sediment diameter 
( m ) and 
k  is the kinematic viscosity coefficient of water (m
2 s-1).  
Bed load is treated below a reference height, and suspended load above it (van Rijn 1993). 
Suspended sediment is entrained in the water column by imposing a reference concentration 
at the reference height (van Rijn 2000). The sediment concentration in the reference layer is 
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where 
ac  is the reference concentration at reference height (kg m
-3), 
susf  is the user-
specified calibration factor (default value = 1.0),   is the relative availability of the sediment 
fraction in the mixing layer (-), 
s  is the density of sediment particles (kg m
-3), and  
aT  is the 
dimensionless bed shear stress (-) which characterizes an excess shear stress available to 
move sediment, *D  is the dimensionless particle diameter (-), and a  is the van Rijn’s refer-
ence height (m). 
The exchange of sediment between the bed and the flow is modelled using sink and source 
terms acting on the near-bed reference layer. The reference layer is entirely above van Rijn's 
reference height. The source and sink terms determine how much sediment is entering the 
flow due to upward diffusion from the reference layer and how much sediment is dropping 
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where kmxc  is the concentration of sediment in the reference layer (kg m
-3), z  is the differ-
ence in elevation between the centre of the reference layer and van Rijn’s reference height 
(m), and D  is the vertical sediment mixing coefficient (m
2 s-1) which follows directly from the 
vertical fluid mixing coefficient calculated by the k -  turbulence closure model.  
Morphodynamic module uses a correction to account for suspended load transport under the 
reference level. The change in the quantity of bottom sediments caused by the suspended 
sediment sources and sinks is calculated as: 
 ( , ),
x y





bed sS  is the change in the bottom sediment mass at grid-cell center ( x , y ) due to 
suspended load transport (kg m-2), MORFAC  is the user-specified morphological scale fac-
tor (-), and t  is the computational time step (s).  
The magnitude of bed load transport is computed by: 
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where bS  is the bed-load transport rate (kg m
-1 s-1), 
bedf  is the user-specified calibration 
factor (default value = 1.0), 
*u  is the effective bed shear velocity (m s
-1), T  is the dimension-
less bed shear stress (-). 
*u  and T  are based on the computed velocity in the bottom com-
putational layer.  
The direction of the bed load transport is assumed to be equal to the direction of the flow in 
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where bu  is the local near-bed flow velocity magnitude, ,b uu  and ,b vu  are the local near-bed 
flow velocity components. 
Engelund-Hansen approach 
For 2D model scenarios, the transport capacity predictor of Engelund-Hansen (1967) has 
been used. The total sediment transport is treated as if it were bed load (van der Wegen et 
al. 2008). The Engelund-Hansen (1967) sediment transport relation has been used widely in 
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where bS  is the total sediment transport per unit width (m
2 s-1), U  is the depth-averaged 
flow velocity in the streamline direction (m s-1),   is the relative mass density of sediment 
under water (-), 50D  is the median sediment diameter (m), and   is a calibration coefficient 
(O(1)).  
Sediment transport is deflected from the depth-averaged flow direction by curvature induced 
spiral flow. Therefore, the model is parameterized to reproduce physical processes. The spi-
ral flow intensity is computed by the flow module and the effect of spiral flow on the sediment 
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where I  is the spiral flow intensity (m s-2),   is the angle between downstream and sedi-
ment transport direction, C  is the Chézy coefficient (m1/2 s-1), and 
sE  is a calibration coeffi-
cient to control the spiral flow effect on the bed load transport direction (-). 
Adjustment of bed-load transport for bed slope effects 
In a two dimensional plane, two bed slope directions exist; a longitudinal slope in the direc-
tion of the flow and a transverse slope in the direction perpendicular to the (initial) flow. Both 
longitudinal bed slope and transverse bed slope influence three-dimensional sediment 
transport in river bends. Therefore, first, the magnitude of the transport is modified by apply-
ing the longitudinal bed slope correction factor (Bagnold 1966). Next, the direction of 
transport is modified by applying the transverse bed slope correction factor based on the 
work of Ikeda (1982, 1988) as presented by van Rijn (1993). Bed load transport rates in the 
x  and y  directions are then determined from Walstra et al. (2007). The resulting expres-
sions are: 
, , ,b x s b x n s b yS S S                                (4.30) 
, , ,b y s b y n s b xS S S                                (4.31) 
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where ,b xS  and ,b yS  are the adjusted bed load transport rates in the x  and y  directions re-
spectively, ,b xS   and ,b yS   are the un-adjusted bed load transport rates in the x  and y  direc-
tions respectively, 
s  is the longitudinal bed slope correction factor, n  is the transverse bed 
slope correction factor,   is the angle of repose (= 30° in the simulations),   is the longitu-
dinal bed slope,   is the transverse bed slope, ,b cr  is the critical bed shear stress, b  is the 
actual bed shear stress, bs  is a user-specified tuning parameter (default value = 1) and bn  
is a user-specified tuning parameter (default value = 1.5).  
Bed level update 
The numerical scheme applies a staggered grid, in which water level points and depth points 
are collocated in the cell centers, whereas the u  and v  velocity points are located in the 
middle of the cell walls. In contrast, the bed load transport vector components described 
above are computed at the water-level points. In order to ensure numerical stability, the bed 
load transport vectors are then relocated to velocity points using an upwind computational 
scheme. The upwind direction is based on the computed directions of the bed-load transport 
vectors in the water level points (Lesser et al. 2004). Bed load transport components at ve-
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locity points are set equal to the component at the upwind water level points. In the example 
shown in Figure 4.2 the bed load transport component 
buuS  is set equal to ,b xS  and the com-
ponent 
bvvS  is set equal to ,b yS .  
The change in bottom sediment due to bed load transport is calculated as follows: 
( 1, ) ( 1, ) ( , ) ( , )
, ,( , )
( , )( , 1) ( , 1) ( , ) ( , )
, ,
m n m n m n m n
b uu b uum n
bed m nm n m n m n m n
b vv b vv
S y S y t
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              (4.34) 
where 
( , )m n
bedS  is the change in quantity of bottom sediment at location ( m , n ) due to bed 
load transport (kg m-2), MORFAC  is the user-specified morphological scale factor (-), t  is 
the computational time step (s), 









b vvS  are the bed load transport vector components in the u  and v  direc-
tions, held at the u  and v  velocity points respectively (kg m-1 s-1), ( , )m nx  and ( , )m ny  are the 
widths of cell ( m , n ) in the x  and y directions respectively (m). 
 
Fig. 4.2 Setting of bed-load transport components at velocity points (adapted from Lesser et al. 
2004).  
According to the van Rijn approach, the total change in the mass of bed material is the sum 
of the change due to suspended-load (computed by equation 4.23) and the change due to 
bed-load (computed by equation 4.34). In the Engelund-Hansen approach, the total change 
in the mass of bed material is simply calculated by equation 4.34. This change in mass is 
translated into a bed-level change, and the updated bed level is again used for the following 
hydrodynamic computation. 
Bed load transport components at velocity 
points are set equal to the component at the 
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Bank erosion scheme 
A simplified formulation of bank erosion is implemented in the model so that channel migra-
tion can be simulated. This approach is called “dry cell erosion” that allows the partial redis-
tribution of erosion from a wet cell to adjacent dry cells (Lesser et al. 2004, van der Wegen & 
Roelvink 2008, Deltares 2014, Williams et al. 2016). Bank erosion of a dry grid cell occurs 
when a neighboring wet grid cell is eroded (see Figure 4.3). The transfer of the total amount 
of erosion from a wet cell to the adjacent dry cell is specified by a user defined percentage 
(ThetSD). For instance, ThetSD equals 1 means that all erosion that would occur in the wet 
cell is assigned to the adjacent dry cells, which implies that no bed level change of the wet 
cell takes place. This process continues until the dry grid cell is inundated.  
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4.2 3D morphological modelling 
This section presents an application of the 3D numerical model (Delft3D) to the case study 
area (Dhaleshwari River, Bangladesh). Field data are collected to set up, calibrate and vali-
date the 3D model. The model is calibrated against measured 3D flow data, and is applied to 
simulate the morphological changes taking place in the study area. To assess model perfor-
mance the results of a one-year morphodynamic computation are compared with field data. 
Finally, the influences of sediment-related parameters on the morphological results are eval-
uated by means of statistical comparison (i.e., Brier Skill Score). 
4.2.1 Field campaign and data processing 
The 3D modelling imposed high demands on field data. Discharge time-series and sediment 
grain size distribution are described in the previous chapter (see Section 3.2.3 and Section 
3.4.1, respectively). Additional field data, which were collected to set up, calibrate and vali-
date the 3D numerical model, are described in the following sections.  
4.2.1.1 Topographic survey 
Topographic information was collected at the study site during three separate sampling cam-
paigns. The location of the measurements is shown in Figure 4.4. The first campaign (No-
vember - December 2014) included a detailed survey of the channel bathymetry that is es-
sential for 3D morphological modelling. Topographic information was collected at a total of 
113 cross-sections, separated by approximately 100 meters. Each cross-section was orient-
ed normal to the channel centerline curvature. Bathymetric data were collected using a boat 
mounted single-beam echo sounder in conjunction with a Global Positioning System (GPS). 
The surveyed lines were projected onto the Bangladesh Transverse Mercator (BTM) coordi-
nate system and post-processed in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Variations in 
water surface elevation during the topographic data collection period were corrected using 
water level data from the Elashin gauging station (68A). The survey data yielded a topo-
graphic map of the river reach as shown in Figure 4.4. Bed elevation data, which were used 
to evaluate the predictive capabilities of the numerical model, were collected at 5 cross-
sections during the second campaign (December 2015).  
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Fig. 4.4 Topographic map of the study area 
The third field campaign (18 March 2016) was dedicated to collect bedform information of the 
studied reach. Repeat bathymetric surveys (~ 4 hours apart) were conducted along a pre-
determined line representing the thalweg (see Figure 4.4). The length of the surveyed reach 
was about 4.4 km. Low-flow conditions (approximately 9 m3 s-1) prevailed during the day of 
data acquisition. Longitudinal profiles of bed elevation were recorded using a boat mounted 
Teledyne Odom Hydrotrac II single-beam echo sounder in conjunction with a differential 
Global Positioning System (dGPS). The slopes of the free surface were also monitored dur-
ing this campaign. The bathymetry data were processed and filtered to remove noise, and 
then, classified into ripples, dunes and bars using the procedure described in Gutierrez et 
al. (2013). For this purpose, the Bedforms Analysis Toolkit for Multiscale Modelling 
(Bedforms-ATM, developed by Gutierrez et al. 2013), which is a spline filter and wavelet 
based open-source MATLAB software to analyze the hierarchies and dimensionality of bed 
forms, was used. The survey exhibits a wide range of bedform morphologies throughout the 
meander bend as shown in Figure 4.5 where h1,3 represents the height of the first bedform 
hierarchy (ripples), h2,3 shows the height of the second bedform hierarchy (dunes), and h3,3 
exhibits the bed elevation of the third bedform hierarchy (bars). Dunes of mean height and 
length of 0.15 and 1 m, respectively, were observed on the river bed in the study reach. Re-
peated surveys of river bed morphology indicated that due to very low flow discharges in the 
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Fig. 4.5 The hierarchies and dimensionality of bedforms: h1,3 represents the first bedform hierar-
chy (ripples), h2,3 represents the second bedform hierarchy (dunes), and h3,3 represents 
the third bedform hierarchy (bars). Bedforms multi-scale discrimination was performed 
using a spline filter and wavelet-based toolkit Bedforms-ATM (Gutierrez et al. 2013).  
4.2.1.2 3D velocity measurements 
Velocity data collection  
A boat-mounted Teledyne RDI RiverRay 600 kHz acoustic Doppler current profiler (aDcp) 
was used to measure the three-dimensional flow field at a meander bend section in Septem-
ber 2015 (see Figure 4.6). In principle, the aDcp uses acoustic physics to measure the three-
dimensional velocity of flowing water, and subsequently the data can be used to determine 
flow discharge (Parsons et al. 2013). The aDcp was boat-mounted for the measurement of 
repeated transects along a cross-section located about 4 km downstream of the upstream 
boundary (the location of the flow measurements is shown in Figure 4.4). The bottom track-
ing function of the aDcp was used to monitor the bed elevations, and the aDcp was linked to 
a Global Positioning System (GPS) to provide both position and boat velocity. The aDcp was 
configured to measure velocities in 0.5 m bins (size of each depth cell measured). It should 
be noted that the instrument cannot measure the first 1 m below the water surface and ap-
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for these unmeasured areas. According to the aDcp measurements, the discharge was 
30 m3 s-1 and the corresponding water surface elevation at the downstream end was 6.42 m.  
 
Fig. 4.6 (a) Setup of aDcp measurements and (b) aDcp mounted to a boat (Photo: Jakaria 
Pervez). 
Calculation of secondary circulation 
Difficulties were encountered with regard to the separation of the primary and secondary 
components of the flow from the aDcp data because the collected acoustic profiles were not 
perfectly normal to the mean flow direction. As a result, the rotation of the aDcp data was 
necessary. For this purpose, the velocity mapping toolbox (VMT), which is an open-source 
software tool for the post-processing and visualization of aDcp data (Parsons et al. 2013), 
was used. A major advantage of VMT is that it projects multiple aDcp transects onto a com-
mon plane of reference, and averages the data spatially and temporally for visualization of 
the three-dimensional velocity field within cross-sections (Konsoer et al. 2016). Within VMT, 
several rotation methods are available and the choice on what method to use is completely 
determined by the goal of the research. Examples are the studies by Parsons et al. (2013), 
Bever & MacWilliams (2015), Konsoer et al. (2016) and Engel & Rhoads (2016). Lane et al. 
(2000) pointed out that zero secondary discharge definition is appropriate for meander 
bends, as this allows rotation of the whole section. In this case the primary velocity follows 
such a direction that there is no secondary discharge for the entire section (Lane et al. 2000). 
Since the study reach is characterized by a series of meander bends, zero secondary dis-
charge definition was used for the rotation of field data.  
For the initial data analysis, a horizontal resolution of 0.5 m and vertical resolution of 0.25 m 
were specified. The acoustic profiles obtained from a single transect yielded a scatter in the 
measured velocity values and was deemed unacceptable for analysis of the detailed flow 
structure. In order to obtain representative values of the time-averaged three-dimensional 
velocities, the measured velocity data from each of the three transects were projected onto a 
straight-line plane that defines a measurement cross-section, and then averaged and 
mapped onto the cross-section. The secondary circulation velocities were smoothed using a 
five-cell horizontal and a four-cell vertical window parameter.  
Contour plots of primary velocities with superimposed secondary circulation vectors show the 
detailed three-dimensional velocity fields at the channel cross-section (see Figure 4.7). The 
(a) (b) 
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flow in the channel has a velocity core which is located around the center of the channel 
thalweg. While looking in the downstream direction, the top layers tend to move towards the 
left bank (outer bank) as one might expect for such an anticlockwise circulation in a bend.  
 
Fig. 4.7 Cross-sectional contour plots of primary flow and vector representation of secondary 
flow. 
4.2.2 Model setup 
Grid and bathymetry 
The results of bathymetric surveys during campaign 1 (November - December 2014) were 
used to generate a computational digital grid for the 3D morphological model. The grid com-
prised of 128,000 cells (1600 cells in the longitudinal direction and 80 cells in the transverse 
direction) in an orthogonal curvilinear grid. The resolution ranged from about 8 m down to 
about 1 m. The quality of the generated mesh was verified through evaluation of the 
orthogonality (i.e., cosine value of the angle between the grid lines), aspect ratio (i.e., ratio of 
grid cell dimensions in longitudinal and transverse direction) and smoothness (i.e., difference 
between successive grid cell dimensions). All grids satisfied the recommendation for 
orthogonality < 0.02, aspect ratio < 2, and smoothness < 10%. 
The point x, y, z morphological data were projected onto the model grids using triangular in-
terpolation. Ten -layers described the vertical grid with increasing resolution towards the 
bed. Logarithmic layer distribution was used to adequately resolve velocity shear near the 
bed. As a result, the layers close to the bed had a vertical resolution in the order of tens of 
centimeters.  
4.2.3 Model calibration 
A 3D hydrodynamic simulation was performed according to equations 4.1 - 4.8. The acoustic 
Doppler current profiler (aDcp) data were used for the specification of initial and boundary 
conditions. The hydraulic boundary conditions were as follows: inflow condition was specified 
for the upstream and the water level was set at the downstream boundary. The boundaries 
were located far enough from the area of interest so that small errors in the boundary condi-
tions do not significantly influence the model results. Both the boundary conditions were fixed 
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during the whole simulation. This implies that these boundary conditions also served as initial 
conditions for model run. Additionally, a logarithmic velocity profile was prescribed at the in-
flow boundary.  
Since the spatial resolution was much finer at some locations, the smallest grid cells deter-
mined the maximum applicable time step. A 6s time step was found to be sufficient enough 
for the accuracy and stability of the model as evaluated by the Courant criterion. The model 
started with a real measured bathymetry. Therefore, the model required a spin-up period of 
30 minutes for a complete adaptation of the hydrodynamic simulation to the dynamic bound-
ary conditions (Leonardi et al. 2013). A simulation period of 120 minutes was found to be 
long enough for a disturbance to damp out and for the different parameters to reach their 
equilibrium values. 
The hydrodynamic model needs a specification of the eddy viscosity and diffusivity to resolve 
the turbulent scales of motion (van der Wegen et al. 2011). In Delft3D the horizontal eddy 
viscosity is assumed to consist of three parts: sub-grid scale horizontal eddy viscosity, back-
ground horizontal eddy viscosity (user-specified), and kinematic viscosity of water (Deltares 
2014). Similarly, horizontal eddy diffusivity is assumed to be a superposition of sub-grid scale 
horizontal eddy diffusivity, background horizontal eddy diffusivity (user-specified), and mo-
lecular viscosity of water. The hydrodynamic parameters such as horizontal eddy viscosity 
and diffusivity to be used in the simulations depend on the flow and the grid size (Hasselaar 
2012). For the horizontal, a background value for both the eddy viscosity and diffusivity of 
2.25 m2 s-1 were used. The vertical eddy viscosity (and diffusivity) is the maximum of the us-
er-specified background value and the calculated value from the turbulence model (Deltares 
2014). In the vertical, the k- turbulence closure model was used with a background value for 
both the eddy viscosity and diffusivity of 10-4 m2 s-1. High values ( 10-4 m2 s-1) are indicative 
of strongly coupled flows. 
In 3D computations, the bed shear stress is related to the current in the first layer (Sandbach 
et al. 2012, Mousavi et al. 2012). A higher resolution near the bottom is necessary to ade-
quately resolve the logarithmic profile of the horizontal velocity components in the vertical 
(Borsje et al. 2011, van der Wegen & Roelvink 2008). Since a logarithmic layer distribution 
was adopted, the layer thickness, for instance at the deepest locations, varied from 1.8 m at 
the surface to 0.225 m near the bottom. Following Parsapour-Moghaddam & Rennie (2015), 
equation 4.8 was applied to compute a 3D Chézy roughness in Delft3D. The bed roughness 
length (z0) is related to the effective bed roughness height of Nikuradse (ks) by 0 / 30sz k  
(Sandbach et al. 2012). The bathymetric profiles show that dunes are the predominant 
bedform in the Dhaleshwari River and these are evident even at low flow stages (see Figure 
4.5). Supposing bedforms are sub-grid and thus captured by the bed roughness parameter, a 
uniform ks of 0.15 m was used in the modelling.  
Model grid points and bins of the aDcp data were not coincident which made statistical com-
parison between aDcp data and numerical model results difficult. Therefore, the model was 
calibrated by visually comparing simulated results and aDcp data. For this purpose, down-
stream velocities and secondary circulation were extracted from the 3D model at the same 
location that they were observed. The calibration started with the adjustment of the primary 
velocity distribution. Next the pattern of the secondary circulation was adjusted so that the 
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modelled secondary circulation patterns resemble roughly the distribution of those measured, 
characterized by outward-directed flow near the surface and inward-directed flow near the 
bed – a sign of secondary circulation. During the calibration process, the sequence of varying 
the parameter values started with the most sensitive parameter and ended with the least 
sensitive parameter. Preliminary model runs showed that reasonable results can be obtained 
by tuning roughness and eddy viscosity. First, the bed roughness was tuned followed by the 
eddy viscosity. 
Figure 4.8 shows the results of the simulation. Although the model does not correctly predict 
the near-bed velocities near the outer bank, it is fairly accurate in predicting velocities in the 
upper part of the water column. In summary, the application of a calibrated 3D hydrodynamic 
numerical model that captures primary and secondary circulation is possible. The agreement 
between observed and modelled hydrodynamics makes this application a tool to investigate 
bed level changes in the study area.  
 
Fig. 4.8 Secondary circulation (vectors) overlaid on the streamwise velocity (contours) in the 
same section as observed (Fig. 4.7), but obtained from the model. The cross-section is 
viewed looking downstream with left bank (outer bank) on the left-hand side.  
4.2.4 Prediction of bed level changes 
The bed level was predicted after one year of morphodynamic computation. For this purpose, 
the model was forced with a combination of discharge and water level boundary conditions. 
Following the methodology of Huthoff et al. (2010), a simplified discharge hydrograph was 
constructed from measured discharge time series between 2003 and 2013. The measured 
data were averaged over intervals of approximately 10 days. Consequently, 36 of these in-
tervals formed a characteristic year. Since there were no gauging stations in the study area, 
a discharge rating curve at the downstream end of the reach was constructed by performing 
depth-averaged 2D hydraulic calculations based on the stage-discharge relationship at 
Taraghat gauging station (137A) (described in Section 4.3.2.2). The synthetic annual hydro-
graph (also known as “stepped 10-day Q” hydrograph) was set at the upstream and the cor-
responding water levels were specified for the downstream (see Figure 4.9). 
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Fig. 4.9 Boundary conditions for the simulations.  
The sediment was uniform fine sand (D50 = 0.1 mm) with a density of 2,650 kg m
-3. The 
thickness of the bed sediment layer was set to 10 m in order to guarantee enough sediment 
supply in case of strong local erosion. Van Rijn's formulations were applied for the calculation 
of suspended and bed load transport (equations 4.18 - 4.26). Sediment transport boundary 
conditions were in equilibrium. Sediment transport was only calculated above threshold water 
depths of 0.1 m. The spin-up interval before morphological change was set to 6 hours. The 
factor for erosion of adjacent dry cells (ThetSD) was set to 1 in order to avoid unrealistic 
scouring in the wet grid cell close to the dry banks. A morphological scale factor (MORFAC) 
of 61 was applied for the acceleration of bed level changes during updates at each hydrody-
namic time step. This means that the hydrodynamic run of 6 days is amplified to represent a 
morphodynamic run of a one year period. 
Two test runs were carried out for the period from 1 December 2014, through 1 December 
2015. In the first test run, the calibration factors for longitudinal and transverse bed slope 
effects were set equal to 1 and 1.5 respectively (Delft3D default values). The second run was 
intended to test the sensitivity of the calibration factors for bed slope effects on the model 
results, and therefore, longitudinal and transverse bed slope factors were increased respec-
tively from 1 and 1.5 to 10 and 15. Figure 4.10 shows the cross-sectional morphological 
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Fig. 4.10 Measured and computed bed profiles. The cross-section is viewed looking downstream 
with left bank on the left-hand side. 
4.2.5 Statistical comparison 
Although visual comparison of model results to a real bathymetry can be useful to assess 
model performance, it lacks an objective criterion (van der Wegen et al. 2011). The Brier Skill 
Score (BSS) is a common approach to determine the accuracy of the prediction compared 
with a reference case (the initial bathymetry in this case). More explanation of BSS’s applica-
tion in morphodynamic modelling is available in the literature (Walstra et al. 2006, Cronin et 
al. 2009, Chu et al. 2011, 2013, Dam et al. 2013). Van Rijn et al. (2003) introduced the fol-














                                                                                               (4.35) 
in which,  X = computed bed level (m), Y = measured bed level (m), iZ  = initial bed level (m) 
and the  denote the arithmetic mean.  
A more comprehensive definition of the BSS is given by Sutherland et al. (2004): 
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where r = correlation coefficient,  = standard deviation, iX X Z    and iY Y Z   . The 
parameter e is a measure of bedform phase error and perfect modelling gives e = 1. The 
value e is a measure of bedform amplitude error and perfect modelling gives e = 0. The 
parameter e is a measure of an average bed level error and perfect modelling gives e = 0. 
eis a normalization term that indicates the measurement error. 
The BSS classification according to van Rijn et al. (2003) and Sutherland et al. (2004) are 
shown in the following table.   
Tab. 4.1 BSS classification according to van Rijn et al. (2003) and Sutherland et al. (2004). 
Classification BSSvan Rijn BSSSutherland 
Excellent 1.0 – 0.8 1.0 – 0.5 
Good 0.8 – 0.6 0.5 – 0.2 
Reasonable/Fair 0.6 – 0.3 0.2 – 0.1 
Poor 0.3 – 0.0 0.1 – 0.0 
Bad < 0.0 < 0.0 
 
The statistical method Brier Skill Score (BSS) (van Rijn et al. 2003, Sutherland et al. 2004) 
was employed to compare predicted morphologies. The BSS reflects how good the model 
results are in comparison to the observed change (Dam et al. 2013). Table 4.2 shows de-
composition terms (e, e, e and e) of Sutherland et al. (2004) and the estimated BSS val-
ues for the two simulations using both methods.  
Tab. 4.2 BSS values for the two test runs according to van Rijn et al. (2003) and Sutherland et al. 
(2004). 
Case  BSSvan Rijn BSSSutherland 
   e    e    e    e BSS 
Test Run 1 0.17 0.02 0.04 0.41 0.56 0.17 
Test Run 2 0.20 0.11 0.04 0.33 0.56 0.20 
 
The model has a skill score of 0.20 and can be qualified as reasonable/fair according to 
Sutherland et al. (2004). A BSS of 1 indicates the perfect modelling result, whereas lower 
values suggest less adequate modelling (Van der Wegen et al. 2008). Therefore, it is mean-
ingful to identify the origin of a score of 0.20 in order to improve the predictions. The decom-
position terms in Table 4.2 suggest that the low BSS may be attributed to a weak score of e 
(perfect modelling gives e = 1). The parameter e is a measure of bedform phase error and 
the BSS is degraded by a shift in location of the morphologic feature. Another source of er-
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ror, to a lesser extent, originates from the high e value (perfect modelling gives s = 0). The 
parameter e is a measure of an average bed level error and the high e value reduces BSS 
by deviating the predicted average bed level from the measured.  
4.2.6 Discussion 
A 3D model generates a complete and detailed picture of the flow field. In many verification 
studies of morphodynamic models there is often a tendency to focus on the bed evolution 
only, without providing information on the reliability of secondary flow, mainly because sec-
ondary flow data are often lacking (Banda et al. 2016). Furthermore, it is usually pre-
assumed that the model generates necessary secondary flow in meander bends to control 
sediment transport (Parsapour-Moghaddam & Rennie 2014). In the present study, the 3D 
model was calibrated against measured three-dimensional flow data at a meander bend, and 
then the model was used for predicting bed level changes over a one-year period. The simu-
lated morphological changes showed a certain degree of resemblance with the available field 
data, as evaluated by the Brier Skill Score (see Table 4.2 and Section 4.2.5). 
Parameterization of the bed slope effect introduces major uncertainty in predicted bed topog-
raphy (Leonardi et al. 2013, Kasvi et al. 2015). Two tuning parameters are implemented in 
Delft3D in order to adjust the bed-load transport for bed-slope effects. Ikeda (1982) suggest-
ed a value for transverse bed slope factor of 1.5 based on small-scale experiments, however, 
other studies documented an increased value from 1.5 to 10 (Van der Wegen et al. 2011) to 
50 (Dissanayake 2011) to 80 (Lesser et al. 2004) in order to obtain reasonable results in 
long-term morphological simulations. In the present study, the statistical comparison (i.e., 
Brier Skill Score) of the simulations, with and without changing tuning parameters for bed-
slope effects on bed-load transport, showed that default parameterization of the bed slope 
effects led to a lower skill score (BSS = 0.17). Increasing bed slope factor values result in 
higher BSS score, which indicates that the parameterization of the bed slope effect is neces-
sary for simulating morphological changes in meandering rivers. The results of the simula-
tions are in agreement with the general conclusions made by Schuurman & Kleinhans (2013, 
2015). It should be noted that the required computational time prevented further analyses. In 
fact, the numerical simulation is rather ambitious for application of a full 3D model, as 
demonstrated by the lack of previous simulations at the scale and degree of complexity of 
the reach examined in the study. In this respect, 3D numerical model should be evaluated 
with consideration of the respective computational effort and the gain achieved in the pre-
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4.3 2D morphological modelling 
A depth-averaged 2D numerical model, which is implemented in Delft3D, is applied to inves-
tigate the morphodynamic processes in the case study area (Dhaleshwari River, Bangla-
desh). Before the 2D morphological modelling is described, an investigation for the suitability 
of the depth-averaged 2D approach to model flow in a curved channel in the Leichtweiß-
Institute for Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources (LWI) at the Technische Universität 
Braunschweig (Germany) is presented (Section 4.3.1). The effect of the three-dimensional 
flow in a channel bend is parameterized in the 2D approach. Both 2D and 3D models are 
compared with experimental data acquired in the curved flume. The validated 2D model is 
then applied to simulate bed topography and meander planform evolution in the case study 
area (Dhaleshwari River, Bangladesh) over a 10-year period under bankfull discharge condi-
tion (Section 4.3.2). A sensitivity analysis is carried out to increase the understanding of the 
impact of various sediment-related parameters on the simulation results. Finally, simulated 
planform is studied using planform variables. 
4.3.1 Modelling of curved channel flow 
Delft3D is implemented to perform 2D and 3D simulations to test the suitability of 2D simula-
tions in comparison to 3D simulations. For this purpose, Delft3D is implemented to simulate 
flow fields over the flat fixed-bed configuration of a curved flume studied at LWI for which 
detailed velocity measurements are available. Both 2D and 3D hydrodynamic models are 
investigated. In addition, taking into account a predicted deformed fixed-bed configuration, 
2D and 3D simulation results are compared with each other. 
4.3.1.1 Experimental setup 
The experimental channel was 2.4 m wide and 26.26 m long with a longitudinal slope of 
0.001 m m-1. The banks were vertical and non-erodible. Figure 4.11 shows the schematic 
view of the double curved S-flume with its dimensions. Zaid (2018) presented detailed 3D 
flow measurements in the first bend under flat smooth bed conditions. The laboratory exper-
iments were performed with a steady discharge of 0.136 m3 s-1 and the average water depth 
was 0.1 m. This corresponds to a width-depth ratio of approximately 24, coming close to the 
conditions of natural meandering streams (Riesterer et al. 2016). Three dimensional flow 
velocities were measured at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm above the bed along selected sections of 
the curved channel using an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (Nortek Vectrino Plus). Detailed 
information on the experimental setup can be found in the literature (Zaid & Koll 2016).  
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Fig. 4.11 Experimental installation (Zaid & Koll 2016). 
4.3.1.2 3D numerical model setup for flat fixed-bed 
Grid and bathymetry 
In the numerical model a straight inflow section of 2.4 m, a curved section of 65◦ and a 
straight outflow section of 3.6 m, as shown in the lower part of Figure 4.11, were implemen-
ted with boundary conditions reflecting the experimental setup. The flow domain was defined 
by an orthogonal curvilinear mesh with a grid size of 0.1 m in the transversal direction and a 
variable size (0.1 to 0.24 m) in the flow direction. Following the experiments, non-erodible 
smooth bed and walls were applied. Bathymetry data was projected onto the curvilinear grid, 
and then linear interpolation was performed to obtain grid-point values. 10 -equidistant 
layers described the vertical grid resolution. The time step of the flow was 0.75 seconds to 
ensure numerical stability as evaluated by the Courant criterion. 
Model calibration 
A three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation was performed according to equations 4.1 - 
4.8. The imposed boundary conditions were upstream flow discharge and a constant water 
level specified for the downstream boundary. The discharge was 0.136 m3 s-1 and the down-
stream water depth was 0.1 m. Turbulence closure was achieved by applying a constant 
background horizontal eddy viscosity (0.008 m2 s-1) and diffusivity (10 m2 s-1) (see Section 
4.2.3). In the calibration process, for optimizing the agreement between measured and 
modelled streamwise velocities along the centerline of the flume, Manning’s roughness n 
value was adjusted to 0.008 s m-1/3, which corresponds to the flat smooth bed conditions. 
Figure 4.12 shows that the model computes logarithmic velocity profiles in the vertical direc-
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Fig. 4.12 Comparison of computed and measured velocities along the centerline of the flume at 
(a) bend entrance, (b) bend apex and (c) bend exit. 
4.3.1.3 2D numerical model setup for flat fixed-bed 
The 3D calibrated model, developed in the previous section, was run in depth-averaged 2D 
mode (equations 4.9 - 4.17). It should be noted that no further calibration was performed by 
varying bed roughness. Instead, a parameterization for secondary flow, which is the 
characteristic for curved channels, was used. The so-called “dispersion terms”, which result 
from the difference of the depth-averaged velocity and vertical varying velocity, were used to 
model the secondary flow effect in the depth-averaged 2D hydrodynamic model. For this 
purpose, secondary flow correction factor (c in equation 4.14) was adjusted to 1. 
4.3.1.4 Comparison of 3D and 2D simulation results for flat fixed-bed 
Comparison of depth-averaged streamwise velocity 
 
Fig. 4.13 Comparison of experimental values of depth-averaged streamwise velocity with 3D and 
2D simulations at (a) bend entrance, (b) bend apex and (c) bend exit. 
Figure 4.13 (a, b, c) indicates that both 3D and 2D computations show a similar tendency, 
that means, larger velocity near the inner bank region and smaller velocity near the outer 
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bank region. The results show that depth-averaged streamwise velocities are well repro-
duced by both 3D and 2D computations and the difference is less than 8%. 
Comparison of bed shear stress 
Within the experiment, the “experimental” pattern of the bed shear stress was estimated by 
fitting a log law to the measured near-bed velocity profile (Whiting & Dietrich 1990). As ex-
pected, the highest bed shear stresses were found near the inner bank around the bend 
apex. The comparison between numerical simulations and experimental data shows that 
boundary shear stresses, which are the most important agent affecting morphological 
changes, are well simulated with a 2D implementation of the numerical model.  
 
Fig. 4.14 Comparison of experimental values of bed shear stress with 3D and 2D simulations at 
(a) bend entrance, (b) bend apex and (c) bend exit. The experimental values of the bed 
shear stress were estimated by fitting a log law to the measured near-bed velocity profile 
(Whiting & Dietrich 1990). 
4.3.1.5 Numerical model setup for deformed fixed-bed 
The laboratory open-channel bend, reported in the previous section, does not represent 
open-channel bends found in the nature because of its flat-smooth bed configuration. There 
is no experimental data in the flume with movable bed. To obtain a deformed bed, the 3D 
calibrated model was run under mobile bed conditions, and fixed channel walls were applied 
by default. The median diameter of the bed sediment was 0.2 mm. At the inflow boundary, 
the amount of sediment inflow was equal to the local sediment transport capacity. Sediment 
transport was predicted by the van Rijn approach (equations 4.18 - 4.26). Computation of 
morphodynamics included the necessary bed slope effects on morphology (equations 4.30 - 
4.34) and were performed until equilibrium conditions were achieved where the rate of bed 
level change with time was statistically constant. Secondary flow induced by channel 
curvature was found to strongly influence the bend morphology. Starting from a flat bed, a 
bed topography with a scour at the inner bank region and deposition at the outer bank region 
formed. The predicted bed topography is shown in Figure 4.15(a). The bed level changes of 
a typical cross-section at the bend apex is shown in Figure 4.15(b) in which the main channel 
shifted towards the inner bank as the sand bar developed progressively at the outer bank.  
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Fig. 4.15 (a) Predicted bed topography and (b) predicted bed changes of a typical cross-section at 
the bend apex as shown in Figure 4.11. 
The predicted deformed bed, as shown in Figure 4.15(a), was fixed for the subsequent runs. 
The same simulations as in the previous section were repeated taking into account the de-
formed fixed-bed.  
4.3.1.6 Comparison of 3D and 2D simulation results for deformed fixed-bed 
Comparison of depth-averaged streamwise velocity 
The comparison of depth-averaged streamwise velocity between 3D and 2D computations 
for the deformed fixed-bed is shown in Figure 4.16. It is interesting to note that the difference 
between 3D and 2D model results became smaller than the results under flat fixed-bed con-
ditions, now remaining below 6%. 
 
Fig. 4.16 Comparison of depth-averaged streamwise velocity between 3D and 2D simulations at 
(a) bend entrance, (b) bend apex and (c) bend exit. 
Comparison of bed shear stress 
The comparison of bed shear stress between the 3D and 2D models for the deformed fixed-
bed is shown in Figure 4.17. The three-dimensional computation resulted in slightly larger 
bed shear stress values compared with the depth-averaged computation. The average 
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differences between the 3D and 2D model results were 0.05, 0.07 and 0.08 N m-2 at the bend 
entrance, bend apex and bend exit, respectively. 
 
Fig. 4.17 Comparison of bed shear stress values between 3D and 2D simulations at (a) bend en-
trance, (b) bend apex and (c) bend exit. 
The analysis of the spatial distribution of bed shear stress was carried out by the difference 
model, in which the bed shear stress contours represent the difference between the bed 
shear stress distribution predicted by 3D and 2D computations (see Figure 4.18). As 
depicted in the plan view of the bed shear stress distribution, overall agreement is good 
under a flat fixed-bed as well as a deformed fixed-bed conditions. The results indicate that 
the qualitative behaviour of bed shear stress is essentially unchanged. No important differ-
ences were found between 2D and 3D computations in both cases. 
 
Fig. 4.18 Plan view of the bed shear stress distribution by the difference model (a) flat fixed-bed 
and (b) deformed fixed-bed. 
4.3.1.7 Suitability of depth-averaged 2D simulations 
The hydrodynamic module of the numerical model Delft3D was implemented to perform 2D 
and 3D simulations. The effect of spiral flow was parameterized in the 2D model by means of 
a secondary flow model (equations 4.9 – 4.17). Both 2D and 3D models were investigated, 
using both flat fixed-bed and deformed fixed-bed conditions. The two models were compared 
with experimental data in a flat-bed curved flume. The results of the simulations show that 
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depth-averaged streamwise velocities were well reproduced by both 2D and 3D computa-
tions. Boundary shear stresses, which are the most important agent affecting morphological 
changes, were also well simulated with a 2D implementation of the numerical model. The 
differences between 2D and 3D results with deformed fixed-bed were more or less similar to 
the differences between 2D and 3D results with flat fixed-bed.  
The analysis of the simulation results further reveals that a depth-averaged 2D hydrodynamic 
model with an appropriate parameterization of secondary flow effect (i.e., secondary flow 
correction) leads to reasonable predictions of the velocities and bed shear stresses in curved 
channels. The results of the simulations are in agreement with those reported in the literature 
(Hsieh & Yang 2003, Qin et al. 2016, Guan et al. 2016, Riesterer et al. 2016). The simulation 
results are strongly relevant for practical purposes, because a 2D simulation has less 
complexity that reduces simulation time to a large extent in comparison to a 3D simulation. 
Since this flume experiment involved a fixed-width channel, it should be noted that these 
results relate only to changes made to the flow sub-model. Therefore, the findings of this 
study should be tested in natural scenerios under different hydrodynamic and 
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4.3.2 2D modelling of river morphological changes 
An application of the depth-averaged 2D morphological model to the case study 
(Dhaleshwari River, Bangladesh) is presented. In the depth-averaged 2D model, the parame-
terization of the secondary flow is based on the results of the curved laboratory flume case 
study (see Section 4.3.1). The present case study is an important supplement to the fixed-
width flat-bed curved flume experiments presented in the previous section, because the stud-
ied reach has undergone a sequence of channel evolution that includes bank erosion and 
planform changes, providing an opportunity to evaluate these aspects of the numerical mod-
el. The objective is to demonstrate that a 2D numerical model of a deformable meandering 
channel can simulate the long-term evolution of river planform and bed morphology. An ad-
vantage in using a 2D model is that the computational time is at least an order of magnitude 
shorter than a fully 3D model. This section describes the depth-averaged 2D model schema-
tization, calibration and validation. A sensitivity analysis is carried out to increase the under-
standing of the impact of various user-specified parameters on the simulation results. Finally, 
simulated planform is studied using the parameters which are frequently applied in analo-
gous studies.  
4.3.2.1 Model setup 
The depth-averaged 2D model was preferred because the Dhaleshwari River is relatively 
wide and shallow, and the flow field is mainly developed in the horizontal direction. Further-
more, with appropriate parameterization, the effects of secondary flow and bed slope effects 
on bed-load transport can also be incorporated into the depth-averaged 2D model (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2.3). 
Grid  
The modelled reach was 51.5 km long and stretched from Elashin gauging station (68A) to 
Taraghat gauging station (137A) (see Figure 3.2). The channel banklines were digitized from 
a satellite image, dated to June 2003 (source: Google Earth). The delineation of the active 
banks followed the criteria used in the analysis of the bankfull width (see Section 3.3.2). The 
digitized lines were projected onto the Bangladesh Transverse Mercator (BTM) coordinate 
system and post-processed in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Floodplains were 
added on each side of the channel in the study area (from river kilometer 21.44 to river kilo-
meter 29.64) (see Figure 4.19). The width of the floodplains was 700 m on both sides of the 
channel. This floodplain barely needs to be broad enough for the migrating river not to reach 
the outer edge of the domain, as this would result in very deep channels resting up against 
the boundary (Vested et al. 2014). It should be emphasized that the only purpose of the 
51.5 km long model was to generate the hydraulic boundary conditions for a shorter model 
(described in Section 4.3.2.3) that merely represents the study area.  
Once the geometry had been defined, the computational mesh was constructed inde-
pendently in a curvilinear coordinate system as the meandering planform is best described in 
the curvilinear coordinate. The advantage of this approach is that the grid cells follow the 
natural curved geometry of the river. However, the complex planimetric channel shape re-
quired the use of variable cell sizes. Grid schematizations were in general a trade-off be-
tween the processes to be modelled and computational time. The geometry of the main 
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channel was discretized into 831 cells in the streamwise direction and 10 cells in the trans-
verse direction. The average length of the grid cells was 60 m. The width of the cells was 
about 27 m so that the bankfull channel width becomes 270 m. Each floodplain was discre-
tized into 140 cells in the streamwise direction and 25 cells in the transverse direction. On 
average, cells were between 1 m and 180 m in length and 28 m in width. The resolution var-
ied between 6 m in the inner concave boundary area and 78 m in the convex boundary area. 
This scale of resolution was selected to be neither too coarse to capture features such as 
bars, nor too fine that computational time is too high. 
 
Fig. 4.19 Map of the study area. 
The quality of the final grid was determined by its orthogonality, smoothness and aspect ra-
tio. The grids were orthogonalized as much as possible in an automated procedure minimiz-
ing deviations from orthogonality of adjacent cell midpoints. Difference between successive 
grid cell dimensions (referred to as smoothness) was less than 10% in the main channel and 
25% in the floodplains. Ratio of grid cell dimensions in longitudinal and transverse direction 
(referred to aspect ratio) was kept around 2 in the main channel, as the flow was predomi-
nantly in streamwise direction. 
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Bathymetry 
The underlying model bathymetry was an approximation of the river topography as it was 
based on measurements of discrete cross-sections provided by the Bangladesh Water De-
velopment Board (see Section 3.4.3). The reach was surveyed at eight cross-sections during 
April 2003. Topographic information was projected onto the curvilinear grid, and then linear 
interpolation was performed to obtain grid-point values. This resulted in the initial digital ele-
vation model (DEM), with less distinct gradients in pool and riffle morphology. Despite the 
lack of detailed bathymetric information, the DEM was considered suitable for the application 
as the spatial-temporal scales were relatively large (51.5 km and 10 years, respectively). 
Furthermore, local differences between the real and the modelled bathymetry have relatively 
small influence on meander morphology in longer-time scales, as pointed out in other mor-
phological modelling applications (e.g., Ziliani et al. 2013).  
4.3.2.2 Hydrodynamic calibration 
A depth-averaged 2D hydrodynamic simulation was performed according to equations 4.9 - 
4.17. The imposed boundary conditions were upstream flow discharge and a constant water 
level specified for the downstream boundary. The discharge was 615 m3 s-1 and the down-
stream water level was 6.42 m. To consider the effects of secondary currents in bends, 
secondary flow correction factor (c in equation 4.14) was set to 1. Turbulence closure was 
achieved by applying the default values of horizontal eddy viscosity (1 m2 s-1) and diffusivity 
(10 m2 s-1). The time step was 30 seconds to ensure numerical stability as evaluated by the 
Courant criterion. In the calibration process, the water level record in the middle of the reach 
was used to calibrate the hydrodynamic model. For optimizing the agreement between water 
surface elevations predicted by the model and those measured in the field, Manning’s 
roughness n value was adjusted to 0.054 s m-1/3. The average difference between predicted 
and observed water surface elevations was 0.06 m. It is important to remark that the relative-
ly large extent of the model domain guarantees the absence of boundary effects in the study 
area. Figure 4.20 shows the comparison between measured water levels and predicted wa-
ter surface elevation for the calibrated Manning’s n value, and hence this value was adopted 
for the subsequent runs. Since there were no gauging stations in the study area, a discharge 
rating curve at the downstream end of the reach (river kilometer 29.64) was constructed by 
performing hydraulic calculations based on the stage-discharge relationship at Taraghat 
gauging station (river kilometer 62.94) (see Figure 4.19).  
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Fig. 4.20 Comparison between measured and predicted water levels. 
4.3.2.3 Morphodynamic calibration 
Modelling of sediment transport in a natural river is a challenging task due to scarcity of reli-
able field data. Moreover, a high degree of empiricism is inherent in sediment transport mod-
els (Villaret et al. 2013). A 8.2 km long river section including floodplains was used to 
demonstrate the morphodynamic calibration and validation of the model. This reach is 10 km 
downstream from the Elashin gauging station (68A) and between river kilometers 21.44 and 
29.64 (see Figure 4.19). Twenty-eight simulations were run under fixed bed conditions by 
varying flow discharge in the range 35 - 980 m3 s-1, in which discharge was varied by          
35 m3 s-1. For all simulations, discharge was specified at the upstream boundary and a corre-
sponding water surface elevation was set at the downstream boundary. As mentioned in the 
previous section, in the absence of measured data, the model used a predicted stage-
discharge relationship at the downstream boundary.  
The sediment was assumed to be composed of uniform sand (D50 = 0.1 mm) with a mass 
density of 2650 kg m-3 and a porosity of 0.40. The same sediment characteristics were im-
posed over the entire model domain. Sediment transport was calculated above a threshold 
water depth (0.05 m). Grid cells with smaller water depth were considered inactive. The sed-
iment transport rate in each grid cell was assumed to be equal to the local sediment transport 
capacity, computed by the Engelund-Hansen (1967) total load transport formula (equa-
tion 4.27). The sediment input at the upstream boundary was calculated at transport capaci-
ty. The bed composition at the upstream boundary was adjusted as a means of adjusting the 
sediment-feeding rate. Although sediment transport was not actually measured in the study 
reach, a comparison of results could be made considering the sediment rating curve for the 
Dhaleshwari River which was developed based on data measured at the Taraghat gauging 
station (137A) in the period 1971 - 1996 (see Section 3.4.2).  
Figure 4.21 shows a comparison of results in a relatively straight river reach near the down-
stream boundary of the study area. The results from the simulations are the consequence of 
application of the aforementioned sediment transport capacity predictor combined with the 
hydraulic model and bed material data. It appeared that the Engelund-Hansen (1967) sedi-
ment transport formula over-estimated the measured transport rate on average by a fac-
tor 1.8. This may be considered as acceptable, considering the limitation in using an out-of-
date rating curve. 
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Fig. 4.21 Comparison between measured and predicted sediment transport rate.  
Verhaar et al. (2008), Kasvi et al. (2015) and Guan et al. (2016) suggested that the best test 
for the accuracy of the sediment transport rate would be through comparison against a mor-
phological survey of a river. To this end, the model was used to reproduce the morphological 
changes taking place over 10 years. This time scale was selected as it is a long period and 
the processes were dominated by natural evolution. The simulations started with the 2003 
DEM. The model was run under mobile bed conditions for the bankfull discharge, assuming 
that the unsteady forcing on the river is morphologically equivalent to bankfull discharge 
(Schuurman et al. 2013, 2016, Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2014). The bankfull discharge was char-
acterized by a stage corresponding to the elevation of the floodplains at the end of the reach, 
and equaled to 700 m3 s-1. The bankfull discharge is a good test because the entire channel 
was wetted. 
The duration of bankfull discharge in a calendar year was necessary for the computational 
tests.  A “stepped 10-day Q” hydrograph was constructed based on the discharge time series 
measured at Taraghat gauging station (137A) for the period 1979 – 2013 (see Section 3.2.2 
and Figure 3.4). Discharge values less than 100 m3 s-1 were excluded from the analysis, as 
these low flows would not lead to any morphological changes in the study area. The duration 
of bankfull discharge in a year was estimated to 204 days. This means that the model as-
sumed that the annual morphological changes occur in 204 days.  
The model was run for a spin-up interval of 6 hours in order to achieve a fully developed hy-
drodynamic state before allowing morphological changes in the bottom. At the start of the 
simulation, the thickness of the underlayer was 10 m in order to guarantee enough sediment 
supply in case of locally strong erosion. The bed level change is the result of sediment 
transport, secondary flow effect on bed-load transport direction, bed slope effects, bank ero-
sion, and mass conservation in the bed. A cross-section in the more active portion of the 
eroding reach was selected for simulation. The cross-section, located at river kilometer 28.18 
(see Figure 4.19), was deemed representative of the reach as a whole because the retreat 
observed at this section closely matched the mean rate of actively eroding reach. Cross-
sectional measurement data in 2013 were exploited to calibrate the morphodynamic model. 
First, since sediment transport is proportional to the Engelund-Hansen formula, sediment 
transport was scaled up by 180% ( = 1.8 in equation 4.27). The magnitude was then sub-
jected to the spiral flow. To correct the sediment transport direction, the calibration factor for 
spiral flow effect on bed load transport direction (Es) was adjusted to 1.5. Second, the sedi-
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ment transport rates were corrected for the sloping bed according to equations 4.30 - 4.33. 
The factor for transverse bed slope effects (bn) was tuned to 15.5. Third, since bank erosion 
algorithm is based on the distribution of the erosion between the source wet cell and the ad-
jacent dry cell, a factor for erosion of adjacent dry cells was set to 1. This implies that all ero-
sion that would occur in the wet cell is assigned to the adjacent dry cells. Preliminary tests 
runs (not shown here) suggested that the resulting morphology is relatively insensitive to the 
bank erosion percentage. Finally, to reduce computational time, a morphological scale factor 
(MORFAC in equation 4.34) of 10 was used for bed level change. The effect of the chosen 
MORFAC is that the 204 days of flow results in a morphological change representing 
10 years. The equation of conservation of channel bed sediment was then solved to compute 
the bed level changes.  
Figure 4.22 shows the results of the simulation, in which Figure 4.22(a) shows the predicted 
bed topography and river alignment in 2013 and Figure 4.22(b) shows the thalweg alignment. 
Notably, lateral channel migration increased the channel bend amplitude and channel length. 
As the bend amplitude increased, more of the meander bend migration was in the down-
stream direction, leading to the development of a more sinuous meandering thalweg as be-
comes visible from Figure 4.22(b). This phenomenon is similar to that observed in laboratory 
experiments (Friedkin 1945, Ackers & Charlton 1970, Schumm & Khan 1972, Schumm et al. 
1987, Braudrick et al. 2009, Visconti et al. 2010, van Dijk 2013) and numerical modelling (Ol-
sen 2003, Duan & Julien 2005, 2010, Rüther & Olsen 2007, Crosato & Saleh 2010, Asahi et 
al. 2013, Nicholas 2013, van Dijk et al. 2014, Schuurman et al. 2016, van de Lageweg et 
al. 2016). 
 
Fig. 4.22 (a) Simulated bed topography and (b) simulated bank lines and thalweg. 
Figure 4.23 shows that modelled and measured bed level changes over the 10-year period 
generally compare rather well at the monitoring cross-section (see Figure 4.19). The mod-
elled cross-section is asymmetric in shape with gently sloping inner banks, a deep thalweg 
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near the outer bank, and near vertical outer bank. The observed bank retreat of about 400 m 
and bank advance of about 210 m are accurately reproduced by the model. The predicted 
inner bank is, however, about 0.65 m shallower than measurements indicate. The reason is 
that the bankfull discharge, which was characterized by a stage corresponding to the eleva-
tion of the floodplains at the downstream end, became sub-bankfull flow as soon as the hy-
drodynamic adaptation took place with respect to the changing morpholgy. A similar outcome 
has been reported in recent studies that have highlighted how a formative discharge in a 
channel with fixed (non-erodible) banks differs from that of a channel with erodible banks 
(Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2014). In contrast, Braudrick et al. (2009) observed overbank flow in an 
experimental meandering channel although the flow was intended to be at bankfull stage.   
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Fig. 4.23 Comparison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring 
cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
Investigating the results in some more details reveals that the difference of the maximum 
scour depths is 0.07 m, which is reasonable. The results of the simulation further show that 
there are some discrepancies in terms of depth in erosion and deposition near the inner bank 
region. Indeed, the model has shown a tendency to underpredict transverse slopes. In order 
to compare the measured and modelled bed changes, a statistical analysis was undertaken 
using the Brier Skill Score (BSS) (see Section 4.2.5). A BSS score of 0.93 was achieved, 
which is classified as an excellent comparison by both van Rijn (2003) and Sutherland et al. 
(2004). This provides reasonable confidence in the predictive capability of the calibrated 
model. 
4.3.2.4 Model validation 
Following the successful model hindcast for the decade (2003 – 2013), a validation run was 
also conducted for a period of 3 years (April 2013 – April 2016). Visual comparison between 
observed and simulated evolution of thalweg in 2014 suggests that the model is able to re-
solve the presence of pool-bar topographies along the channel, although prediction has de-
viations of comparable magnitude (see Figure 4.24). 
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Fig. 4.24 Comparison of observed and simulated evolution of thalweg in December 2014. 
Concerning the maximum scour depth and deposition levels at the monitoring cross-section, 
the difference between the predicted bathymetry and the measured values do not seem to 
change with time (see Figure 4.25). A BSS score of 0.89 was achieved, which implies that 
the prediction error does not increase in time. Particularly against this background, this vali-
dation attests adequate model skill for the purpose of this study. 
 
Fig. 4.25 Comparison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2016 at the monitoring 
cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
4.3.2.5 Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to increase the understanding of the impact of various 
user-specified parameters on the simulation results. First, the model was run with default 
parameters. In other runs, only one parameter deviated from the default run supposing that 
the change in each parameter would lead to a modification of river morphology. This ap-
proach was adopted so that the results could be easily interpreted and used to guide para-
meterizations for other Delft3D models used in the following chapters. 
Variables for sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the effects of Manning's roughness coeffi-
cient (n), spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (Es), transverse bed slope ef-
fect (bn), median grain size (D50), and porosity in the predictive ability of the model. The pa-
rameters of Experiment E 0 were the default parameters, which were used in all other runs; 
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only the parameter under examination deviated from the default run. Table 4.3 describes 
how parameters were varied from those defined for the reference (calibrated) model. 









Spiral flow calibration 
coefficient (Es)          
(-) 
Transverse bed 
slope factor (bn) 
(-) 
Median grain 





E 0 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 1a 0.044 1.5 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 1b 0.064 1.5 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 2a 0.054 0 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 2b 0.054 1 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 2c 0.054 2 15.5 0.1 0.4 
E 3a 0.054 1.5 5 0.1 0.4 
E 3b 0.054 1.5 10 0.1 0.4 
E 3c 0.054 1.5 20 0.1 0.4 
E 4a 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.08 0.4 
E 4b 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.09 0.4 
E 4c 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.11 0.4 
E 4d  0.054 1.5 15.5 0.12 0.4 
E 4e 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.1 0.36 
E 4f 0.054 1.5 15.5 0.1 0.44 
 
Results of the sensitivity analysis 
Direct evaluation of model sensitivity is restricted in scope because observed data are scarce 
and only available at the locations of monitoring cross-sections as shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
The digital elevation model of difference (DoD) is a common approach in morphological 
modelling that allows for an objective and quantitative comparison between model runs (Plüß 
& Kösters 2014, Williams et al. 2016). For this purpose, a digital elevation model of differ-
ence (DoD) was built by subtracting the initial (2003) and simulated (2013) bed topographies 
for each of the model runs. The spatial distribution of net erosion and deposition was plotted 
so that the DoDs could be qualitatively compared. Furthermore, in order to compare quantita-
tively, the erosion and deposition volumes and sediment budgets were calculated for each of 
these model runs. Table 4.4 shows predicted volumetric changes of erosion/deposition for 
bed roughness (Experiment 1), spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (Experi-
ment 2), transverse bed slope effect (Experiment 3), and bed composition (Experiment 4) 
sensitivity tests. A further set of evaluation was conducted using measured data at the loca-
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tions of monitoring cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a). In addition, Brier Skill 
Score (BSS) was computed at the monitoring cross-section. 
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E 0 9559064  11979453  2420388 0.93 
E 1a 6976584 27 9593633 20 2617049 0.82 
E 1b 3109384 67 19871965 -66 16762582 0.89 
E 2a 3025752 68 15780832 -32 19379631 -0.03 
E 2b 6689226 30 13100732 -9 6411506 0.32 
E 2c 12175698 -27 11712124 2 463574 0.67 
E 3a 17286794 -81 5386879 55 11899915 0.70 
E 3b 11841425 -24 9609451 20 2231974 0.90 
E 3c 7770532 19 14009242 -17 6238710 0.46 
E 4a 10254955 -7 12075453 -1 1820499 0.92 
E 4b 9886746 -3 12022827 0 2136081 0.92 
E 4c 9289323 3 11882283 1 2592960 0.93 
E 4d  9055345 5 11822148 1 2766803 0.93 
E 4e 9360477 2 11920456 0.5 2559979 0.93 
E 4f 9770228 -2 12016043 -0.3 2245815 0.92 
 
Experiment 0: reference run 
The model was run with default parameters, that is, a constant Manning's roughness 
(0.054 s m-1/3), spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (1.5), transverse bed slope 
effect (15.5), a uniform sediment grain size (D50 = 0.1 mm), and porosity (0.40). 
Experiment 1: bed roughness 
Bed roughness is often tuned to fit a measured water surface slope. The model was calibrat-
ed with a uniform Manning's n value (0.054 s m-1/3) which was recomputed to Chézy bed 
roughness (equation 4.17). The Manning’s roughness value was kept constant in the model, 
but the Chézy coefficient varied with flow depth (Lotsari et al. 2014). It should be noted that 
the objective of the sensitivity tests was to explore the effects of Manning’s n value on the 
simulation results rather than the choice of empirical roughness functions. In order to analyze 
the effect of the Manning’s n value on the morphological results, the default value was 
changed to 0.044 s m-1/3 and 0.064 s m-1/3.  
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Figure 4.26(a) shows DoDs for the bed roughness sensitivity experiments. Low roughness 
value (E 1a) resulted in decreasing erosion and deposition volumes by 27% and 20% re-
spectively, compared to the reference simulation (E 0). High roughness value (E 1b) resulted 
in decreasing erosion volumes by 67% and increasing deposition volumes by 66%. The re-
sults indicate that the Manning’s roughness has significant effects on the modelled bed mor-
phology. These findings are in line with the recent study by Guan et al. (2016). Figure 4.26(b) 
compares observed and predicted bed levels for simulations with different roughness values. 
Low roughness value (E 1a) caused under-prediction of lateral erosion, whereas high rough-
ness value (E 1b) caused deeper scour near the outer bank. In the former case, the BSS 
score decreased to 0.82, whereas in the latter case BSS was 0.89.  
 

























Fig. 4.26 (a) The simulated spatial distribution of net bed erosion and deposition for the three pa-
rameterizations of Manning’s roughness and (b) comparison of observed and simulated 
bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 
3.11(a). 
Experiment 2: effect of spiral motion on bed-load transport direction 
In this experiment, sensitivity to Es, which is an user-specified coefficient to control the effect 
of spiral motion on bed-load transport, was tested. Although Es can be used as a calibration 
parameter, previous studies limited its value to 1 for investigating the impact of including or 
excluding the secondary flow effects on bed-load transport (e.g., Kasvi et al. 2015). Experi-
ment 2a used a null value of Es which implies that the effect of the spiral flow was not includ-
ed in the bed-load transport direction (Deltares 2014, Nabi et al. 2016). Consequently, this 
(a) 
E 0 E 1a E 1b 
(b) 
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resulted in a relatively straight channel, as shown in Figure 4.27(a). A comparison between 
DoDs shows that incorporating the spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (E 2b) 
roughly doubled the erosion volume and reduced the deposition volume by approximately 
one-sixth. The simulation with Es value of 2 increased the erosion volume by approximately 
one-quarter and decreased the deposition volume by 2%, compared to the reference simula-
tion (E 0).  

























Fig. 4.27 (a) The simulated spatial distribution of net bed erosion and deposition for the three pa-
rameterizations of spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction and (b) comparison of 
observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring cross-section 
(CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
Figure 4.27(b) compares the measured and predicted bed levels for different values of Es. 
The simulation with no spiral flow effect caused an unusual amount of bank erosion in the 
inner curve of river bend, indicating lateral channel shifting in the wrong direction. As a result, 
the predicted cross-sectional shape is considerably different from the observed shape, lead-
ing to a negative BSS-value. A higher value of Es led to a channel migration more laterally 
towards the outer bank, which demonstrates that the parameterization for the spiral flow ef-
fect on bed-load transport is of crucial importance in a depth-averaged simulation. 
Experiment 3: sensitivity to transverse bed slope effect  
The curved shape of the channel and the transverse bed slope of the point bar induce a cer-
tain three-dimensional flow field, which in turn controls the sediment transport. Accurate nu-
merical predictions of the sediment transport, therefore, depend critically on the accurate 
E 2a E 2b E 2c 
(a) 
(b) 
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modelling of transverse bed slope. However, an exact parameterization of the transverse bed 
slope effect can only be achieved by calibration (Schuurman & Kleinhans 2013, 2015, 
Schuurman et al. 2013, 2016). The suggested value is 1.5 (Deltares 2014). In order to obtain 
reasonable results in long-term morphological simulations, this value has been increased 
from 1.5 to 10 (van der Wegen et al. 2011) to 80 (Lesser et al. 2004). The importance of the 
parameterizaion for the transverse bed slope effect (bn) was investigated for three different 
values: 5, 10, and 20.  
 

























Fig. 4.28 (a) The simulated spatial distribution of net bed erosion and deposition for the three pa-
rameterizations of effect of transverse bed slope and (b) comparison of observed and 
simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring cross-section (CS-2) as shown 
in Figure 3.11(a). 
The transverse bed slope effect parameterization showed a notable effect on the morpholog-
ical results (see Figure 4.28(a)). A comparison between DoDs shows that the simulation with 
a bn value of 5 (simulation E 3a) increased the erosion volume by 81% and decreased the 
deposition volume by 55%, compared to the reference simulation (E 0). High value of bn 
(simulation E 3c) reduced the erosion volume by approximately one-fifth and increased the 
deposition volume by approximately one-sixth. Figure 4.28(b) compares the measured and 
predicted bed levels for different values of bn. A higher value of bn flattened the cross-
sectional profile resulting in a shallower and wider channel, leading to a poor BSS-value. 
E 3a E 3b E 3c 
(a) 
(b) 
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This observation is in line with the results of the previous studies in lowland sand-bed 
streams (e.g., Kasvi et al. 2015, Schuurman et al. 2016). 
Experiment 4: sensitivity to grain size and porosity  
A well modelled bed composition is crucial for the modelling of the bed morphology. The 
sensitivity of the numerical model to grain size and porosity was investigated to examine how 
much these parameters control the morphological results.  
Grain size parameterization is considered to be an uncertainty factor as morphological re-
sults depend on the prediction of sediment transport, which in turn depends on the choice of 
the median grain size (Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2014, Guan et al. 2015, 2016). The real-world 
grain size distribution is spatially varying and the sediment consists mostly of fine sand (see 
Section 3.4.1). The median grain size was varied by ±10% and ±20% around the default val-
ue (D50 = 0.1 mm). Figure 4.29(a) shows that both erosion and deposition area are influ-
enced slightly by the grain size parameterization (simulations E 4a to E 4d). The net bed ero-
sion and deposition volumes for the four runs are also found to be similar with a difference 
smaller than 7%. Furthermore, it is evident from Figure 4.29(b) that all runs predict the similar 
erosion and deposition depths with a slight difference. A change in grain size parameteriza-
tion with respect to the default value hardly affects the model skill. This contradicts the gen-
eral conclusions by Kasvi et al. (2015) and Guan et al. (2016), who suggested that the grain 
size parameterization is crucial for the modelling of the bed morphology. The reason causing 
these small differences is that median grain size variation was very low (0.08 mm to 
0.12 mm). Apparently, increasing model complexity by introducing multiple sand fractions 
would not necessarily lead to better model performance. For this reason, bed sediment sort-
ing mechanisms and spatial distribution of bed sediments can be safely excluded from fur-
ther experiments in the present study.  
Morphological changes are computed from residual sediment mass transport, which are then 
converted into bed level changes using the user-specified porosity (Püß & Kosters 2014). In 
addition to the grain size parameterization, sensitivity to porosity (simulations E 4e and E 4f) 
was tested. The porosity was changed by ±10% around the default value (0.4). Fig-
ure 4.29(a) shows that both erosion and deposition area are not influenced by the prosity of 
sediments (simulations E 4e and E 4f). Figure 4.29(b) compares the measured and predicted 
bed levels for different values of porosity (simulations E 4e and E 4f). No important differ-
ences in predicted bed elevation were found between simulation E 4e and simulation E 4f. It 
was found that a change in porosity with respect to the default value hardly affects the model 
skill. 
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Fig. 4.29 (a) The simulated spatial distribution of net bed erosion and deposition for the four pa-
rameterizations of grain size and for the two parameterizations of porosity and (b) com-
parison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring cross-
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4.3.2.6 Planform geometry 
For the investigation of the planform evolution, the simulated planform was studied using the 
parameters which are frequently applied in analogous studies (see Section 2.2.6.1). 
Method for analysis  
For ease of analysis of the planform geometry, it was desirable to represent the shape and 
position of the channel as a single curve in two-dimensional space. Meander planform pa-
rameters can be quantified in multiple ways (Crosato 2008, Schuurman et al. 2015, Konsoer 
et al. 2016), e.g., by the thalweg (line of lowest height) or by the channel centerline of the 
river. The shape of a meandering channel is best represented by the position of the thalweg, 
because this closely corresponds to the position of a bend’s outer bank, and maximizes the 
channel’s radius of curvature regardless of stage. On the other hand, in the case of obtaining 
a channel’s centerline, which is defined as the midpoints of a series of line segments con-
necting corresponding points on the left and right bank, it requires careful selection of left- 
and right-bank point pairs which might not be straightforward. Furthermore, this method is 
particularly subjective when the transverse bed slope predicted by the model is somewhat 
too shallow. 
Following the methodology of Schuurman et al. (2016), planform statistics were computed 
considering the thalweg. This choice was motivated by the fact that the channel’s thalweg is 
independent of the modelled bankfull width and can be found directly by applying a suitable 
operation to the digital elevation model using a Matlab script. The upstream 1 km of the total 
8.2 km long reach was not considered to eliminate boundary effects. The meander pattern 
was quantified by four parameters (meander belt width, meander wavelength, radius of cur-
vature and channel bankfull width) and the relationships between these parameters. The 
procedure for determining the parameters is described in the following.  
Determination of meander belt width, meander length and meander wavelength 
The Delft3D computational grid in the horizontal plane is fixed. This means that the grid itself 
remains stationary but that the flow domain is adapted in each morphological time step 
throughout the simulation due to bed level changes resulting from sediment transport. Con-
sequently, the thalweg alignment (line of lowest height) elongates and the spacing between 
consecutive cross-sections changes. Because of non-equidistant cross-section spacing, the 
thalweg shifting introduces a spurious oscillation into the thalweg alignment (see Fig-
ure 4.30).  
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Fig. 4.30  Delineation of meander bends. 
For investigating planform behavior, the thalweg was extracted from the model results in 
2013, and then smoothed by means of cubic spline interpolation using an in-house devel-
oped Matlab script (Meander Analysis Toolbox, developed by S. Niewerth in the Leichtweiß-
Institute for Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources). For this purpose, a curvature se-
ries of equally-spaced points along the thalweg was calculated using the Matlab script and 
then moving average techniques were applied for smoothing noisy x, y coordinate data as 
suggested by Motta et al. (2012). A 4th-degree polynomial filter with averaging windows of 
three nodes was employed. The smoothed thalweg was splitted at each inflection point 
where a change in the direction of curvature occurs. Accordingly, four meander bends were 
defined by the location of inflection point. Each bend or loop was numbered for ease of loca-
tion and discussion (see Figure 4.30). Following Williams (1986), a single wavelength was 
assigned to each meander bend. The meander belt width MB (i.e., shortest distance between 
tangents drawn outside of the meanders), meander length L (i.e., curvilinear distance be-
tween the end points of a complete meandering wave cycle) and meander wavelength  (i.e., 
straight line distance between the end points of a complete meandering wave cycle) are re-
ported in Figure 4.31.  
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Fig. 4.31 Comparison of model results and observations (a) meander belt width MB (the dashed 
lines show the 27% error boundaries), (b) meander length L (the dashed lines show the 
26% error boundaries) and (c) meander wavelength  (the dashed lines show the 18% 
error boundaries). 
The comparison of the model results with the observations in 2013 shows that the maximum 
differences for MB, L and  are 27%, 26% and 18%, respectively. Statistical analysis of mod-
el predictions with respect to the observations yielded a RMSE of 0.22 km for MB, 0.78 km 
for L and 0.26 km for . The analysis of the results shows that the model predicts the param-
eter  more correctly than the other parameters. 
Determination of radius of curvature 
The radius of a best-fit circle for a meander bend is commonly used to determine the radius 
of curvature (Magdaleno & Fernández-Yuste 2011), although several other morphological 
studies used the average value to represent the radius of curvature (R) for a bend 
(Schuurman et al. 2016, Konsoer et al. 2016). The present study used the best-fit circle 
method in which circles of known radius were superimposed on a meander bend, and the 
circle that best seemed to fit the channel thalweg around the bend was chosen to obtain the 
parameter R. Although somewhat subjective, this method allows for an objective and quanti-
tative comparison between model results and observations. Following the methodology of 
Magdaleno & Fernández-Yuste (2011), straight and quasi-straight sub-reaches were not tak-
en into account in considering a best-fit circle for a meander bend. Figure 4.32(a) shows the 
best-fit circles with their estimated R values. Figure 4.32(b) shows the comparison of model 
results and observations. The comparison of model results and observations shows that the 
maximum difference for radius of curvature is 400 m. The difference, expressed as RMSE, 
between predicted and observed R values is 261 m. 
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Fig. 4.32 (a) Determination of radius of curvature R and (b) comparison of model results and ob-
servations (the dashed lines show the 54% error boundaries). 
Determination of channel bankfull width 
In the numerical simulation, the boundary of the flow domain is no longer fixed and it chang-
es in time. As a result, the cross-sections, which were orthogonal to the streamwise direction 
at the beginning of the simulation, skewed during the meander simulation as shown in Fig-
ure 4.30. This is an obstacle to any reasonable determination of channel width. The Meander 
Analysis Toolbox (MAT) facilitated the rotation of the cross-sections like a hinge on the 
smoothed thalweg. Local depth values were projected onto the (rotated) cross-sections by 
linear interpolation. Channel widths were obtained from these cross-sections assuming a 
constant floodplain elevation of 8.29 m which corresponds to the water surface elevation at 
the downstream boundary at the end of the simulation. Since the simulated channel width 
varies along the channel (see Figure 4.33(a)), the mean width for a bend was obtained by 
averaging the computed values at different cross-sections within a bend. Figure 4.33(b) plots 
a comparison of model results and observations, indicating that the modelled channel 
bankfull width is significantly higher than real value. 
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Fig. 4.33 (a) Width variation along the channel and (b) comparison of model results and observa-
tions for the bend-averaged channel width (the dashed lines show the 65% error bounda-
ries). 
The present computations underestimated point bar height and transverse bed slopes. The 
model results require a few comments. Firstly, it should be noted that the simplified formula-
tion of bank erosion implemented in the model allows the partial redistribution of erosion from 
a wet cell to adjacent dry cells (see Figure 4.3 and Section 4.1.3); however, this approach 
promotes erosion even in straight reaches. Secondly, due to a lack of formulations for the 
bank accretion process, the 2D model resulted in unrealistic river widening. The transverse 
bed slope predicted by the model is somewhat too shallow in relation to the field data. 
Underprediction of the transverse side slope implies that the model predicts an unrealistically 
high cross-stream sediment flux across the point bar near the inner bank that is directed to-
ward the outer bank. This results in the bar extending too far across the channel, which in 
turn results in a larger bankfull channel width than the measured one. The cause of an inabil-
ity to accurately estimate the sediment flux vector might be an inherent problem with the sed-
iment transport model, because the sediment transport requires the input of a range of nu-
merical and physical parameters (as outlined in Section 4.1.2.3) that eventually control the 
sediment movement.  
Recent studies showed a major influence of the transverse bed slope effect on bed topogra-
phy in meandering rivers (Kasvi et al. 2015, Schuurman et al. 2016). The transverse bed 
slope effect calculates the sediment transport deflection by the direct effect of gravity on par-
ticles moving on the transverse slope, and therefore, the bed slope effect is implemented in 
all process-based morphological models (e.g., Delft3D, Mike21C, Telemac, CCHE2D, 
Nays2D) and even in linearized meander models (e.g, Ikeda et al. 1981, Crosato 2008). 
However, an exact parameterization of the transverse bed slope effect can only be achieved 
by calibration. With calibration the parameter values that produce the best fit between model 
predictions and observations are sought. Accurate numerical predictions of the sediment 
transport, therefore, depend critically on the accurate modelling of the transverse bed slope 
effect.   
Analytical approximation of transverse bed slope 
There is clearly an increasing need for independent checks to be made of modelled results. 
Struiskma et al. (1985) developed an analytical model for predicting the bed deformation in 
curved channels (equations 2.2 – 2.4). At the apex of bend 4, the transverse bed slope was 
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computed by using the analytical model. The transverse bed slope predicted by the analytical 
model is about 8%, whereas the slope computed by the numerical model is 2.67%. The 
transverse bed slope magnitude of the analytical model is three times larger than that of the 
numerical model. Comparison between the transverse bed slopes predicted by the analytical 
model and field data is not practical, because the analytical model was developed based on 
fixed-width curved flume experiments. 
Relationships between the planform parameters and channel width  
Regression relationships between planform parameters and channel width are reported in 
the literature (see Table 2.1), in which channel width serves as a scale indicator and mean-
der features (i.e., meander-belt width, meander wavelength, radius of curvature) as depend-
ent variables. Normalizing the planform parameters by channel width allows for a scale-
independent comparison of results with prior studies. For this purpose, meander geometry 
was also evaluated by normalizing the meander features by the channel width. Figure 4.34 
plots a comparison of model results and observations, indicating that the modelled planform 
parameters normalized by channel width are significantly smaller than observed values.   
 
Fig. 4.34 Comparison of model results and observations (a) meander belt width to channel width 
ratio MB/B (the dashed lines show the 74% error boundaries), (b) meander wavelength to 
channel width ratio /B (the dashed lines show the 63% error boundaries) and (c) radius 
of curvature to channel width ratio R/B (the dashed lines show the 80% error bounda-
ries). 
It is more useful to identify the causes of deviations and to formulate recommendations for 
the subsequent analyses of planform geometries in the study area. When the model results 
are normalized by channel width derived from field data, relationships between planform pa-
rameters and channel width lies within an acceptable limit (see Figure 4.35). As expected, 
MB/B ratio ranges from 3 to 6, /B ratio ranges from 9 to 12, and R/B ratio ranges from 1.3 
to 2, which coincides with other studies (e.g., Leopold & Wolman 1960, Zeller 1967, Hickin & 
Nanson 1984, Williams 1986, Julien 2002, Magdaleno & Fernandez-Yuste 2011). This im-
plies that the modelled channel width was poorly predicted in comparison to other parame-
ters. It seems meaningful to normalize planform parameters by channel width derived from 
field data rather than simulation results. This recommendation is reasonable for the present 
river, in which inner bank deposition keeps pace with outer bank erosion resulting in an al-
most-constant width especially after the year 2000, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). The main ad-
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vantage of this approach is that presenting the results in this format would allow river man-
agers a greater insight into probable river corridor widths and inform decisions on develop-
ment within likely erosion areas as well as potential river restoration designs. 
 
Fig. 4.35 Comparison of model results normalized by measured channel width and observations 
(a) meander belt width to channel width ratio MB/B (the dashed lines show the 25% error 
boundaries), (b) meander wavelength to channel width ratio /B (the dashed lines show 
the 18% error boundaries) and (c) radius of curvature to channel width ratio R/B (the 
dashed lines show the 54% error boundaries). 
4.3.2.7 Migration behavior  
Temporal evolution  
Figure 4.36(a) represents an overview of the simulated pattern formation after 2, 4, 6, 8, and 
10 years, demonstrating that most bank erosion and planform shift occurred within the first 
two years period, with negligible rates of bank retreat subsequently. The bends always grow 
with time, but migration rates were fastest during initial bend development at the beginning of 
the simulation. The initial direction of channel migration was in the lateral direction, across 
the floodplain. Lateral channel migration increased the channel bend amplitude and channel 
length. As the bend amplitude increased, most of the meander bend migration was in the 
downstream direction. This process occurred first in the approach bend (i.e. bend 1) through 
redirection of the approaching flow and triggered a cascade of morphological changes, even-
tually propagating in the entire reach. This observation is consistent with observations by 
Whiting & Dietrich (1993) and da Silva (1995) in various sine-generated laboratory meanders 
and by Blanckaert (2010) in a single-bend laboratory flume, and with numerical results (e.g., 
Duan & Julien 2010, Asahi et al. 2013). A comparison of the predicted thalweg alignment in 
2013 and the available thalweg information for the same year is plotted in Figure 4.36(b). 
The model results correspond well to the observations, considering the limitation in using a 
fixed upstream end. Indeed, the upstream end has to be fixed in place implying that this has 
to be a fixed place in reality too. As a substitute, it has to be placed so far upstream of the 
reach of interest that its fixation does not influence the results. Due to the long computational 
times, the model’s upstream boundary could not be extended; this means that all physical 
processes, such as river bank erosion, were poorly resolved in the bends close to the inlet.  
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Fig. 4.36 (a) Temporal changes in plan forms of simulated channel and (b) comparison of mod-
elled and measured planform in 2013. 
Migration metrics  
Migration was computed as the distance the channel moved perpendicular to the channel 
thalweg (see Figure 4.37(a)). Channel migration was quantified in terms of both maximal 
bank retreat and channel activity (or floodplain area loss). Maximal bank retreat refers to a 
single location along the reach, whereas channel activity (or floodplain area loss) is comput-
ed as the total bank retreat along the entire reach divided by the product of initial thalweg 
length and elapsed time, as shown in Figure 4.37(b) (Magdaleno & Fernández-Yuste 2011). 
Simulation results suggest that the maximum migration rate is about 1.7 times the spatially 
averaged migration rates for the study reach. Table 4.5 shows that maximal bank retreat was 
underpredicted by about 6%, whereas channel activity (or floodplain area loss) was overes-
timated by about 7%. 
Tab. 4.5 Maximal bank retreat and channel activity.  
Maximal bank retreat (m) Channel activity (m/year) 
Measured Simulated Measured Simulated 
557 522 28.4 30.5 
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Fig. 4.37 (a) Simulated migration as a function of thalweg path distance and (b) procedure for es-
timating channel activity (channel activity is quantified as the shaded area divided by the 
product of initial thalweg length and elapsed time).  
4.3.2.8 Discussion 
1D meander migration models are incapable of representing bed topography changes across 
the width due to lack of information with regard to the transverse flow field. Consequently, 
numerical models of increasing complexity have been developed in the past three decades 
(see Section 2.4.2), and their validities have also been tested using small scale laboratory 
experiments (e.g., Olsen 2003, Duan & Julien 2005, 2010, Rüther &  Olsen 2007, Asahi et al. 
2013). A number of authors have attempted to reproduce a meandering channel evolved 
from a simple, flat-bedded initial condition to a more complex bar-pool morphology (e.g., 
Crosato & Saleh 2010, Nicholas 2013, Nicholas et al. 2013, Schuurman et al. 2015, van de 
Lageweg et al. 2016). Comparatively few attempts have been made to simulate meander 
evolution in a real river using process-based numerical models, because field datasets for 
model validation covering typical morphological time-scales of years to decades are scarce. 
Using surveyed river bathymetry within a short meandering reach, several researchers have 
modelled patterns of erosion and deposition over short time periods comprising single or few 
flood events in a year (e.g, Lotsari et al. 2013, Kasvi et al. 2015, Guan et al. 2016). Given the 
lack of previous research into process-based morphodynamic modelling of a sand-bed me-
andering river over decadal time scales, the current study tests whether a numerical model is 
able to reproduce bed morphology and planform characteristics of a freely meandering river. 
Since the long-term morphological evolution could only be studied by two-dimensional mod-
els because of computational costs, a depth-averaged 2D morphodynamic model, which in-
cludes the necessary parameterization of three-dimensional flow effects and transverse bed 
slope effects on morphology, was applied to the case study area (Dhaleshwari River, Bang-
ladesh). The simulation results showed that the chosen set of boundary conditions and phys-
ics in the numerical model is sufficient to reproduce morphological characteristics such as 
scour depth, bank erosion and pool-riffle morphology, even though the model failed to repro-
duce bankfull channel width to some extent (see Figure 4.22 and 4.23). Regarding the 
planimetric evolution, the model predicted correctly the locations and patterns of bank migra-
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tion evident from observed data (see Figure 4.36). The overall agreement is reasonable, 
even though large discrepancy is locally observed, particularly in the bends close to the inlet 
boundary. The differences between model results and field observations can partly be ex-
plained by the fact that the simulation was carried out under bankfull discharge condition 
whereas natural meandering channels rarely experience steady hydrological and sediment 
supply regimes over a decade. The planform statistics confirmed that the model results are 
realistic and are in accordance with statistical studies in the literature (e.g., Leopold & Wol-
man 1960, Zeller 1967, Williams 1986, Julien 2002), provided that the channel width derived 
from field data has been used as the scale indicator for the normalization of planform param-
eters (see Figure 4.35). The results suggest that a 2D modelling approach can capture the 
natural dynamics of meandering rivers, in terms of both the evolution of bed topography and 
channel planform. 
The results of the study revealed that the poor prediction of the channel bankfull width is an 
artifact of the numerical model’s limitations in representing the transverse bed slope (see 
section 4.3.2.6). The tendency of the model to underpredict the transverse bed slope is 
probably not caused by the bend-flow sub-model as the secondary flow parameterization 
used in the depth-averaged 2D computations was validated against curved flume data (see 
Section 4.3.1.3). This points out to a limitation with the sediment-related parameters. The 
depth-averaged 2D model showed marginal sensitivity to sediment grain size and porosity, 
but showed more sensitivity to bed roughness, spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direc-
tion and transverse bed slope effect (see Section 4.3.2.5). The results are in agreement with 
the general conclusions by Mosselman (1998), Kleinhans et al. (2008), Schuurman et al. 
(2015) and Guan et al. (2016), but contradict to Kasvi et al. (2015) who argued that a depth-
averaged 2D model could predict the feature of erosion and deposition reasonably well in a 
natural meandering bend without the inclusion of a secondary flow parameterization due to 
the major role of main flows. The results of the sensitivity tests in the present study showed 
that exclusion of the parameterized effect of spiral flow on sediment transport (Es) resulted in 
a relatively straight channel, and a higher value of Es led to a channel migration more lateral-
ly towards the outer bank (see Figure 4.27). Sensitivity tests suggest that spiral flow effect on 
bed-load transport direction (Es) and transverse bed slope effect (bn) had large influence on 
the morphological results. The results further showed that spiral flow effect on bed-load 
transport direction (Es) leads to correct representation of location of bar-pool topographies 
whereas transverse bed slope effect parameterization (bn)  leads to formation of transverse 
bed slope (see Section 4.3.2.5). 
Many river modelling studies have applied constant discharge, assuming a steady discharge 
gives similar yearly morphodynamics to the real hydrograph. In numerical models, both con-
stant discharge and variable discharge have been applied with variable results. Schuurman 
et al. (2016), Nikolas et al. (2013) and others argued that discharge variation in the form of 
an annual hydrograph hardly affects long-term river morphology. On the other hand, Crosato 
& Saleh (2010), Asahi et al. (2013) and Kaless et al. (2015) state that higher flows favor out-
er bank erosion and lower flows favor inner bank deposition. Kikillus et al. (2016) pointed out 
that the order of the occurence of the flood events has influence on the bed change 
predictions. Nevertheless, the results from the present study reveal that schematization of 
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the varying discharge of a river into a single discharge to describe the morphological pa-
rameters of a river is possible. However, there is a need to test the capacity of the developed 
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5 Constant discharge scenarios 
The aim of this chapter is to apply the depth-averaged 2D model (presented in Section 4.3.2) 
in a series of numerical experiments for the investigation of the effects of different discharge 
magnitudes on channel morphology and planform adjustment in the study area. To focus on 
how river discharge affects the river planform and bed morphology, discharge boundary con-
ditions were varied by a constant discharge (equal to 10% of the bankfull discharge). In the 
simulations, discharge was maintained constant following similar simplified approaches pre-
sented in Schuurman et al. (2013, 2015). In these approaches, it is assumed that a constant 
discharge corresponds to the dominant or effective discharge integrating all the morphodyna-
mic work done over a yearly hydrograph. All the major parameters of meander planform are 
selected for their relevance to an explanation of the observed planform changes in the stud-
ied reach. 
5.1 Constant river discharge  
The river discharge was prescribed by constant values of 700, 630, 570, 490, and 420 m3 s-1. 
A discharge magnitude of 420 m3 s-1 roughly corresponds to the mean annual discharge 
(Qma). Smaller discharges were not considered as they would produce a comparable mor-
phology over longer time at the expense of increasing simulation time. It is worth noticing that 
700 m3 s-1 represents bankfull discharge (Qbf) for the study area (see Section 4.3.2.3). Higher 
discharges than bankfull were not used for two reasons. First, they are assumed to poorly 
affect the river channel morphology because of their short duration (Paarlberg et al. 2015). 
Second, higher discharges may result in a braided river network in the simulations even 
though the overbank flow is usually shallow as compared to the main channel flow (van Dijk 
et al. 2014, Schuurman et al. 2016).  
For a comparison of the chosen constant river discharge scenarios at a same evolution 
stage, the duration of flow discharge in a year is needed for each model so that all models 
have equal input of flow volume (Jefferson 1902). The estimation of the duration of each dis-
charge in a calendar year followed the criteria used in the analysis of the duration of bankfull 
flow discharge described in Section 4.3.2.3. Table 5.1 summarizes the estimated duration of 
flow in a year for each discharge magnitude.  





) % of the bankfull discharge (Qbf) Duration of flow discharge in a year (day) 
700 100 203 
630 90 227 
560 80 255 
490 70 291 
420 60 339 
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5.2 Model setup 
The used grid covers 8.2 km of the river section including floodplains. The 2003 digital eleva-
tion model (DEM), as described in Section 4.3.2.1, was used as the initial bathymetry for 
simulation. For all simulations, discharge was specified at the upstream boundary and a cor-
responding water surface elevation was set at the downstream boundary. In the absence of 
measured water level data, the simulation used a predicted stage-discharge relationship at 
the downstream boundary which was based on hydraulic calculations using measured data 
at Taraghat gauging station (137A) (see Figure 3.2). The bed and banks were assumed to be 
erodible and were composed of the same fine sand. The sediment transport was computed 
by the Engelund & Hansen (1967) total load transport formula. At the inflow boundary, the 
input of sediment was kept equal to the local sediment transport capacity. A dry cell erosion 
approach was considered by transferring erosion in the wet grid cell to the closest adjacent 
dry grid cells so that channel migration and sand movement can be simulated. A morphologi-
cal acceleration factor (MORFAC) of 10 was selected based on several trial simulations 
which were undertaken with incremental MORFACs to determine the highest MORFAC val-
ue that can be used safely for a given simulation. 
Two series of simulations were performed (series A and B). The parameters of Run A0 were 
the default parameters, that is, constant Manning's roughness (0.054 s m-1/3), spiral flow ef-
fect on bed-load transport direction (1.5), transverse bed slope effect (15.5), a uniform sedi-
ment grain size (D50 = 0.1 mm), and porosity (0.40). All other runs in series A were based on 
the same parameters. Series B, which also includes the reference simulation (Run A0), rep-
resents simulations for a calibrated situation to interpret field observations. Calibration was 
required for only two coefficients; spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (Es) and 
transverse bed slope effect (bn), which were identified as the parameters that exert the most 
influence over channel morphology (see Section 4.3.2.5). Table 5.2 describes how parame-
ters were varied in series B from those defined for the reference simulation (Run A0). 
Tab. 5.2 Description of the test runs  






Spiral flow effect on bedload 
transport direction (Es)  
Transverse bed slope 
effect (bn) 
Series A A0 700 1.50 15.5 
A1 630 1.50 15.5 
A2 560 1.50 15.5 
A3 490 1.50 15.5 
A4 420 1.50 15.5 
Series B A0 700 1.50 15.5 
B1 630 1.60 15.5 
B2 560 1.70 16.5 
B3 490 1.75 17 
B4 420 1.85 16 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Bed topography change 
The comparison of the transverse bed profiles of the measured and computed data is pre-
sented in Figure 5.1 where Figure 5.1(a) shows the results of the simulations for series A and 
Figure 5.1(b) for series B. Both figures indicate that the maximum deposition occurred near 
the inner bank, and the maximum scour depth took place near the outer bank. The profile 
shape and the extent of accretion and erosion varied with the discharge variations. Decreas-
ing the discharge led to the flattening of the transversal profile near the inner bank. The dif-
ferences between the observed and simulated bed profiles reduce with increased river dis-
charge, indicating the dominant role of a high river discharge in controlling sediment trans-
port and morphodynamic development. The direct comparison of Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) 
reveals that the main differences between series A and series B are found in the outer bank 




Fig. 5.1 Comparison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring 
cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a): (a) series A and (b) series B.  
In order to compare the measured and modelled bed changes, a statistical analysis was un-
dertaken using the Brier Skill Score (BSS) (see Section 4.2.5). The BSS-values of series A 
and series B are compared in Figure 5.2 dependent on the discharge. The BSS-values of 
series B simulations slightly decrease with discharge. In contrast, the BSS-values of series A 
simulations, in which the parameters of Run A0 were used “as it is” in all runs, gradually de-
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crease with the decreasing discharge, demonstrating that a morphodynamic model calibrated 
with bankfull discharge does not remain valid for all sub-bankfull discharges. This highlights 
the significance of model calibration for each specific discharge conditions. 
 
Fig. 5.2 The Brier Skill Score (BSS) of the predicted profiles for various values of flow discharge.  
5.3.2 Relation between Es and flow discharge 
The results of the series B simulations suggest the need to further examine the influence of 
the variability of the input (calibration) parameters on the morphological simulations. The 
combination of the coefficients affecting the spiral flow intensity due to curvature (Es) and 
transverse bed slope (bn) provided the best match between the predicted and measured 
bed topographies. These coefficients are uncertain (Nicholas 2013, Schuurman et al. 2013, 
Kasvi et al. 2015) and based on small scale flume experiments (Ikeda 1982, Struiksma et al. 
1985, Talmon et al. 1995, Wiesemann et al. 2006), and therefore, were adjusted during 
model calibration. As outlined in Section 2.3.3, Es is linearly related to the spiral flow parame-
ter, and also linearly affects the transverse bed slope (equations 2.2 and 2.3). For ease of 
calibration, previous studies have kept Es constant and tuned bn during calibration (e.g., 
Schuurman et al. 2015). Empirically the Es parameter would be unity, which means a mild 
curvature in the river bends. However, during migration river bends change their curvature, 
and the hydrodynamics of sharp bends differs to some extent from bends with mild curva-
ture. Increasing the value of Es leads to an increase of the effects of curvature on the flow 
field, which in turn enhances the erosive potential near the outer bank as becomes visible 
from Figure 5.1(b). The plot of Es as a function of discharge demonstrates that Es is linearly 
related to discharge magnitude (see Figure 5.3). As expected, the higher the discharge, the 
smaller the value of Es.  
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Fig. 5.3 The Es parameter as a function of discharge (Series B).  
5.3.3 Description of formative discharge 
As outlined in Section 4.3.2.6, the meander geometry analysis was carried out under the im-
plicit assumption that the bankfull flow (Qbf) is dominant or channel-forming discharge. Re-
cent numerical studies for natural rivers with fixed (non-erodible) wall suggest that the chan-
nel forming discharge, which controls the river bed morphology, is typically less than Qbf 
(Frascati & Lanzoni 2013, Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2014, Lanzoni et al. 2014). The channel-
forming discharge in meandering rivers with erodible floodplains can best be illustrated by 
means of an example. For this purpose, twenty-eight simulations were run under mobile bed 
conditions by varying flow discharge in the range 35 - 980 m3 s-1, in which discharge was 
varied by 35 m3 s-1. The parameters of Run A0 were used “as it is” in all runs (see Sec-
tion 5.2).  
 
Fig. 5.4 The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the predicted profiles for various values of flow 
discharge. The monitoring cross-section (CS-2) is shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
The model-based predictions of bed morphology at the monitoring cross-section (CS-2 as 
shown in Figure 3.11(a)) were compared with field observations by means of the Root Mean 
Square Error (RMSE) for various values of the flow discharge. Figure 5.4 shows that mini-
mum error is attained for a flow discharge of 630 m3 s-1. This indicates that, in the presence 
of erodible floodplains, the river bed morphology is determined by discharges of moderate 
intensity rather than by Qbf. It is interesting to note that the estimated channel-forming dis-
charge is close to the characteristic effective discharge (628 m3 s-1, see Table 3.1) which is 
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based on observed flow records and sediment transport measurements for the period 1996 – 
2016. 
5.3.4 Planform geometry  
5.3.4.1 Relationships between the planform parameters and channel width 
Planform geometry variables such as meander belt width (MB), meander wavelength () and 
radius of curvature (R) were estimated following the methodology described in Sec-
tion 4.3.2.6. These variables were normalized by the channel width (B) derived from field 
data rather than simulation results as the modelled channel width was poorly predicted in 
comparison to other parameters. Relationships between MB, , R and B were determined to 
indicate their interdependence and to reflect the degree of meander regularity for different 
constant discharge scenarios.  
Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of model results and observations for series A and B. The 
subplots in the figure show that the better agreement is found in case of simulations in se-
ries B. Investigating the results in some more details reveals that, in both series, model re-
sults with bankfull discharge (Run A0) show scatter planform statistics, whereas results with 
sub-bankfull discharges (Run A1 - A4, Run B1 - B4) show regular planform statistics. The 
subtle yet significant differences between model results with bankfull discharge and sub-
bankfull discharges indicate an occurrence in meandering planform change trends in re-
sponse to changing discharge regimes.  
The examination of the relationships among planform geometry variables reveals that mean-
der belt width to channel width ratio (MB/B) ranges from 4 to 6, meander wavelength to 
channel width ratio (/B) ranges from 8 to 12, and radius of curvature to channel width ratio 
(R/B) ranges from 1.4 to 2.4. MB/B and /B ratios are in agreement with those reported in the 
literature (e.g., Zeller 1967, Williams 1986, Julien 2002). However, the range of the R/B ratio 
is lower than the range (2< R/B <3) commonly reported in the literature (e.g., Hickin & 
Nanson 1984). A further discussion is provided in Section 5.3.6.3. 
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Fig. 5.5 Comparison of model results and observations (a) series A and (b) series B. 
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5.3.4.2 Relationships between meander wavelength and discharge  
In order to investigate the link between meander wavelength () and discharge (Q), the 
reach-averaged  is plotted against Q in Figure 5.6, as meandering planform is best de-
scribed by the wavelength (Leopold & Wolman 1960). A power regression function was ap-
plied to the results of the series B simulations in order to model the relationship between  
and Q. The algebraic manipulation of the power regression equation yields the following rela-
tion: 
104 Q               (5.1) 
where  and Q are in meters and cubic meters per second, respectively. 
 
Fig. 5.6 Reach-averaged meander wavelength as a function of discharge. 
In both series A and series B, a peak value of  lies between 560 and 700 m3 s-1. To be more 
specific, the peak value is found at a discharge somewhat close to 630 m3 s-1. It is interesting 
to note that this discharge magnitude is equal to the formative discharge (see Section 5.3.3) 
and also close to the characteristic effective discharge for the period 1996 – 2016 (628 m3 s-1, 
see Table 3.1).  
5.3.5 Meandering pattern  
Figure 5.7 presents an overview of the pattern formation after morphodynamic computations 
of a 10 year period in both series A and series B. As expected, the higher the discharge, the 
higher are the changes of the planimetric configuration. Notably, lateral channel migration 
increased the channel bend amplitude and channel length. As the bend amplitude increased, 
more of the meander bend migration was in the downstream direction. This observation is in 
agreement with the experimental work by Friedkin (1945), who showed that the size of bends 
becomes greater with increase in discharge (Visconti et al. 2010, van Dijk 2013). A compari-
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son of the predicted thalweg alignment in 2013 and the available thalweg information for the 
same year shows that closer agreement is found in the downstream part of the river reach. 
 
Fig. 5.7 Simulated planform (a) series A and (b) series B.  
5.3.6 Migration characteristics  
5.3.6.1 Maximal bank retreat 
For each of the constant discharge scenarios, channel migration was quantified in terms of 
maximal bank retreat following the procedure described in Section 4.3.2.7. The migrated dis-
tance perpendicular to the thalweg (in 2003) was computed over the 10-year period at each 
meter interval on the 2003 thalweg alignment. Figure 5.8(a) shows that, in general, meander 
bends appear to migrate downstream as a coherent waveform. The higher the discharge, the 
higher the migration in the downstream direction. Figure 5.8(b) shows that, for both series A 
and series B, maximal bank retreat increases with discharge. This can be best explained by 
stream power which is expressed as a product of unit weight of water, discharge and water-
surface slope. For a sand bed river, like the Dhaleshwari River, higher discharge has higher 
stream power as the water-surface slope is very mild. Stream power represents the energy 
of the river to move sediment (Bagnold 1966). Therefore, the greater its value, the greater 
will be the rate of sediment transport, which is the case in the present numerical tests. This 
result supports the findings of Nanson & Hickin (1986) and Nicoll & Hickin (2010). 
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Simulated migration along thalweg alignment and (b) maximal bank retreat as a func-
tion of discharge.  
Stream power (W m-1) is defined as the rate of energy dissipation (or loss) against the bed 
and banks of a stream per unit downstream length (Bagnold 1966). The stream power values 
of series A and series B are compared in Figure 5.9(a). Series B, in which model parameters 
were tuned to mimic the natural channel migration at the outer bank of the monitoring cross-
section as shown in Figure 5.1(b), reports higher stream power. This enhanced stream pow-
er is the result of higher water level gradient at the end of simulations as explained by the 
plot of water surface slope versus discharge in Figure 5.9(b). It should be noted that the plot 
shows a discontinuity at bankfull flow due to the fact that bankfull discharge became sub-
bankfull flow as soon as the hydrodynamic adaptation took place with respect to the chang-
ing morphology (see Section 4.3.2.3), which resulted in a higher water level gradient at the 
end of simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.9 (a) Relationship between stream power and discharge and (b) plot of water surface slope 
versus discharge.  
5.3.6.2 Channel activity  
The examination of the meander migration pattern over the 10-year simulation period reveals 
that the river meanders generally tend to translate downstream as a coherent waveform (see 
Figure 5.7). More importantly, the higher the flow discharge, the higher the migration in the 
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downstream direction. To investigate further the influence of discharge on river morphology, 
the migration rate in terms of channel activity was examined for the entire study reach. For 
each of the constant discharge scenarios, the estimation of channel activity followed the pro-
cedure described in Section 4.3.2.7. The channel migration, computed at each meter interval 
of the initial channel thalweg, was summarized for all bends in the study reach and then di-
vided by the product of the initial thalweg length and the number of years, in order to obtain a 
reach-averaged annual migration rate. Figure 5.10 plots the channel activity as a function of 
discharge for both series A and series B. No significant tendencies were found that increase 
or decrease in value across a range of sub-bankfull discharge scenarios. The plot shows the 
maximum channel activity at 700 m3 s-1 which was intended to be at bankfull stage, but was 
found sub-bankfull flow at the end of the simulation (see Section 4.3.2.3). 
 
Fig. 5.10 Relationship between channel activity and discharge. 
5.3.6.3 Relationship between bend migration rate and bend radius of curvature 
It has been shown that the maximum lateral erosion rate for a meander bend occurs when 
the ratio of radius of curvature (R) to channel width (B) is in the range of about 2 to 3. In fact, 
Hickin & Nanson (1984) observed that the maximum bend migration rates occur at approxi-
mately R/B = 2.5 if migration rates and R/B are averaged over an appreciable portion of the 
bends. This result is based on the study of several sand-bed rivers in Canada. Other re-
searchers used local instead of bend-averaged values and found that the maximum migra-
tion rates occur at R/B = 1.5 – 2.0 (e.g., Hooke 1997). Figure 5.11 plots the ratio of radi-
us of curvature to channel width (R/B) as the independent variable and ratio of yearly mean-
der migration rate to river channel width as the dependent variable. Considerable scatter 
remains in the data. The envelope curve of the relationship between migration rate and bend 
radius, both divided by channel width, has the same shape as reported in the literature (e.g., 
Hickin & Nanson 1984, Crosato 2009, Blanckaert 2011). The results indicate that the local 
channel migration rate increases with increasing bend sharpness until it reaches a maximum 
at a certain critical value (R/B = 1.7) of the bend sharpness. Beyond this critical value, the 
migration rate decreases if bend sharpness increases. The values of R/B corresponding to 
the peak resulted in good agreement with the field observations in freely meandering rivers 
(e.g., Hooke 1997). 
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Fig. 5.11 Local migration rates as a function of the local curvature ratio (R/B) for the simulation 
results (series A and series B). 
5.4 Discussion 
The discussion is based on answers to questions. 
How does river discharge influence the parameterization controlling the spiral flow effect on 
bed-load transport? 
In practice, numerical morphodynamic models are based on various assumptions and simpli-
fications, and therefore, have uncertainty in their parameterizations. Kleinhans et al. (2008), 
Schuurman et al. (2015) and others reported that the coefficients affecting the spiral flow 
intensity due to curvature (Es) and transverse bed slope (bn) play a similar role in influencing 
model behavior, since both are, in effect, controlling the sediment transport. For ease of cali-
bration, the previous studies have chosen to keep Es equal to unity as this value is based on 
laboratory experiments in mildly curved bends and to tune bn during calibration using the 
available information of the bed topography (e.g., Vested et al. 2014, Schuurman 2015, 
Kasvi et al. 2015, Williams et al. 2016). It should be noted that during migration river bends 
change their curvature, and the hydrodynamics of sharp bends differs to some extent from 
bends with mild curvature. Crosato (2011), based on a personal communication with 
Struiksma, suggested that Es should have a value between 0.4 and 1.2 in the case studies of 
real rivers. However, this assumption remains untested (Zerfu et al. 2015). The results of the 
simulations in the present study show that, when a model calibrated with bankfull discharge 
is used for the simulations with sub-bankfull discharges (series A, see Section 5.3.1), the 
Brier Skill Scores (BSS) of the predictions gradually decrease with the decreasing discharge 
(see Figure 5.2). This means that a morphodynamic model calibrated with bankfull discharge 
does not remain valid for all sub-bankfull discharge conditions, demonstrating the signifi-
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cance of model calibration for each specific discharge. Investigating the relation between the 
calibration parameter Es and the flow discharge reveals that the higher the discharge, the 
smaller are the Es coefficient, and a linear relationship is apparent (see Figure 5.3). Further 
work would be useful in confirming the relationship between Es and discharge magnitude, as 
it has not been previously reported. Nevertheless, this finding is useful in selecting appropri-
ate parameter values for use in numerical tests with controlled discharge scenarios. 
How does river discharge influence the meander wavelength in a meandering reach? 
In numerical models, the upstream boundary condition is important since the input of water 
and sediment is what forces the system. The water inflow can be a hydrograph, or a ‘‘domi-
nant’’ discharge which somehow integrates the effects of the natural hydrological regime. In 
order to test theories for wavelength, which is the most widely used geometric property of 
meanders, numerical simulations were carried out assuming constant discharge to be the 
dominant discharge. The analysis of the simulation results reveals that the meander wave-
length is proportional to the square root of discharge (equation 5.1). The results are in line 
with the classical experimental results reported in Friedkin (1945), in which increase of me-
ander dimensions with discharge has been observed. A physical explanation of an observed 
relationship between meander wavelength and discharge is that stream energy, which is rep-
resented by discharge, is in proportion to meander wavelength. It should be noted that fac-
tors controlling meander geometry other than discharge, such as water-surface slope, may 
be ignored in a mild-sloped river. It is interesting to note that the results of the study are also 
consistent with empirical equations that relate meander wavelength to dominant discharge 
(Inglis 1949, Leopold & Wolman 1957, Dury 1964, Carlston 1965, Schumm 1967, 1977, Ack-
ers & Charlton 1970, Mackey 1993). However, the coefficient of best-fit equation, among 
researchers, depends upon which they select as a typical value of dominant discharge.  
How to estimate the dominant discharge in a freely meandering river? 
The dominant discharge is generally used as a preliminary guide for restoration design, or 
field evaluation of hydrologic conditions (Leopold & Wolman 1960, Goodwin 2004, Doyle et 
al. 2007). Morphodynamic river models generally use bankfull (or channel-forming) discharge 
as a representative flow rate for simulations of long-term channel response, such as evolu-
tion of meandering channels (e.g., Schuurman et al. 2016). Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014) and 
Lanzoni et al. (2014) applied one-dimensional models to the Magra River (Italy) and to the 
Po River (Italy) respectively, and suggested that the river bed morphology is controlled by 
moderate discharges in the presence of fixed (non-erodible) walls. Similar results were ob-
tained by Frascati & Lanzoni (2013), who used a two-dimensional analytical linearized model 
to the Po River in Italy. The above mentioned studies reported that the dominant or channel-
forming discharge lies between the mean annual discharge (Qma) and the bankfull discharge 
(Qbf) for natural rivers with fixed (non-erodible) wall. Numerical tests in the present study in-
dicate that, in the presence of erodible floodplains, the river bed morphology is determined 
by a discharge of moderate intensity between Qma and Qbf. It has been found that a dis-
charge magnitude of 630 m3 s-1 provides least Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the sim-
ulated bed topography. This value is close to the characteristic effective discharge  
(628 m3 s-1, see Table 3.1) which is based on observed flow records and sediment transport 
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measurements for the period 1996 – 2016. It should be noted that the flow regime not only 
influences channel cross-sectional shape, but also affects meander geometry. By means of 
numerical simulations, it has been shown how river discharge affects the reach-averaged 
meander wavelength () in a specific meandering reach. The dominant discharge can be 
defined by the maximum value of the wavelength-discharge curve. The advantage of this 
novel method is that this simulation approach accounts for site-specific hydro-morphological 
and sediment characteristics. When the reach-averaged meander wavelength was plotted 
against discharge magnitude, a peak value in meander wavelength was found in the range 
between 560 and 700 m3 s-1, in particular, at a discharge close to 630 m3 s-1. Although the 
above mentioned three methods are based on different approaches, the computed charac-
teristic channel-forming discharges are surprisingly similar. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that a discharge magnitude of about 630 m3 s-1 (90% of the bankfull discharge) best de-
scribes the dominant discharge of the Dhaleshwari River. The results of this study can be 
extrapolated to other meandering rivers with similar climatic and physical characteristics. 
Which statistics must be considered for predicting migration rate in practice? 
The parameters, which are frequently applied in analogous studies, are meander belt width, 
meander wavelength and radius of curvature. According to, among others, Magdaleno & 
Fernández-Yuste (2011) and van de Wiel & Darby (2004), geomorphic activity parameters 
(maximal bank retreat and channel activity) should be used as they provide complementary 
information to the planform parameters. The analysis of simulation results reveals that each 
discharge scenario has a different impact on planform parameters. Investigating the results 
in some more detail reveals that the maximal bank retreat is highly affected and the channel 
activity is less affected. It should be noted the maximal bank retreat refers to a single location 
along the reach, whereas the channel activity refers to the total floodplain area loss, summa-
rizing the total bank retreat along the entire reach (see Section 4.3.2.7).  
Hickin & Nanson (1984) showed a functional relationship between rate of migration and radi-
us of curvature - both in non-dimensional form. The form of their relation has been verified by 
many other researchers subsequently (Crosato 2009, Nicoll & Hickin 2010). Although a gen-
eral shape of the relation is now accepted, Hickin & Nanson’s (1984) tool for application to a 
particular river is limited unless site specific data on observed rates of bend shifting are 
available for calibration purposes. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the meander mi-
gration rate indicated by an envelope curve based on the past behavior of a river could not 
be exceeded in future. In light of the limitations of existing empirically-based analyses, it is 
argued that a process-based simulation approach could be useful as an alternative means of 
analyzing and predicting meander bend migration. The results of the simulations reveal that 
maximum migration rates occur at R/B = 1.6 – 1.8 (critical value = 1.7), which is slightly lower 
compared to R/B = 2 – 3 that is generally reported as being typical for freely meandering riv-
ers (Hickin & Nanson 1984, Williams 1986) (see Figure 5.11). This difference can partly be 
explained by the fact that the previous studies used bend-averaged instead of local values of 
migration rates and R/B. These findings have important implications for the prediction of river 
response to changes in regime. As an illustration, for a given value of R/B for a bend in ques-
tion, the probability of annual maximum migration rate per width that a certain amount of mi-
gration will occur can be estimated. 
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6 Effect of discharge variation 
River discharge is rarely constant - it can vary rapidly, sometimes over a large range. Climate 
change could result in higher discharges, enhancing sediment transport and meander dy-
namics. It could also result in more and longer periods of drought with lower river discharge. 
All these issues require an investigation tool enabling the prediction of the river morphology 
in the longer time scales (decades to centuries). For this purpose, the final set of simulations 
focused on undertaking a comparison of model predictions and observed data with discharge 
variations in the form of an annual hydrograph. The simulation results are expected to be 
envelopes of the possible outcomes from computations with steady discharge scenarios as 
described in the previous chapter. 
6.1 Hydrograph modelling approach 
A hydrograph is a time history of the discharge and serves as the input parameter for the 
hydraulic models. To allow for the historic discharge data to be used, a simplified and real 
hydrograph, respectively, were considered. 
6.1.1 Simplified hydrograph 
Simplified discharge hydrographs are widely used to simulate interactions between flow, sed-
iment transport, and morphology (Mosselman 1998, Crosato & Saleh 2010, Asahi et al. 
2013). An important task in long-term morphological modelling is, therefore, the schematiza-
tions of the river flow that has worked through in the continual development of a river reach. 
To study the meander morphology in the study area, a simplified discharge hydrograph (also 
known as “stepped 10-day Q” hydrograph) was constructed from measured discharge time 
series between 2003 and 2013 (see Section 4.2.4). The suitability of this schematization is 
discussed by Huthoff et al. (2010). For the long-term morphological modelling, a description 
of the inter-annual variability of the water discharges was specified in terms of a repeated 
annual hydrograph (also known as “cyclic flow”), as shown in Figure 6.1. When water dis-
charge is expressed as an input hydrograph, its evolution in the downstream direction should 
be considered. However, in a relatively short reach of the sand-bed river with no major tribu-
taries in the study area, the variation of the hydrograph was neglected. 
In the simplified hydrograph, the seasonal variability in a hydrological year is conserved, but 
the extreme flood peaks are missing. This can be explained, for instance, by means of a 
“stepped 10-day Q” hydrograph, in which the measured discharge data are averaged over 
intervals of approximately 10 days over the period of record so that 36 of these intervals form 
a characteristic year (Huthoff et al. 2010). Consequently, the peak discharge in this simplified 
hydrograph takes the value of an ordinary flood that is slightly above the bankfull discharge 
(Qbf) (see Figure 6.1).  
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Fig. 6.1 Simplified hydrograph.  
6.1.2 Real hydrograph 
A real hydrograph represents a series of intensive flood events that includes both ordinary 
floods and high floods. The morphological changes in the study area are the result of histori-
cally different distribution of the river flow (CEGIS 2013). In order to simulate the historic 
morphological changes, continuous time-series of daily discharges for the period 2003 – 
2013 (see Figure 3.4) were taken into account. Figure 6.2 shows that the period includes four 
major flood events with peak daily mean discharges of 1500 m3 s-1 (in 2003), 1185 m3 s-1 (in 
2004), 1199 m3 s-1 (in 2008), and 1097 m3 s-1 (in 2010). The recurrence interval of these 
floods varied between 1.5 and 3 years. A brief period of acute shortage of formative dis-
charges less than bankfull, for example, 502 m3 s-1 (in 2006), 538 m3 s-1 (in 2009), and 599 
m3 s-1 (in 2011), also exists. Particularly against this background, the selected data are as-
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Fig. 6.2 Real hydrograph.  
6.2 Model setup 
The used domain, grid and bathymetry are similar to the one used in Section 5.2. For all 
simulations, the input hydrograph was specified at the upstream boundary and a correspond-
ing time-series water surface elevation was set at the downstream boundary. In the absence 
of measured water level data, the simulation used a predicted stage-discharge relationship at 
the downstream boundary which is based on hydraulic calculations using measured data at 
Taraghat gauging station (station 137A in Figure 3.2).  
The 10-year time period, from 2003 to 2013, was selected for model calibration. The entire 
model was given a uniform bottom roughness (Manning’s coefficient = 0.054 s m-1/3), which is 
the result of the calibration of the water level presented in Figure 4.20. The morphodynamic 
calibration strategy is similar to the one described in Section 4.3.2.3. A uniform sediment 
(D50 = 0.1 mm) was assumed, with unlimited supply from the bed. The sediment transport 
was predicted by the Engelund & Hansen (1967) total load transport formula. By comparing 
channel morphological changes at the monitoring cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Fig-
ure 3.11(b) and calculated by the model, sediment transport was scaled up by 180% ( = 1.8 
in equation 4.27). To correct the sediment transport direction, the calibration factor for spiral 
flow effect on bed-load transport direction (Es) and transverse bed slope effects (bn) were 
adjusted to 1.7 and 16, respectively. A dry cell erosion approach was considered by transfer-
ring erosion in the wet grid cell to the closest adjacent dry grid cells so that channel migration 
and sand movement can be simulated. The choice of MORFAC = 10 allowed the simulations 
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6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Bed topography change 
In case of hydrograph simulations, the river was modelled in analogy to a (dynamic) sedi-
ment-fed flume. That is, the inflow rates of water as well as the sediment inflow rates were 
continually changing as the sediment transport at the upstream boundary was calculated at 
transport capacity. The response of the bed-load transport rate to fluctuating flow discharge 
caused fluctuating bed elevations. This result is similar to that reported by Viparelli et 
al. (2011) and Wong & Parker (2006), although they used the constant sediment-feeding rate 
in their physical and numerical experiments. The final river alignment and bed topography 
are shown in Figure 6.3 where Figure 6.3(a) shows the results of the simplified hydrograph 
simulations and Figure 6.3(b) for the real hydrograph simulations. Both figures indicate that 
hydrograph simulations predict correctly the locations and patterns of bank migration evident 
from observed data (see Figure 3.11(a)). The resulting channel features show that the loca-
tion of pools and riffles are very similar to those described by the model in Figure 4.22(a), in 
which the flow discharge was held constant. However, the riffles in varying discharge condi-
tions tended to be much deeper than that of bankfull discharge condition. These results con-
tradict the findings of Kleinhans et al. (2008) who concluded that model with constant dis-
charge or feeding it with the discharge record would not result in very different large-scale 
meander morphology. 
 
Fig. 6.3 Simulated bed topography in April 2013 (a) simplified hydrograph and (b) real hydro-
graph.  
The direct comparison of Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) reveals that the main morphological dif-
ferences between the simplified and real hydrograph scenarios are found on the floodplain 
as the real hydrograph simulation results in a more pronounced erosion than the simplified 
hydrograph simulation. During over-bank flow conditions in the real hydrograph simulation, a 
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turn led to a slightly higher channel width than that of the simplified hydrograph simulation 
(see Figure 6.4). 
The comparison of the transverse bed profiles of the measured and computed data is pre-
sented in Figure 6.4. The results indicate that, in both the simplified and real hydrograph 
simulations, the maximum deposition occurred near the inner bank, and the maximum scour 
depth took place near the outer bank. The direct comparison of simplified hydrograph and 
real hydrograph reveals that the main differences between these two simulations are found 
at the outer bank region as the simplified hydrograph simulation results in a more pro-
nounced bank retreat than the real hydrograph simulation. In order to compare the measured 
and modelled bed changes, a statistical analysis was undertaken using the Brier Skill Score 
(BSS) (see Section 4.2.5). The skill scores obtained for simplified and real hydrograph simu-
lations are 0.91 and 0.90, respectively, which can be classified as an excellent comparison 
by both van Rijn (2003) and Sutherland et al. (2004).  
 
Fig. 6.4 Comparison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring 
cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a). 
6.3.2 Effect of morphological scale factor (MORFAC) 
This section deals with the investigation of the effects of morphological scale factor 
(MORFAC) on the morphological results and how to interpret a simplified hydrograph in the 
prediction calculation. For large spatial-temporal scales (8.2 km and 10 years, respectively), 
the computational effort becomes large. For example, using a desktop computer with a mod-
erate specification (Intel Core i7 3.50 GHz processor, 32 GB of RAM, Windows 7 ×64), the 
depth-averaged 2D model needs about 80 hours. In order to reduce computational costs, the 
MORFAC approach was used (equation 2.12). 
Lesser et al. (2004), Roelvink (2006) and others pointed out that prediction error increases 
with the increase of the acceleration factor. So far, there is no selection criterion for the priori 
determination of the highest MORFAC that can be used in a given situation (Ranasinghe et 
al. 2011, Wilmink 2015, Williams et al. 2016). It depends on the time-varying boundary condi-
tions and physical characteristics of a study area (Dissanayake 2011, Deltares 2014). A 
number of simulations were carried out for a 10-year morphological period by varying differ-
ent model settings (MORFAC, number of cycles of the simplified hydrograph). Table 6.1 
shows how parameters were varied in the numerical tests. The simplified hydrograph is cy-
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cled in the simulations MF1CF and MF10CF, whereas simulations MF1 and MF10 consider a 
single cycle of hydrograph in the computations. Simulation MF10 takes into account a one-
year hydrograph, whereas simulation MF1 uses a (hypothetical) hydrograph stretched over a 
whole 10-year period. 
Tab. 6.1 Description of the test runs 
Run thydro MORFAC  Cycle of simplified hydrograph in the prediction calcula-
tion  
MF1CF 10 years 1 10 cycles of the hydrograph equivalent to 10 years of 
hydrodynamic time. 
MF10CF 1 year 10 10 cycles of the hydrograph compressed to 1 year of 
hydrodynamic time. 
MF1 10 years 1 1 cycle of the hydrograph stretched to 10 years of hy-
drodynamic time. 
MF10 1 year 10 1 cycle of the hydrograph equivalent to 1 year of hydro-
dynamic time. 
 
The comparison of the transverse bed profiles of the measured and computed data is pre-
sented in Figure 6.5. The visual comparison suggests that, when the simplified hydrograph is 
cycled, both simulations MF1CF and MF10CF develop the closest match to the field data. In 
the former case, 10 year hydrodynamic simulation with a MORFAC = 1 represents 10 years 
of morphodynamic evolution, whereas in the later case, 1 year hydrodynamic simulation (i.e., 
compressed, see Table 6.1) with a MORFAC = 10 represents 10 years of morphodynamic 
evolution. Furthermore, the results show that different values for the MORFAC result in simi-
lar behavior of the profile with only (very) small differences. On the other hand, both simula-
tions MF1 and MF10 predict more pronounced bank retreat and significantly less scour 
depths near the outer bank region. Results of these simulations also suggest that different 
values for the MORFAC result in similar behavior of the bed profile with only minor differ-
ences.  
 
Fig. 6.5 Comparison of observed and simulated bed topography in April 2013 at the monitoring 
cross-section (CS-2) as shown in Figure 3.11(a).  
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In order to compare the measured and modelled bed changes, a statistical analysis was un-
dertaken using the Brier Skill Score (BSS) (see Section 4.2.5). The statistical comparison 
(see Table 6.2) suggests that the integrated bed level update over the morphological period 
of 10 years is quantitatively similar for the tested range of MORFACs. Furthermore, the re-
sults of the analysis show that it is important to consider the cycled or repeated annual hy-
drograph in order to investigate morphological changes for river applications. It can be con-
cluded that flow inputs (i.e., time-varying boundary conditions) should be compressed by 
reducing their duration rather than the number of cycles. This result is in contrast to the find-
ings of Williams et al. (2016), who simulated a gravel-bed braided river (Waimakariri River, 
New Zeland) and suggested that flow inputs can easily be reduced by reducing the number 
of cycles. 






6.3.3 Meandering pattern 
Figure 6.6 represents an overview of the pattern formation in both simplified and real hydro-
graph simulations after morphodynamic computations of a 10 year period. As time pro-
gressed, the meandering amplitude and channel length increased. As the bend amplitude 
increased, more of the meander bend migration was in the downstream direction. The results 
of the simulations are in agreement with the experimental results reported in the literature 
(Friedkin 1945, Ackers & Charlton 1970, Schumm & Khan 1972, Schumm et al. 1987, 
Braudrick et al. 2009, Visconti et al. 2010, van Dijk 2013). The simulated meandering pat-
terns are very similar to those described by the model in Figure 5.7, which demonstrates that 
the present results are envelopes of the possible outcomes from the computations with 
steady discharge conditions as suggested by Mosselman (1998). Investigating the results in 
some more detail reveals that hydrograph simulations produce a more realistic pattern of 
meander planform evolution that is consistent with the observed pattern in the study area. 
The results of these simulations also emphasize the importance of discharge variability in 
morphodynamic simulations and are in agreement with the results from similar studies in 
the literature (Larsen et al. 2006, Gautier et al. 2007, Crosato & Saleh 2010, Nicholas et al. 
2013, Asahi et al. 2013, van Dijk et al. 2014, Schwendel et al. 2015).  
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Fig. 6.6 Simulated planform.  
6.3.4 Planform geometry 
6.3.4.1 Relationships between the planform parameters and channel width 
Planform geometry variables such as meander belt width (MB), meander wavelength () and 
radius of curvature (R) were estimated following the methodology described in Sec-
tion 4.3.2.6. In order to generalize the results, these variables were normalized by the chan-
nel width derived from field data. The reason for not using the predicted channel width in the 
normalization is that the poor prediction of channel width is an artifact of the numerical mod-
el’s limitations in representing the transverse bed slope (see Section 4.3.2.6).  
Figure 6.7(a) plots a comparison of model results and observations for simplified hydrograph 
where the dashed lines show the 16% error boundaries for meander belt width and channel 
width ratio (MB/B), the 31% error boundaries for meander wavelength and channel width ratio 
(/B), and the 54% error boundaries for radius of curvature and channel width ratio (R/B), 
respectively. The computed mean values of MB/B, /B and R/B are 4.95, 11.85 and 1.81, 
respectively. Figure 6.7(b) plots a comparison of model results and observations for real hy-
drograph where the dashed lines show the 23% error boundaries for MB/B, the 29% error 
boundaries for /B, and the 48% error boundaries for R/B, respectively. The computed mean 
values of MB/B, /B and R/B are 4.46, 11.80 and 1.96, respectively.  
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The reach-averaged observed values of MB/B, /B and R/B are 4.82, 10.23 and 1.82, re-
spectively. It is to be noted that reach-averaged MB/B and R/B values are well reproduced by 
both simplified and real hydrograph computations and the difference is less than 8% com-
pared to the observed data. The difference for reach-averaged /B is about 16%. This differ-
ence can be ascribed to the subjectivity involved in delineating the wavelength end points 
from the simulated planforms (see Section 4.3.2.6). In quantitative terms, the overall agree-
ment is reasonable. To summarize, realistic discharge variation had a relatively small effect 
on the long-term meander pattern, demonstrated by the reach-averaged planform statistics 
that fluctuated around the steady statistics of the simplified hydrograph simulation. 
 
 
Fig. 6.7 Comparison of model results and observations (a) simplified hydrograph and (b) real 
hydrograph. 
6.3.4.2 Comparison with earlier empirical equations 
The only complete model of a river is the river itself where the boundary conditions include 
both ordinary floods and high floods. Inflow boundary conditions based on the real hydro-
graph incorporated the full range of discharge magnitudes and durations recorded at the 
Taraghat gauging station (137A) during the 10-year period. In contrast, the simplified hydro-
graph does not represent the historical time series of streamflow. Rather consecutive identi-
cal floods are repeated (see Figure 6.1). Therefore, in this section, the results of simplified 
hydrograph computations were excluded from the comparisons with prior studies. Based on 
the results of real hydrograph computations, the following relationships among reach-
averaged planform parameters and channel width have been derived:  
4.5
B
M B              (6.1) 
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11.8B               (6.2) 
2R B              (6.3) 
where meander belt width (MB), meander wavelength (), radius of curvature (R), and chan-
nel width (B) are in meters. 
Traditionally, statistical studies of meandering channel evolution have been based on old 
maps (Jefferson 1902), and later, aerial photography (Leopold & Wolman 1957). The above 
relationships in equations 6.1 to 6.3 allow for a comparison of results with prior studies (see 
Table 2.1). Regression relationships for meander belt width versus channel width, both in 
meters, are: 17.6
B
M B  (Jefferson 1902), 7.9
B
M B  (Leopold & Wolman 1960) 
9.1
B
M B  (O’Boyle 1981) and 6
B
M B  (Williams 1986). The apparent lack of agreement 
with Jefferson (1902) is mainly due to the meander belt width delineation. He defined mean-
der belt width as the distance between tangents drawn outside of a series of meanders on 
the planform, whereas others used lateral distance between tangential lines of two succes-
sive meander bends.  
The meander wavelength and channel width ratios (/B) of Jefferson (1902) at 12.6, Inglis 
(1949) at 12.1, Leopold & Wolman (1960) at 11.6, O’Boyle (1981) at 11.6 are close to the 
present numerical results (/B = 11.8 in equation 6.2). The ratio of radius of curvature to 
channel width (R/B) has a mean value in the range of 2 to 3 (R/B 2 in equation 6.3), which 
is in accordance with earlier empirical relationships (e.g., Leopold & Wolman 1960, Young 
1974, O’Boyle 1981, Hickin & Nanson 1984, Williams 1986). Bagnold (1960) and Hickin & 
Nanson (1984) indicated that the migration is largely reduced or even stopped for values 
outside the range of 2 to 3. Present result (R/B 2) implies that the river is actively migrating 
in the studied reach.  
6.3.4.3 Meandering channel response to altered flow regime 
How the wavelength of alluvial meandering rivers varies with the sequence of floods is un-
known. In order to investigate the meandering channel response to altered high- and low- 
floods, flood-driven changes were evaluated by examining a time series of meander wave-
length. For the sake of simplicity, annual mean discharges were considered as floods last 4 
to 6 months in the tropical monsoon climate (see Section 3.2.1) over which most geo-
morphological works are carried out. Reach-averaged meander wavelength was estimated at 
the end of the falling limb of hydrograph. Figure 6.8 plots annual mean discharge histogram 
and reach-averaged meander wavelength for each year. A key observation is that larger 
floods favor enlargement of meander wavelength and smaller floods favor shortening of me-
ander wavelength during the first 50% of the simulation period. It is interesting to note that 
this tendency is similar to that reported in Section 5.3.4.2 where the meander wavelength 
increases with the discharge magnitude. These observations are also in consistent with 
those made in previous experimental studies (Friedkin 1945, Visconti et al. 2010, van Dijk 
2013) and in statistical regression analysis of Inglis (1949), Leopold & Wolman (1957), Dury 
(1964), Carlston (1965), Ackers & Charlton (1970), Schumm (1967, 1977), and Mackey 
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(1993). However, after the first 5-year period, the meander wavelength becomes nearly un-
responsive regardless of changes in flood magnitudes. 
 
Fig. 6.8 Annual mean discharge histogram and reach-averaged meander wavelength. 
6.4 Prediction of future planimetric evolution 
The statistical trend analyses of the historic hydrologic data indicate that discharge series are 
characterized by a negative trend, suggesting a possible future water resources scarcity (see 
Figure 3.6). The alteration of natural flow regimes may also occur due to climate change or 
management strategies (such as augmentation of dry season flows). The computer model 
developed in the previous section can be used as a tool for predicting future channel align-
ments taking into account different hydrologic scenarios.  
6.4.1 Scenario of simulations 
The effect of hydrologic conditions was investigated by applying three discharge scenarios: 
reference simulation (Run No CC), climate change scenario (Run CC) and climate change 
with augmentation scenario (Run CC+A). The simulations were undertaken for 47 years 
starting from the initial bathymetry in 2003. The various future river channel simulation ap-
proaches, which are based on the prediction of future discharge scenarios, are described 
below. 
6.4.1.1 Reference simulation 
The reference simulation (Run No CC) does not take into account future climate change. 
Rather, it implicitly assumes that the observed monotonic trend in the past will continue into 
the future. For extrapolating river discharges into the future (2017-2050), a statistical mo-
ment-based Matlab script (Hydro Fit Curve, see Section 3.2.3) was used. In this method, the 
statistical mean of the hydrograph was calculated from the data series of the last recent 
years (2003-2016). The standard deviation and the mean maximum discharges for each year 
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random numbers. The width of the distribution was narrowed by tuning standard deviation. 
0.5 standard deviations resulted in a pattern of fluctuation in time series similar to the pattern 
of fluctuation in the period 2003-2016. 
6.4.1.2 Climate change scenario 
The climate change (Run CC) scenario is a “what if” scenario in which the impact of climate 
change on the river discharge is superimposed onto the reference discharge scenario (Run 
No CC). Dasgupta et al. (2015) suggested that average monsoon flow discharge could in-
crease in the Dhaleshwari River by 13.6 %, for the standard IPCC AR4 high-emissions, fos-
sil-fuel intensive (A1FI) scenario in 2050, compared to the 2004 baseline (see Section 3.6). 
Based on this study, for simplicity, a linear increase in discharge was assumed, and was 
added to the reference discharge scenario for the future (2017-2050).  
6.4.1.3 Climate change with augmentation scenario 
The climate change with augmentation (Run CC+A) scenario stems from the climate change 
discharge scenario that encompasses the dry season flow augmentation. The Institute of 
Water Modelling (IWM) in Bangladesh investigated various options for augmenting low flows 
in the rivers surrounding capital Dhaka (IWM 2004). The study examined that the 
Dhaleshwari south off-take could be an option for the diversion of flow from the Jamuna Riv-
er. Henan (2015) recommended an off-take flow of 300 m3 s-1 to satisfy the demands for wa-
ter quality, navigation and irrigation. Later, because of unfavorable morphology at the south 
off-take of the Dhaleshwari River and the very active channel shifting in the meandering 
reaches downstream of the off-take, the “Dhaleshwari south off-take” option had not been 
selected as the ideal option. From the engineering point of view, it would be interesting to 
investigate a “what if” augmentation scenario under the future climate change (2017-2050). 
6.4.2 Results of different scenarios 
Figure 6.9 shows the simulated planform pattern for different scenarios in 2050, in which 
channel alignments are represented by the thalweg of the channel. Results of the simulations 
suggest that different discharge scenario results in similar behavior of the thalweg profile with 
only minor differences.  
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Fig. 6.9 Predicted thalweg profile in 2050 for different scenarios. 
For each scenario, three planform parameters were calculated: meander belt width (MB), 
meander wavelength () and radius of curvature (R). In order to generalize the results, these 
parameters were normalized by the present channel width observed in the field, based on 
the assumption that meanders tend to maintain roughly constant bankfull widths during evo-
lution (Leopold & Wolman 1960, Crosato 2008). A comparison of the planform statistics be-
tween the three simulations is shown in Figure 6.10 where Figure 6.10(a) shows the results 
for meander belt width and channel width ratio (MB/B), Figure 6.10(b) for meander wave-
length and channel width ratio (/B) and Figure 6.10(c) for radius of curvature and channel 
width ratio (R/B).  
 
Fig. 6.10 Predicted planform parameters in 2050 for different scenarios. 
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The analysis of the simulation results reveals that the climate change scenario (Run CC) 
causes (very) small changes in the reach-averaged MB/B, /B and R/B values in comparison 
to the reference simulation (Run No CC). The simulation results further reveal that, in case of 
climate change with augmentation scenario (Run CC+A), no significant tendencies to in-
crease or decrease are found in the parameter /B, but the reach-averaged MB/B might de-
crease by 6.5% and the reach-averaged R/B might increase by 3.2%, with respect to the 
reference scenario (Run No CC).  
6.5 Discussion 
The discussion is based on answers to questions.  
How can the morphological scale factor (MORFAC) approach be used under an imposed 
cyclic hydrograph? 
Morphological change typically occurs on a longer time scale than corresponding changes in 
flow. The MORFAC approach is a technique to bridge the gap between hydrodynamic and 
morphological timescales (Lesser et al. 2004, Roelvink 2006). In order to reduce computa-
tional costs for long term applications, the MORFAC approach is commonly used. The re-
sults of the simulations under an imposed cyclic hydrograph show that different value for the 
morphological scale factor (MORFAC) result in similar behavior of the bed profile with only 
(very) small differences for the tested range of MORFACs (see Section 6.3.2). This finding is 
in good agreement with the literature (Kleinhans et al. 2008, Nicholas et al. 2013, Schuurman 
et al. 2015). Williams et al. (2016) suggested that, in case of cyclic flow (i.e., repeated annual 
hydrograph), flow inputs can easily be reduced by reducing the number of cycles. In the pre-
sent study, however, resulting morphologies were found very sensitive to the cy-
cle of simplified hydrograph in the prediction calculation. The main result of this study is that 
flow inputs can be compressed by reducing their duration rather than the number of cycles. 
This result is in contrast to the findings of Williams et al. (2016) which can partly be explained 
by the fact that their simulation experiments were based on a gravel-bed braided river geom-
etry (the Waimakariri River in New Zeland) which is somewhat differing from the current re-
search geometry. 
How does the meander wavelength response to altered high- and low- floods in a meander-
ing reach? 
In the constant “dominant” discharge scenarios, it has been observed that the meander 
wavelength increases with the constant discharge magnitude (see Section 5.3.4.2). The 
aforementioned research addresses the question as whether or not meander wavelength 
undergo cyclic elongation or shortening due to natural variability in river discharges. In order 
to investigate the meandering channel response to altered high- and low- floods, a simulation 
was conducted using time-varying discharge record as a realistic boundary condition. The 
results of the simulation reveal that larger floods favor enlargement of meander wavelength 
and smaller floods favor shortening of meander wavelength during the first 50% of the simu-
lation period. This observation is in agreement with the experimental work by Friedkin (1945), 
who showed that the size of bends becomes greater with increase in discharge. It is interest-
ing to note that this tendency is similar to that observed in the constant discharge scenarios 
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where the meander wavelength increases with the discharge magnitude (see Sec-
tion 5.3.4.2). However, after the first 5-year period, the meander wavelength becomes nearly 
unresponsive regardless of changes in flood magnitudes.  
 
What is the impact of different hydrologic scenarios on the future river planform? 
The impact of different hydrologic conditions on the river planimetric evolution in 2050 was 
investigated by applying three discharge scenarios: reference simulation (Run No CC), cli-
mate change scenario (Run CC) and climate change with augmentation scenario (Run 
CC+A). The results indicate that anticipated climate change scenario (Run CC) will have no 
important influence on the reach-averaged planform parameters, with respect to the refer-
ence scenario (Run No CC) (see Figure 6.10). This means that, despite the discharge in-
crease by 0.4% per year after 2016 due to climate change, the meander planform parame-
ters would not deviate much from the forecasted future conditions without climate change. 
The results further reveal that, in case of climate change with augmentation scenario (Run 
CC+A), the river may experience minor changes in planform variables, with respect to the 
reference scenario (Run No CC). These differences can be ascribed to the magnitude and 
duration of dry season flow. In case of Run No CC and Run CC, for a large part of the year 
(about 5 to 6 months), the discharge and water level were too low to transport the sediment, 
whereas in Run CC+A, the discharge never dropped below 300 m3 s-1 which is higher than 
the threshold discharge (approximately 105 m3 s-1, see Figure 5.4) that drives changes in 
channel morphology. Despite the continuous bed-load transport throughout the year driven 
by the dry season flow augmentation, the resulting planform variables exhibited minor 
changes from the reference scenario (see Figure 6.10). From the perspective of river man-
agement, the above results confirm that if the dry season flow augmentation plan is imple-
mented, the river should reach conditions that are not too far from the forecasted future con-
ditions without climate change, and consequently, remarkable and unexpected changes in 
river planform should not occur. The results of this study can be extrapolated to other freely 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 
The main objective of the present thesis was to explore the capacity of a process-based nu-
merical model to simulate the adaption of both planform dynamics and bed topography to 
changed discharge regimes. In order to achieve the main objective, six specific research 
questions were formulated, and the following conclusions are reached by elaborating these 
questions. Recommendations are given for aspects needing further investigations. 
7.1 Conclusions 
This section addresses the individual research questions formulated in Section 2.7. 
Research question 1:  Which morphological features of meandering rivers can be simulated 
using a process-based numerical model?  
A specific reach in the Dhaleshwari River (Bangladesh) was taken as a case study as it pro-
vided data for model validation to explore the capability of the open-source code Delft3D for 
the simulation of morphological development. Both two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) modelling approaches were applied. The 3D model was used for predicting 
bed level changes over a one-year period and the results showed a certain degree of resem-
blance with the available field data, but the required computational time restricted further 
analyses. To achieve acceptable computational times and to enlarge the spectrum of investi-
gated scenarios, a 2D morphological model for meander migration was subsequently applied 
(Section 4.3), for which the parameterization of the 3D flow effect was validated against 
curved flume data (Section 4.3.1). The model was then used to simulate bed morphology 
and meander planform adjustment in the study area over a 10-year period, under both 
bankfull (Section 4.3.2) and varying discharge (Chapter 6) conditions. The results showed 
that the 2D model was able to reproduce morphological characteristics such as scour depth, 
bank erosion and pool-riffle morphology, even though the model showed some deficiencies 
to reproduce bankfull channel width. The problem of the prediction of channel width was an 
artifact of the numerical model’s limitations in representing the transverse bed slope. Regard-
ing the planimetric evolution, the simulated pattern based on the bankfull discharge scenario 
appeared to deviate somewhat from the observed pattern in the study area (see Section 
4.3.2.7), whereas simulations with varying discharge produced a more realistic planform pat-
tern (see Section 6.3.3). The planform parameters (i.e., meander belt width, meander wave-
length and radius of curvature) confirmed that the model results are realistic and are in 
agreement with statistical studies reported in the literature (e.g., Leopold & Wolman 1960, 
Hickin & Nanson 1984, Williams 1986, Julien 2002). The results further suggest that the 
time-varying discharge scenario is important for the prediction of bed topography and mean-
der planform (see Section 6.3.4.2).  
Research question 2:  How does the input of sediment-related parameters affect the mod-
eled morphodynamics? 
The models' sensitivity to various user-defined parameters (roughness, secondary flow effect 
on sediment transport, transverse bed slope effect, grain size, porosity) was analyzed. The 
simulation of bed level changes by three-dimensional (3D) modelling was linked with the 
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question of how sensitive the model predictions to bed slope effects were. The statistical 
comparison (i.e., Brier Skill Score) of the simulations showed that parameterization of 
the bed slope effect introduced uncertainty in predicted topography, even though the model 
was calibrated with three-dimensional flow data (see Section 4.2.5). Using the depth-
averaged 2D model, extensive sensitivity tests were performed to identify the key processes 
and most sensitive input parameters (see Section 4.3.2.5). The model showed marginal sen-
sitivity to sediment grain size and porosity. The three most sensitive parameters were the 
bed roughness, the spiral flow effect on bed-load transport direction (Es) and the parameter 
for the transverse bed slope effect (bn). Although the parameters Es and bn played 
a similar role in influencing model behavior (channel migration laterally towards the outer 
bank), the parameter Es led to correct representation of the location of pool-riffle morphology 
whereas bn led to formation of transverse bed slope. The results revealed that increasing 
the value of Es enhanced the erosive potential near the outer bank. The relation between the 
calibration parameter Es and the flow discharge revealed that the higher the discharge, the 
smaller was the Es coefficient, and a linear relationship was apparent (see Figure 
5.3). Further work will be useful to confirm the relationship between Es and discharge magni-
tude, as such a relationship has not been previously reported.  
Research question 3:  How can the morphological scale factor (MORFAC) approach be 
used under an imposed cyclic hydrograph? 
Hydrodynamic forcing due to varying river discharges is usually a short-term process with 
time scales ranging from hours to seasons whereas the morphological development of a river 
is examined on a timescale from seasons up to decades. Input reduction is imperative to 
long-term morphodynamic simulations to achieve acceptable computational times. Lesser et 
al. (2004) and Roelvink (2006) recommended the morphological acceleration technique 
(MORFAC) to bridge the gap between hydrodynamic and morphological timescales. In the 
present study, the applicability of the MORFAC approach under a cycled annual hydrograph 
was studied using the depth-averaged 2D model (Chapter 6). The results of the simulations 
show that different values of MORFAC result in similar behavior of the bed profile with only 
(very) small differences for the tested range of MORFACs (see Section 6.3.2). This demon-
strates that the flow inputs can be compressed by reducing their duration by using the 
MORFAC approach. The results are in line with the previous studies (e.g., Kleinhans et al. 
2008, Nicholas et al. 2013, Schuurman et al. 2015), but contradict the general conclusions by 
Williams et al. (2016) who suggested that, in case of cyclic hydrograph, flow inputs can easily 
be reduced by reducing the number of cycles. In the present study, however, resulting mor-
phologies were found to be sensitive to the cycle of simplified hydrograph in the prediction 
calculation. Therefore, it can be concluded that, using a morphological scale factor 
(MORFAC), flow inputs can be compressed by reducing their duration without the need to 
change the order of hydrographs. 
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Research question 4:  How does river discharge influence the meander wavelength in a 
meandering reach? 
Empirical equations that relate meander wavelength to dominant discharge (e.g., Inglis 1949, 
Leopold & Wolman 1957, Dury 1964) are based on data from different reaches in the same 
river or different streams. To date, it has not been reported how river discharge affects me-
ander wavelength in a specific meandering reach. In order to investigate the link between 
meander wavelength and discharge, numerical simulations were carried out assuming con-
stant discharge to be the dominant discharge (Chapter 5). Discharge boundary conditions 
were varied from bankfull discharge to mean annual discharge by a constant discharge 
(equal to 10% of the bankfull discharge). The results of the simulations showed that the me-
ander wavelength is proportional to the square root of discharge (see Section 5.3.4.2). The 
next step was to test whether or not meander wavelength undergoes cyclic elongation or 
shortening due to natural variability in river discharges. In order to investigate the meander-
ing channel response to altered high- and low- floods, a simulation was conducted using 
time-varying discharge records as a realistic boundary condition (Chapter 6). The results 
showed that larger floods favor enlargement of meander wavelength and smaller floods favor 
shortening of meander wavelength during the first 50% of the simulation period (see Section 
6.3.4.3). It is interesting to note that this tendency is similar to that found in the constant dis-
charge scenarios where the meander wavelength increases with the discharge magnitude 
(see Section 5.3.4.2). The results also revealed that the meander wavelength becomes near-
ly unresponsive to altered high- and low- floods after the first 5-year period regardless of 
changes in flood magnitudes. 
Research question 5:  How to estimate the dominant discharge in a freely meandering   
river? 
Dominant discharge is the most important parameter for river restoration or engineering de-
sign. Frascati & Lanzoni (2013), Lanzoni et al. (2014) and Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014) de-
scribed the application of numerical models to predict dominant (or channel-forming) dis-
charge for a natural river with fixed (non-erodible) walls. The current research focused on a 
freely meandering reach of the Dhaleshwari River in Bangladesh (Chapter 5). The numerical 
tests confirmed that, in the presence of erodible floodplains, the dominant or channel forming 
discharge lies in between the mean annual discharge and the bankfull discharge. The results 
showed that a discharge magnitude of 630 m3 s-1 provides least Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE) of the simulated bed topography (see Section 5.3.3). This value is close to the char-
acteristic effective discharge (628 m3 s-1) which was based on sediment discharge rating 
equation and theoretical flow frequency distributions (see Section 3.2.4). For the calculation 
of the dominant discharge, a new approach has been proposed. By means of numerical sim-
ulations, it was shown how river discharge affects the meander wavelength (see Section 
5.3.4.2). The dominant discharge can be defined by the maximum value of the wavelength-
discharge curve as the flow regime not only influences channel cross-sectional shape, but 
also affects meander geometry. The peak value in the wavelength-discharge curve was 
found in the range between 560 and 700 m3 s-1, in particular, at a discharge close to 
630 m3 s-1, which coincides with the channel-forming discharge and the effective discharge. 
The advantage of this novel method is that this simulation approach accounts for site-specific 
hydro-morphological and sediment characteristics. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that a 
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discharge magnitude of about 630 m3 s-1 (90% of the bankfull discharge) best describes the 
dominant discharge of the Dhaleshwari River. The results of this study can be extrapolated to 
other freely meandering rivers with similar climatic and physical characteristics. 
Research question 6:  Can a process-based numerical model be used to assess the impact 
of hydrologic scenarios on the future river planform? 
A depth-averaged 2D numerical model was applied to the Dhaleshwari River case study for 
predicting future channel planform (Chapter 6). The effect of hydrologic conditions on the 
river planform was investigated by applying three discharge scenarios: reference simulation 
(Run No CC), climate change scenario (Run CC) and climate change with augmentation 
scenario (Run CC+A). To assess the impacts of hydrologic scenarios, different scenarios 
were compared to the reference scenario (Run No CC), which reflects the hydrological situa-
tion for the year 2050 (see Section 6.4.2). The results showed that the anticipated climate 
change scenario (Run CC) will have no important influence on the planform changes in the 
study area. In response to the dry season flow augmentation (Run CC+A), the river may ex-
perience minor changes in the planform variables. From the perspective of river manage-
ment, the above results confirm that if the dry season flow augmentation plan is implement-
ed, the river should reach conditions that are not too far from the forecasted future conditions 
without climate change, and consequently, remarkable and unexpected changes in river 
planform should not occur. The results of this study attest that a numerical model can be 
used as a tool for predicting future river planimetric evolution. 
7.2 Recommendations and future outlook 
The main idea of this research was originally triggered by the gap that most state-of-the-art 
numerical models have been applied on laboratory scale or hypothetical rivers, and to a 
lesser extent on real rivers, and were able to model bed morphology or meander planform, 
but not both. In the present study, both the bed morphology and meander planform reproduc-
tion were tested in a real case study. Key challenges for predicting meandering river 
morphodynamics are identified. Recommendations, along with some open questions that still 
require further research, are described as follows: 
 The study reveals that the fixed computational grid in the horizontal plane is an ob-
stacle to any reasonable determination of meander planform parameters (see Section 
4.3.2.6). In each morphological time step, the grid itself remains stationary but the 
flow domain adapts to bed level changes resulting from sediment transport. As a re-
sult, the cross-sections, which were orthogonal to the streamwise direction at the be-
ginning of the simulation, are found skewed during the meander simulation, which 
necessitates the re-orthogonalization of the grid for the investigation for simulated 
planform. Unfortunately, no such adaptive grids are presently available in Delft3D. 
Future research should therefore focus on the development of adaptive grids to be 
used in modelling real rivers morphodynamics.  
 In the present study, meander planform variables were normalized by the channel 
bankfull width derived from the field data rather than the model results. It was found 
that the poor prediction of channel width is an artifact of the numerical model’s limita-
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tions in representing the transverse bed slope (see Section 4.3.2.6). The parameteri-
zation of transverse bed slope effects, which is implemented in all process-based 
morphological models and is not unique to the model used in this study, is based on 
small-scale flume experiments (Ikeda 1982, Struiksma et al. 1985, Talmon et al. 
1995). As by today, an exact parameterization of the transverse bed slope effect can 
only be achieved by calibration. More research needs to be performed to develop a 
reliable and physics-based method to quantify transverse bed slope effects. In the 
reach-scale field investigations, this issue cannot be properly resolved in the absence 
of more field data. 
 It should be noted that the reality is more complex than the numerical models and 
that the models are less than perfect expressions of reality. In regard to channel shift-
ing, the results of model application were highly encouraging, even though bank ero-
sion was simplistically implemented in the model by specifying the distribution of the 
total amount of erosion from a wet cell to the adjacent dry cell by a user-specified 
percentage (ThetSD) (see Figure 4.3). A physics-based method combining the fluvial 
shear erosion and gravitational mass failure processes would be useful to gain more 
insight in the historical and future morphological evolution in meandering rivers. 
 The opposite process of bank erosion, which is bank accretion, is a fundamental pro-
cess leading to the channel width formation in meandering rivers. The depth-
averaged 2D model used in this study lacks a bank accretion formulation, which 
makes it inappropriate for prediction of the channel width evolution (see Section 
4.3.2.6). The processes by which inner bank deposition keeps pace with outer bank 
erosion are still not well understood. Even though the results of the simulations for the 
observed morphological changes in the studied reach are strongly relevant, this issue 
could not be resolved due to the poor prediction of channel bankfull width (see Sec-
tion 6.3.1). Nevertheless, the results of this study provide a valuable base for continu-
ing this line of research. 
 The present study focused on discharge as an important factor in the morphological 
evolution in a sand-bed meandering reach. Other important factors such as bank ac-
cretion, bed sediment sorting, vegetation encroachment on point bars, and consolida-
tion of sediment were ignored in the modelling. Furthermore, the current depth-
averaged 2D model did not distinguish between bed-load and suspended load since 
a total sediment transport formula was used (see Section 4.1.3). Since most of the 
bed material load in the sand-bed river is transported in suspension (see Section 
3.4.2), additional numerical experiments are required to clarify the role of graded sed-
iment and sediment transport in suspension.  
 Sediment supply from upstream and bank erosion control channel geometry in sand-
bed meandering rivers with erodible banks. The present study was using sediment in-
flow rate at transport capacity, and the numerical simulations with varying discharge 
boundary conditions showed that the response of the bed-load transport rate to fluc-
tuating flow discharge caused fluctuating bed elevations (see Section 6.3.1). An open 
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question is therefore whether it is possible to establish a clear association between 
the two sources (sediment supply from the upstream and bank erosion). 
 In a depth-averaged 2D simulation, the coefficient controlling the spiral flow effect on 
bed-load transport direction (Es) is of crucial importance to correctly model morpho-
logical behavior, particularly in river bends (see Section 4.3.2.5). The present study 
revealed that the higher the flow discharge, the smaller is the Es coefficient, and a lin-
ear relationship is apparent (see Figure 5.3). Further research would be useful to con-
firm the relationship between Es and discharge magnitude, as such a relationship has 
not been previously reported. 
 The effect of hydrologic conditions on the river planimetric evolution was investigated 
by applying three discharge scenarios for the year 2050 (see Section 6.4.2). Unfortu-
nately, it is impossible to test the accuracy of the predictions, as no measurements 
are available. However, the model can be used in a probabilistic framework for as-
sessment using Monte Carlo simulations, which make it possible to consider a range 
of values of key parameters. Using confidence levels, the future extent of river 
planimetric evolution can be predicted. Presenting the results in this format would al-
low river managers a greater insight into the possible future channel locations.  
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